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Attorneys and Defendants have been
plagued by the Federal Forfeiture
Statute for years. Too many of us have
seen that statute abused. The latest apparent abuse has taken place in South
Texas. The Drug Enforcement Agency
sccurcd a st:arch warrant using:~se~lrcl
affidavit.'l'hc obiect of the search warrant was to search an attorney's office
who has represented a client who is
frequentlyaccused of sellingdrugs. The
agents executed the search warrant at
night after the lawyer was gone and
entered the establishment by knocking
thedoor off the hinges. Simultaneously,
they executed other searchwarrantsfor
people who were alleged to be related
or involved in activities with his client.
They then manned the phones while
the lawyer was present in the office
when hisclientsbegan calling his office
looking for him. They monitored the
calls. The purpose of the search warrant
as relayed to the attorney was quite
simple. He was advised that h e m s not
a target in any case and that they simply
wanted to go through his fies to look
for any property that his client might
possess so they would have infomation to begin forfeitures.
The agents then systematically went
through every one of the attorney's
files, including those of other clients
totally unrelated to the warrant. They
then boxed up what they wanted and
left. Needless to say, the strike force is
at ~ o r trying
k
to deter the release of the
privileged information taken from the
attorney's fdes. Only time will tell what
happens. This was all done on the
pretext of forfeiture Doesn't it make
you feel comfortable knowing that
Texas has enacted a similar forfeiture
statute which will affect ali of us in our
:veryday practice?
Please read the new forfeiturestatute
zontained in House Bill Number 65.
The Prosecutors Association has em-

phatically stated that the new statute
will he used sensibly and only against
"big time" criminals. Why then are all
the big cities appointing attorneys to
supervise forfeiture divisions?Why are
those supervisors being given supporting staff for the divisions?Theanswer is
simple. Forfeitures are going to be "big
business."
State prosecutors, in the past, have
feltthat thecase lawrestricted forfeiture
under the old statute. State prosecutors
have lamented, 'T7e had to prove that
real estate was purchased with money
derived from narcotics trafficking
under the old law. That was time consumingand difficult to do." (Emphasis
added.) When yon review the statute, I
believe you will see that the burclen of
proof for the State has been substantially lessened.
Many State practitioners may now
find prosecutors attempting to forfeit
fees paid to them by their client, claiming that it was money used to commit a
crime. Cars, homes and real estate are
also subject to forfeiture. Innocent
owners may fmd their property being
forfeited because the people they
rented to or sold their home to on payments used those properties as a place
to commit a crme.
The forfeiture of cash, gold, investments and realestatewill deny aperson
accused of a crime the counsel of his
choice. Once the defendant is stripped
of his assets, he is reduced to accepting
1 court-appointed attorney. The forfeiure statute appears to be a bigger
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We fake great pride in honoritzg
Cfl~hj1Grec71eBtm1eftiti,z
this isEueOffhe
Voice.

For
the last several years Cathy has
been the mainstay behind the Significant Decisions Report which appears in the heart of our magazine. She
has devoted hundreds of hours of time
reviewing state and federal opinions, to
give us the benefit of summaries of the
important decisions.
We have found that case summaries
and &ews are widely accepted and
well read by our members. Let's face it,
we are all in the same boat and need all
the help we can get. Having Cathy cut
down some of the workload benefits all
of us,
We thought it was about time to give
her the tecognition she richly deserves.
Cathy received her undergraduate
and law degrees from the University of
Texas. She thenbecanlea briefing attorney at the Court of Criminal Appeals in
1976. In 1977 she enlisted as an Assistant Attorney General in the Law
Enforcement Division.

President's Column
conli~tt~ed
fmmlnge;

weapon than any rule of evidence or
case law could ever be for a prosecutor.
A forfeiture is an excellent vehicle to
force a defendant to give up his right to
remain silent if he wishes to retain his
property. Prosecutors will be filing forfeitures and hoping that the defendant
will hire an attorney and file an Answer
to the forfeiture. Immediately upon
filing the forfeiture, the prosecutor will
send out Request for Admissions and
Interrogatoriesin a hope that the defendant will answer them and thereby
waive his right to his fifth amendment
privilege. Only a defendant who is a
fool will answer those documents
without claiming fifth amendment
privdeges. I believe you will have to
advise your client to take the fifth
amendment to protect his constitutionalright5 whichunformnately will cause

From 1979 to 1986 she was engaged
in the private practice of law and was a
partner in Morrow and Burnett.
In 1987 she joined the faculty of
South Texas College of Law and in
August of this year was named Director
of the Clinical Studies and Assistant
Professor of Law.
She has been teaching a number of
courses, including legal research and
writing and criminal procedure and is
currently working on developing an
on-site student clinic and revising the
StudentInternship Placement Program.
Cathy co-authored "State Constitutional Criminal Procedure," a textbook
designed as a supplement to classic
criminal procedure texts withemphasis
on how state courts have reached different results from major Supreme
Court decisions.
She is in the process of writing
another textbook with Professor Peter
Lewis on Federal Criminal Procedure.
Apart from these publications, she
co-authored materials which appear in
the Texas Criminal Appellate Manual,
originally published in 1986 and

revised in 1989.
She is a frequent Lecturer o n
programs sponsored by the Texas
Criminal Defense lawyers' Association
and the State Bar. She has been one of
the most well received speakers at the
annual CriminalIaw Advanced Course.
In a nutshell, TCDLA is quite proud
to have as one ofits members and active
contributors a person as resourceful,
hard working and competent as Cathy
Bumett is. We thank her for her consistent and constant contributions to
0
TCDLA and the Voice.

hitn to lose his property. In all
likelihood a Summary Judgment will
issue routinely in forfeiture cases if you
cannot answer Request for Admissions
and Interrogatories.
Be creative and make the statute
work for YOU. File Request for Admissions and Interrogatories to find out
who the officers and informants were
in the case. Notice those people for
depositions with a Subpoena Duces
Tecum to bring their reports to the
deposition and attach those to the
deposition. If the State fails to answer
the Request for Admissions and Interrogatories or fails to appear at depositions or bring the subpoenaed
instluments, move quickly for sanctions. Request in your sanctions that the
State's pleadings be stricken or in the
alternative that the State pay attorney's
fees equal to the cost of your client's
attorney's fees for representing hinl in
the entire case. If we are to be stuck

with this system, make thesystem work
for our clients.
Evely criminal defense attorney
needs to become a "civil" attorney and
fight the forfeiture cases at every turn.
The forfeiture statute must be challenged on every point under the Texas
Constitution. Remember that the Federal Statute has been litigated extensively. There are going to be very few
Federal Constitution issues that you will
be able to raise that are not covered by
previous Supreme Court decisions. We
may or may not have State Constitution
h u e s that will help us. k a v e no stone
unturned in your attempts to defeat this
statute. Appeal every forfeiture on
every possible ground. Criminal
defense lawyers need to defeat this
statute. If we don't do it, no one else
will. Use your creative minds to make
the defeat of the forfeiture statute pos0
sible.
OCTOBER 1989
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CROSS-EXAMINATION OF POLICE
OFFICERS IN INVOLUNTARY
MANSLAUGHTER CASES - Part I
oftenthe prosecution's whole case. The
prosecuting authorities and police investigative agencies are secure in the
belief that police officers are such
credible witnesses that they do not
need other fact witnesses; consequently, in many cases the difference beween success and failure depends on
the effectiveness of cmssexamining
the police officer fa@witness.

IlT.Preparation
for Cross-Exadnation
It is fundamental to realize at the
outset of representinga citizen accused
of ~ n v o ~ u n~:cn&ughtcr,
ta~
t h ~ one
t
should havean initial kc1 fortheircasc.
For the Februay 1986 issue of the
From there and through the disfovery
Voice, Mr. Stem Sumner authored an
process and investigation, you should
article aklifled "Cms-Ewminatfonq/ be able to determinewhether youmust
Police O@cem in DWrandIn~vlu?ztary overcome the opinion of one or more
Manskutghler Cases." This article was
police officers' testimony as weU as
extremely well receiued and sub- whether you must also overcome the
seqrrattly made part of the American
testimony of civilianfact witnesses. It is
Bar Awciatiotr D m Manuaf conse- from
this basic premise that preparation
quently, the Voice reqcmted that Stem
for crossexamination begins.
zcpdats the article andfocus exclmively
on cm-t%atntizatian ofpdice O@cm
A. Investigation
in inLvIunhny mm?slaugbtercases.
It is often the case in a DWI, that the
police officer and the accused citizen
I. Scope of Article
are alone on the side of the road when
the police officer formulates the conT h e subject matter at hmd is the
clusion that the accused is intoxicated.
cross-examinationof police officers in
This is often the case in an Involuntary
the trial of anInvoiuntaryManslaughter Manslaughter case involving an accicase where the accused ischarged wk h
dent also. Investigative oppormnities
being intoxicated. This effort does no
frequently exist since inmost instances,
contemplate methods or techniques of
there will be niunerous fact witnesses
cross-examination of scientific experts
at the scene of the accidentwho had the
concerning the accuracy or credibility
%me opportunity to observe the acof the bfeathalizer or intoxiliaer. Here,
cused as the police officer. Thus, anywe are concerned with 41e jury's
thing that the accused did at the scene
perspective of the police officer fact
that was inconsistent with intoxication
witnesses who always conclude the
becomes vital to the case. Tke pplice
opinion of "intoxication."
officer will invariably testify that the
accused was"disoriented" as a result of
II. Why Concentrate on
intoxication and unaware of what was
Cross-Examination
happening around him, Any witness
of Police Officers?
whoobserved the accused take steps to
aid an injured victim, or seek assistance
in ren~ovalof tires or vehicles from the
The police officer witness in an Involuntary Manslaughter case is very
street, or seek first aid for himself, be-

by
Steve Sumner
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comes an invaluable witness. Knowing
you have thosewitnessesstashedinthe
wings points the direction you should
take in cross-examining the police officer. Eon direct-examinatim andlor in
policereports,the police omcer has not
already committed to isor orientation"
as a factor he relied u p ~ n
to conclude
intoxication, use cross-examination to
make him commit. Point out through
leading questions that an intoxicated
person is necessarily disoriented and
his ability to perceive the events and
circumstances around him are impaired.
Fmm a n investigative standpoint, it
goes without saying that any witness at
"the scene," who has an opinion that
the accused was not intoxicated, is a
most important defense witness.
Knowing you have such a witness(es1
in advance of trial wiU affect the a p
proach to uoss-examinhg the police
officer fact witnesses. For example, if
you have a paramedic who administered first aid to the accused at the
scene and he does not believe the accused was intoxicated, then in crossexamining the police officer, you will
want to establish the "frailty" of the
police officer's opinion versus the
paramedic's opinion due to the fact that
the paramedic had better lighting conditions, a longer period to observe the
accused, and/or the same opportunity
to smell alcohol or view the accused's
eyes. He was not distracted by other
duties and responsibilities like the
police officer and thus, his opinion that
the accused was not intoxicated, is
more worthy of belief.
In conclusion, the time to prepare to
cross-examine the police offker fact
witness is at the onset of representation
and during the course of the investigation. I learneda long time ago that good
investigation wins lawsuits and makes
great lawyers in the process.

lV.Voir Dlre Examination
The foundation of cross-examining
the police officer witness should be es-

tablished during voir dire examination.
It is only at this juncture of the trial
process that the opportunity exists to
educate the jurors to understandwhere
you are going with cross-examination
and why certain areas of inquiry are
being developed.
The overriding objective throughout
the trial process is to put the police
offlcer witness in the pioper perspec-

aninterestin thelitigation; and in order
to be qualified as jurors, they must be
able to evaluate and judge witness
credibility.
Thmugh these questions during voir
dire, several things are being accomplished. First, you are putting the
police officerin the proper perspective
in the minds of the jury. Next, the jury
is being educated to better understand

Zbeprosecuting authorities andpolice investigative
agencies are secure in the belief thatpola'ce oflicers are
such credible witnesses that they do not need other
fact witnesses.
tive in the minds of the jury. It is during
voir dire that the police officer should
be established as an "interested witness with a "stake"in the lawsuit. The
jury should be made aware that the
police officer initiated the pending
charges and thus his judgment is being
tested by the trial process; consequently, he is a biased witness who will
necessarily embellish or take liberties
with the truth in order to protect his
own personal interest. Further, the
police officer is a trained witness and
part of the prosecutorial team. The nature of his testimony is merely "opinion
testimony" and is influenced because
police officers are human beings and
subject to "human frailty."
Through a series of questions during
voir dire, all of the above should be
established by inquiring as to the jury
panel's understanding of their-role
within the judicial process. My suggestions on how to do this areas follows:
A. Interested Witness
Jurors need to be aware that they are
the finders of fact and it is part and
parcel to their duties and responsibilities to be able to judge the
credibility of witnesses. Where the
prosecutor will be quick to point out
that the accused has an interest or stake
in the outcome of thecase, the question
needs to be asked whether the jury
panel understands that the police officer,who initiated the charges,also has
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their role. Also, the jury is being
provided "buzz"words such as "interest witness" versus "uninterested witneq "so that during cross-examination
when the police officer is asked about
the availability of "uninterested witnesses" that could have and should
have been called to testify, the jury can
then make the necessary mental distmction.
B. Oplnlon Evidence
In educating the jury with regard to
certain types of evidence, jurors should
be qualified in their ability to distinguish between "opinion evidence"versus other evidence. There should be
specific inquiry as to their knowledge
or belief at how opinions are subject to
change for many different reasons.
They should understand that opinions
are founded on facts and are only as
good as the accuracy and sufficiencyof
the facts. Ask if they have experienced
a changeof opinion themselvesatsome
point in their lives, and inquire as to the
respective cause in their change of
opinion. For example, was their
original opinion founded on false information, or did they receive more information, or more accurate information,
as the basis for their change in opinion.
The objective is to cause jurors to think
about the reliability of opinion
evidence. I would fuither suggest citing
an example to show how opinions are
"frail"and subject to change. The example I will use actually occurredwhen
[ hired a psychiatrist ta evaluate my
dient in a drug case. The psychiatrist
was only to be used as a witness at the
punishment phase of the trial to testify
hat the accused was capable of

responding to drug treatment or
rehabilitation. The doctorwantedmeto
pay his bill so he fust informed me that
my client would be responsive to drug
treatment and he would state so in a
written report, but he did not want to
testifyin person. Then he informed me
thatmy clientwasa sociopathandlisted
the criteria that establishedhis opinion.
AS it came time for trial, I decided that I
would risk putting the psychiatrist on
thestand, since I didndtbelievethat the
matter of my client befng a sociopath
wouldbe developed on cross-examination and certainly, I would not develop
it on direct. The psychiatrist informed
me that it would cost $4M) per hour for
him to testiFy and he wanted a certain
amount of money "up front." I agreed
to those terms, sent him the money and
called him as a witness During the
course of cross-examination, he unresponsively told the prosecutorthathe
was certain my client could respond to
treatment in the drug facility because he
was twta sociopath and proceeded to
list the very same criteria as the basis for
his opinion. I turned to my associate
and said "For $400 an hour, we just
curedMr. [Smithl."The point being, this
was a doctor's opinion to a jluy thatwas
subject to change and in fact, did
change for $400 per hour.

I n conclusion, concerning opinion
evidence, summarize "opinion
evidence" in the mind of the jury as
being evidence that they are asked to
"endorse" rather than form their own
opinion. Psychologically,I believe you
put the juror in the right frame of mind
by showing that the prosecution is in-
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sulting his role and his intelligence by
asking hinl to simply "endorse" the
opinion of the police officer rather than
f o m hisown opinionby other factsand
evidence that were available. It is your
responsibility during the course of the
trial to make the jury understand that
they are allowed to form an opinion of
their own as to the accused's intoxication at the time of arrest and not be led
like sheep by the prosecutor with mere
"endo~sernent
e~dence."
C. Sufficiency of Evidence

It is a common prosecutorialvoir dire
tactic to point out to the jury that the
prosecution is "required" to bring only
one witness and is "not required to go
interview witnesses and investigate
where the accused had been prior to
the arrest and/or what he had been
doing. It is an attempt to purify sloppy
investigation and prosecution and an
attempt to mislead the jurors into
believing that they must accept this
standard of investigation and prosecution. At the outset, during voir dire, the
jurors must understand that the
prosecution could obtain a conviction
with only one witness, but the jiuy has
every right in the world to judge the
"sufficiency" of the evidence. Make
sure they understand that it is the jurors
who set the standard of prosecution in
the community and only they can
decide whether or not the prosecution
should have brought more than one
witness and/or should have investigated to the extent of locating and
interviewing uninterested witnesses.
The point being, the jurors most certainly can, if they choose, require the
prosecution to bring more than onewitness and they should be qualified in
their ability to do so.
The above examples of voir dire
areas of inquuy are meant to trigger the
imaginative processes ofyour mind antl
to cause you to think of other ways of
putting the police officer in the proper
perpectiw in the jurors' minds and
thus set the stage for cross-examination.
There are, of course, the more common areas of voir dire inqui~yconcerning jurors' attitudes toward law
enforcement and/or their own or close
relative's law enforcen~entbackground, which you will develop. With
the proper voir dire, wherein the jurors
are qualified to better understand
opinion evidence, sufficiency or
OCTOBER 1989
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evidence, and that the police officer is
aninterested witness, thestageis set for
you to cross-examine the police officer
fact witness.

V. Cross-Examining the
Police Offlcer
A t this juncture, the police officer or
oficers will have already expressed the
opinion of "intoxication" and your
client wilt have already punched you
several times in the side and said "He's
lying, he's lying." The place to begin is
to fust obtain all notes, records, or
n~ernorandaand thoroughly review
them. It is only by knowing what you
have in your defensive presentation,
and what the police officer has already
testified to on direct-examination,that
you can begin to properly crossexamine the police officerregarding his
opinion of the accused's intoxication.
A. Records and Notes
I have been amazed over the years at
the number of mistakes, omissions, or
embellishmentsthat1 have been able to
utilize on crossexamination from the
police officer's records. At the outset,
establish that the trained police officer's
job responsibilities require him to accurately depict information in his
report. Of course, he will always list

In different jurisdictions, many
reports allow the police officer to mark
a check list of his opinions concerning
the different factors as to the degree of
intoxication. For example, a police officer is often inclined to ernbdish the
facts by marking that the accused's
ability to walk was "very poor" as opposed to simply "poor."
Over embellishment in reporting by
the police officer calls upon you to
force the police officer to over-represent in front of the jury, partrcularly if
you know that you have defense witnesses w h o will testify that the
accused's speech was not slurred antl
that he didnot staggerwhen hewalked.
It allows you the argument of showing
the bias and prejudice and interest that
the police oWcer exhibited by ''over
embellishment."
Look for "onzissions"in reporting.
The most glaring exan~plethat I have
witnessed in omissions in reporting was
in a case I tried many years ago wherein
the police officer failed to note in his
reportthathe had takenmy client to the
hospital for injuries he received in an
auton~obrleaccident. Months had
passed between the arrest and the trial
and when asked on cross-examination
whether he had taken the accused to
the hospital, the officer responded
negatively.Keepinginmindthat it istl~e

A bolice officeris often inclined to embellish the facts.
"drunk facts" such as slurred speech,
staggering and/or stumbling, and
bloodshot eyes, as factors that caused
him to conclude intoxication. There
ill be a spot which calls for "other
factors" or "comments" and it is here
that the police officer is inclined to over
embellish the truth. In a particular case
I tried, the officer stated that the accused had been involved in a fight. I
knew that the accused had not been in
a fight and that the police officer was
confused as to a co-defendant who was
involved in the fight. The point is that
he had listed the fight as one of the
factors that he relied on to conclude
intoxication. The obvious argument is
that if he was wrong about one factor
then h o could
~
the other factors be
worthy of belief to the extent of
criminalizing a citizen. This is an example of how to utilize a '"riristake"in
reporting.

memory of the police oQicer that you
areputtirzg on trial since he is basing
his opinion of intoxication on his
nzenio~y.With such a gla~ingomission,
I wassuccessli~lincross-examining the
police officer to test his memory concerning what he had forgotten and to
go though inminute detail, the "frailty"
of his memory, by asking:
If you don't remember taking him to

the hospital, thenof course you don't
remember anything that occurred
during a drive of approximately 30
nlinutes?Youdon't remember getting
out of the car and walking with the
accused into the hospital?You don't
remember opening the door? You
don't renieniber talking to any attendants?You don't remember fillingout
any paperwork? And, your memory
fails you with regard to each and
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thing in the indictment, everything the
prosecution must prove to get a cohviction.
E Review annotations under particular
statute allegedly violated.
F. Review Erisman's Manual of Reomsible Enom and McClung's Handbook
for Tam CrinzinalPractice.

11. Preserving Error [objection,
motion that jury be instructed
to disregard, motion to strike?
(Rules of Crim. Evid.
103(a)(1)),
motion
for mistrial].
A. Objections must be on the proper
ground and point out the specific matter objected to. Appellate couas are
fond of saying "The point of error on
appeal does not comport with the objection at trial, therefore nothing is
presented for review."
B. Some example objections. "We object on the ground that..
(1) it's nonresponsive; (2) its bolstering, cumulativeand repetitious of other
evidence; (3) it calls forspeculation;(4)
its slight nrobative value is far outweighed by its prejudicial effect; (5) it
tends to suggest the commission of an
inadmissible extraneous offense; (6) it
has not been shown to have been given
voluntarily in compliance with Art.
38.22; (7) it calls for a conclusionoflaw;
(8) it assumes facts not in evidence; (9)
it's admissible hearsay that denies
defendant his right to confront and
cross-examine witnesses; (10) it's a
comment on defendant not testifying.
It may be helpful, prior to t~ial,to
prepare numbered and written "trial
objections" and give copies to court and
opponent. Then at trial, "\Vc object on
the basis of t~ialobjection number one "
C. Running Objection. See THOMAS,
723-696
D. If the trial court refuses any requested charges that are not nln of the
mill, dictate objections to the cou~t's
charge pursuant to CCP Art. 36.14 E.G.
"Defendant objects and excepts to the
application paragraph of the court's
charge for the reason that same fails to
require the prosecution to prove an essential element beyond a reasonable
doubt, specifically. . ."It is very helpful
to have a copy of McClung'sj z r r y Charg q o r l a a s CvimiilalPtwcficeat trial.
E Bill of exceptions, offer of proof. In
xder to complain on appeal about exAuded defense evidence, the Record
nust show that the defense developed

."
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I. Preparation for Appeal
A. Begins prior to trial as part of tnal
preparation (investigation, discovery,
pretrial motions and legal reseaxh).
B. Prepare all requested charges you
might be entitled to.
C. Anticipate any matters the prosecution might go into that would merit an
objection, then prepare proper objection.
D. Be thoroughly familiar with evely-

the evidence being offered, in a timely
manner. Rule 103, Rules of Criminal
Evidence.
F. Voir Dire
1. SMIlhT u. STAm, 513-823 "The
necessity to question freely and
broadly on voir dire in order to
decide intelligently when to use
one's peremptory challenges has
been firmly established as a concomitant to the constitutional right to
counsel."
2. To preserve error if the trial court
does not allow a question pertinent
to making a peremptory challenge
defense should proffer question to
entire panel, ask for bill of exception
before empaneling to show what
veniremen's answers would have
been and if peremptory challenges
were exhausted and a n objectionable juror accepted, make it of
record.
3. To premve error if the trial court
overrules a defense challenge for
cause defense should request an additionalperemptorychallenge, make
sure Record reflects that defense
used all peremptory challenges, that
one of them had to be used to remove
the juror challenged for cause, thus
causing defense to have to accept
juror no.-who was objectionable.
4. To preserve error if court improperly sustains the State's challenge for cause, the Record must
show that the State used all its
peremptory challenges, that the
defendant was entitled to have the
juror sit unless removed by
peremptory challenge by the State,
and that an objectionable jury
resulted.
5. Handling a BAnONu. KENTaChT
error (racial discrimination in State's
exercise of pereniptories), See
KEEYDN; 724-58.
6. See generally, HERNANDEZ, 50%
853; PAITON; 572-677; HERNANDEZ, 563-947;HENRIKSEN; 500-491.
G. Motion for New Trial. Gene~allynot
a prerequisite m appeal and the filing
MNT does not put any limits on what
can be raised on appeal, but MNT is
necessary to preserve error regarding
fwy niisconduct, neiuly discovered
euidmzce, or rejrsal to gmnt defeme
ntofion for conti~lua~rce
as a remit of
an absent witnes.MNT can occasionally be used to preserveerrorthat wasnot
xoperly preserved at trial. See
M C C L U ~615-757.
,
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you are going to use, check it against
the "Court of Criminal Appeals Discretionary Review Table" in the front part
of the latest advance sheet, as well as
West's Discretionary Review Tables;
PDR refused, PDR granted, No PDR.
Also, at least on your major cases under
each point of error, shepardize.
J. Draft each point of error in the language you intend to use in the brief, e.g.
"Did the trial court err in failing to
respond to Appeliant'stimely request to
instruct the j~uyconcerning justifiable
deadly force to protect property under
Penal Code 5 9.42?%e various headings in E t h ~ a n ' RemnibleErron
s
can
be extremely helpful indrafting points
of error. The statement of the point of
error should briefly, accurately, forcefully and understandably communicate
to the appellate court what you are
complaining about.
K. Make notes or some kind of outline,
or whatever works for you, to refer to
along with xeroxed cases in writing
your argument under each point of
error.

N. Writing Or Dictating
the Brief.
A. Format-contents of brief. (See
sample briefs in appendix and Rule 74.)
B. Summary of Evidence -length and
scope of what is contained in this sectionofbrief canvarygreatly, depending
primarily on point or points of error
raised, but in any event it should accurately and fairly tell the story of the
case, from the record, as it relates to all
points of error raised and each factual
statement in it should be supported by
a proper reference to the record. Some
examples:
1.Sufficiencyof the evidence pointhere the summary of the evidence
must, at the very least, summarize all
the State's evidence from the guiltinnocence phase (with the possible
exception of repetitive testimony
where it seems appropriate). At a
bare minimum, all the State's
evidence bearing on the elements of
the offense, motive, opportunity, etc.
should be summarized. Do nor onlit
aiiypo~tionof theeuidmcethartends
to incriminate your clien-that
tends to support thesufficieucy of fhe
State'seuidence. It is also advisableto
summarize all defense evidence that
conflicts with any portion of State's
evidence that you have summarized
(see FOSTER, 639-6911,
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2. Search and seizure point-if this is
the only point of e m raised, then
the summary of the evidence may
only involve the hearing on your m o
tion to suppress.
3. Error in Court's charge-prior to
ALMANZA, 686-157, this type of
point of error would normally involve simply summarizing that portion of the testimony relative to you
requested instruction that was
denied or relative to some portion of
the charge given that you are complaining about. That is not enough
now. Since ALUANZA, the required
harm analysis necessitates a review
of the entire record to determine the
harm, if any, to the appellant and
thus all evidence having any bearing
on harm and the degree of harm
should be summarized.
4. Other error-Rule 81(bX2), Rules
of Appellate Procedure states that "If
the appellate record in a criminal
case reveals error in the proceedings
below, the appellate court shall
reverse the judgment under review,
unless the appellate court determines
beyond a reasonable doubt that the
error made on contribution to the
conviction or to the punishment."
See generally MALLORI: 752-566.
That obviously means a thorough
summary of the evidence. [For some
cases that might shed some light on
the distinction between the ALMAN
ZA harm analysis and Rule 81CbX2)
harm analysis see ROSE, 752-529,552
(on rehearing), MLIRPHI: No. 10286, Tex.Crim.App. April 6, 1988;
LONDON, 739-842;PHELPS, 594-434;
EVANS, 751-541; D m , 742-8511.
5. There can be some situations in
which a summary of the evidence in
the brief is not necessary. For example, your point of error may only
require referring to the indictment
and judgment, e.g. "use of a prior
conviction to prove an essential element of an offense bars the subsequent use of that prior conviction
in the same indictment for enhancement purposes" WLSDOM, 7088840,
845; or where indictment simply alleges "gun" and judgment makes affirmative finding of the use of the
deadly weapon without there having
been a special issue thereon. The
wisest course to follow is to include
a summary of evidence; itplacesmatters in perspective.
6. Anytime you raise points of error

involving both a pretrial hearingand
the trial, it is advisable to divide the
summary of evidence into t ~ or
o
more distinct sections, e.g. SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE FROM HEARING ON MOTION TO SUPPRESS;
SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE.
C. Drafting Points of Error. (MUST HIT
THE TARGrn
1. Traditional Ruk-complaint b n
appeal of several instances of improper jury argument by the
prosecutor in one ground (now
point) of error was multifarious and
did not comply with Art. 40.098).
MELTON, 713-107.
2. Rule 74(d), Rules of Appellate Procedure:
a. Points of Error. A statement of
the points upon which an appeal
is predicated shall be stated in
short form without argument and
be separately numbered. In parentheses after each point, reference
shall be made to the page of the
record where the matter complained of is to be found. A point
is sufficient if it directs theattention
of the appellate court to the error
about which complaint is made. In
civil cases, complaints that the
evidence is legally or factually insufficient to support a particular
issue or finding, and challenges
directed against any conclusions
of law of the trial court based upon
such issues or findings, may be
combined under a single point of
error raising both contentions if
the record references and the argument under the point sufficiently
direct the court's attention to the
nature of the complaint made
regarding each such issue or fmding or legal conclusion based
thereon. Complaints made as to
several issues or findings relating
to one ground of recovery or
defense may be combined in one
point, if separate record references
are made.
3. Suggestions.
a. If you are complaining about
three different instances of jury argument that refer to the
defendant's failure to testify, then
you canmade one argument under
one stated point of error as follows: Points of Error 1,2 & 3. The
trial court erred in overruling
Appellant's timely objection to
manifestly improper jury argument
OCTOBER 1989
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that commented on Appellant's
failure to testify.
b. If you are complaining about
those same three instances of commenting on the defendant's failure
to testify and are also complaining
about two instances of the
prosecutor expressing his personal opinion as to the guilt of the
defendant, then follow the point of
error state in 3aaboveas points 1,2
& 3, with Points of Error 4 & 5. The
trial court erred in overruling
Appellant's objection tomanifestly
inlproper jury argument expressing the prosecutor's personal
opinion that Appellant was guilty.
D. ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITIES
(basic legal argument supporting each
point of error-guts of the brief)
1. Generally use a concise intrcxlucto~y
paragraph to set outwhat you're
con~plainingabout and how you
preserved error. When writing a sufficiency point, see argument under
Point of Error No. 1in attached brief
in Austin Court of Appeals. The following is another example:
a. Reviewing the evidence in the
light most favorable to the
prosecution, as the law says we
must, it is seen that inalllikelihood
the rear-opening garage door of
Appellant's home was open on the
morning ofJune 12,1984 (R.111-90,
176,182-184,187-189)(R.IIIA-194,
195); that other people, including
Troy Bartley who was subsequently sent to the penitentiary
for "possession" (R.111-177, 184,
185) (R.IIIA-194, 195) and who
kept a tool box in Appellant's
garage (R.111-189, 190) (R.IIIA-194,
195) which was not shown to be
other than the tool box in which
gram scales and marijuana seeds
were found (R.111-137, 1381, had
ready access to the garage; and
that all contraband and contraband-related items found were
well-hidden in a single storage
room inside the garage in such a
manner that none of it was readily
apparent upon looking in the
storage room (R.111-94-96, 137,
138).
2. The second paragraph should normally begin with a citation and
review of some landmark authority
for the basic proposition of law involved. (E.g. extraneous offense,
Al5IECHT v. STATE; charge error,
OCTOBER 1989
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ALMANZA v. STATE)
3. In the succeeding paragraphs explain how that basic proposition applies in your case by citation to
additional and usually more specific
authority, showing how it applies
and relates to your factsituation,with
appropriate references to portions of
the record. This involves going
beyond basic propositions of law
and getting into the specific facts of
certain cases, so that you can
demonstrate (hopefully) that your
facts are similar to those in the "good"
cases and distinguishable from those
in the adverse cases. Do not ignore
"bad" facts or "adverse" cases; they
mustbe dealt with and distinguished.
4. Sometimes it can be very helpful
both to you and the appellate coult
to use subheadings in the Argument
and Authorities under more complex
points of error. See attached copy of
Supplemental Brief in appendix.
5. Keep in mind the harm analysis of
both - A ,
686157 and Rule
81(b)(2), Rules of Appellate Procedure. See also, ROSE v. STAE, 752529 and MALLORI: 752-566.
6. Bottom line-using the above 5
paragraphs for whatever guidance
they might provide, make the most
persuasive argument possible in applying the law to your facts, without
in any way misstating either. But
don't be afraid to be imaginative.
7. End with a short, concise and
forceful concluding paragraph.

V. ORAL ARGUMENT
[if request for oral argument is
not on cover page of your
brief, or in cover letter
submitting brief, it's waived,
Rule 75(0l
A. Should always request oral argument
unless you are absolutely certain at the
tinle of filing brief that you don't want
it (you can always call the clerk of the
appellate court and waive argument if
you've decided against it).
B. Preparation for oral argunlent.
1. When you receive your
opponent's brief, have a copy made
of every case that they have cited that
you did not cite.
2. Read the opponent's brief very
carefully with the idea of deciding
which point or points (usually no
more than 2) you are going to orally
argue. But be prepared on all points

so you can field any questions asked.
3. Other bases for deciding which
point orpoints you are going to argue
are: the complexity of point-might
need further explanation, points in
opponent's brief that require a
response, new cases, your assessment of relative strength of points.
4. Try to be aware of and review all
new cases that have any bearing on
what you are going to argue. See
generally, paragraph II., supra.
5. Review the record thoroughly
prior to oral argument.
C. Preparation and presentation of oral
argument. (total of 30 minutes per side,
with up to 15 minutes more in rebuttal
by appellant)
1. Best format is to have outline of
argument typed on index cards or
legal size paper.
2. State amount of time you're reselving for rebunal, introduce yourself
and state where you're from.
3. Briefly remind the Court of the
basics of what happened in the trial
court and state the point or points
you will be arguing.
4. In presenting the argument under
the point or points you are arguing,
do not ref~ashorreadyoro. brieJ Oral
argument should focus on discussing
new cases, clarifying matters in the
brief that need some clarification,
anddenlonstratingthe fallacy of your
opponent's argument.
5. Additional authorities not in the
briefs should be submitted in letter
f o ~ mto the Court prior to oral argument, with copy to your opponent.
6. Answer all questions from the
Court luhe?~asked and then go on;
try to cause your answer to lead you
into the next point of your presentation. If you are unable to answer the
question, simply state that, but also
offer to submit a supplemental brief
on the matter.
7. A thorough familiarity with the
record and all relevant/significant
case law is the best way to be
prepared for questions from the
Court, as well as our rebuttal.
8. Additional thoughts on rebunal.
Take notes during your opponent's
argument. Anticipate what the Court
will perceive as weaknesses in your
argument since that will be the subject of most questions. By being
thoroughly prepared, rebuttal is
another opportunity to "score points"
with the Cou~t.
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VI. MOTION FOR REHEARING
(see sample MRH in appendix,

-15

days from opinion,
Rule 100)

A. Not a prerequisite for filing Petition
for Discretionary Review (PDR) in
Court of Criminal Appeals.
8.MRH en banc in a Court of Appeals
that sits in panels.
C. Even when yon are not optimistic
about MRH being granted, it is a good
method of buying additional time to
prepare PDR since PDR is due 30 days
after opinion if no MRH; othenvise, 30
days after denial of MRH.
D. Can serve as salting point for drafting subsequent PDR since one focus of
both MRH and PDR is some perceived
fallacy in opinion of court of Appeals.
E. If on rehearing the Court of Appeals
modifies its judgment in any way, your
opponent is entitled to file MRH to that.
If Court of Appeals hands down additional opinion in connection with the
denial of your MRH, then you are entitled to file a second MRH.

VII. PETITION FOR
DISCRETIONARY REVIEW IN
COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS
(due in Court of Appeals
within 30 days o f Court of Appeals opinion o r denial of last
MRH. See sample PDR in appendix. Rule 202)
A. While a court appointed attorney on
appeal is under n o legal duty to file a
PDR following an adverse decision in
Court of Appeals, AYADI, 633-526, it is
st&onglysuggested that PDR be filed as
a matter of course unless you are convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that
Court of Appeals opinion is correct and
will not be reviewed by Court of
Criminal Appeals. But, if PDR granted,
Appellant entitled as a matter of state
I ~ Nto appointment of counsel to file
brief. POLK 676-408.
B. eme ember that discretionary review
is not a matter of right, but, as the name
implies, a matter of sound judicial discretion. The Court of Criminal Appeals
will not necessarily grant PDR simply
because they might have decidedinitial
appeal differently than Coua of Appeals.
C. The focus of the PDR is the brief
presentation of cogent reasons why the
Coutt of Criminal Appeals should
review the decision of the Court of Aopeals.
D. Selected authorities bearing on
proper preparation of PDR.
1. DEGIU7E V. STATE, 717-755.
Appellant presents twelve grounds
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for review, which are an exact
duplication of the grounds of error
presented to the court of appeals.
However, appellant's petitioil fails to
present any reasons why this Coutt
should review the opinion of the
court of appeals. Tex.Cr.App.R.
304Cd) provides that:
(5) Reasons for Review. A direct
and concise argument, with supporting authorities, amplifying the
reasons relied on for the gsanting
of review. [emphasis added1 See
Rule 302<c). The opinions of the
court of appeals will be considered
with the petition, and statements
therein, if accepted by counsel as
correct, need not be repeated.
Tex.Cr.App.R. 302(c) sets out six
reasons indicating the character of
reasons to be considered in deciding whether to grant review. Nthough these reasons are not
exhaustive, nothing in appellant's
petition presents any reasons of
similar character, The purpose of
the petition for discretionary
review is to present cogent, concise reasons why this Court should
exercise its discretionary jurisdiction. These reasons are reflected
by those set out in Rule 302(c),
supra. The importance of the case
to the jurisprudence of the State
must, therefore, be made apparent
in the petition for review. The
asseltion that the court of appeals
was in error as to some point of
law, standing alone, may be insufficient to require further review.
To this end, the portionof the petition designated "Reasons for
Review" should specifically address the court of appeals opinion
and is effect on our jurisprudence.
This presentation should not go
into a detailed analysis, but should
briefly set out relevant cases and
statutes, and note any alleged
nlisstatements or omission of
relevant facts. A discussion of principles of law, without reference to
the holding of the court of appeals,
will usually be insufficient to persuade this Coua to exercise its discretional~
jurisdiction.
Appellant has presented n o
reasons as to why this Court
should review the opinion of the
court of appeals. Therefore,
aooelfant's oetition for discretiona;? revie& is refused. See
PUMPHKEY u. STATE. 689 S.\VZd

[Tex.Cr.App.R. are now Texas
Rules of Appellate Procedure;
304(d) is now 202cd); 302(c) is
now 200(c)l
2. Rule 200(c).
(c) In determining whether to
grant or deny discretionary review,
the following, while neither controlling nor fully measuring the
Court of Criminal Appeals' discretion, indicates the character of
reasons that will be considered:
(1) Where a court of appeals has
rendered a decision in conflict
with the decision of another court
of appeals on the same matter;
(2) Where a court of appeals has
decided an important question of
state or federal law which has not
been, but should be, settled by the
Court of Criminal Appeals.
(3) Where a court of appeals has
decided an important question of
state or federal law in conflict with
applicable decisions of the Court
of Criminal Appeals or the
Supreme Court of the United
States;
(4) Where a court of appeals has
declared unconstitutional, or appears to have n~isconstrued,a
statute, rule, regulation, or ordinance;
(5) Where the justices of the coua
of appeals have disagreed upon a
material question of law necessary
to its decision; and
(6)\Vhere a court of appeals hasso
far departed fronlthe accepted and
usual course of judicial proceedings, or so far sanctioned such a
tlepamre by a lower cou~t,as to
call for an exercise of the Court of
Criminal Appeals' power of supervision.
3. Rule 202(d).
(d) A petition for discretionary
review shall be as brief as possible.
It shall be addressed to the "Court
of Criminal Appeals of Texas" and
shall state the name of the party or
parties applying for review. The
petition shall include the following:
(1) Index. the petition should contain at the front thereof a subject
index, including an abbreviated
lendition of the ground or question presented for review, with
page references where the discussion of each ground or question
presented may be found and also
a list of authorities to pages of the
petition where same are cited.
(2) Statement of the Case. Thepetition shall contain a brief general

DBGRATE u. STATE, 712-755.
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T h e Texas Rules of Criminal
(Tex.App. - Waco 1988, pet. refd.).
Article I. General Provisions
Evidence became effective on SeptemMoreover,
the "harmless error" rule
Quay: MoreTexas criminal cases are
ber 1,1986.As expected, and as it was
reigns
supreme
unless the error is
lost on appeal on one ground than any
with civil cases, the adoption of the
"egregious."
Ruiz
u. State, 753 S.W.2d
other; what is it? The answer is easily
codified Rules did not result in sudden
681 (Tex.Crim.App. 1988)recently reaffailure to preserve error!The number of
or drastic changes. Very regrettable,
fumed that test as originally set forth in
appellate points rejected on this one
Cobarrubio v. State, 675 S.W.2d 749
however, is the fact that many of the
ground is overwhelming. The rule of
(Tex.Crim.App. 1983). The courts have
Texas appellate courts have tended to
both the common law and the Rules
accepted "running" objections, Moreno
defeat the purpose of the codification
u. State, 755 S.W.2d
of theRules by continu866 (Tex.Crim.App.
ing t o cite cases as
authority with no men1988); but not
tion of the appropriate
universally, Mares
Rulesas codified. Itisto
v. State, 758 S.W.2d
932 CIex.App. -El
be hoped that, as counsel become more
Paso 1988,no pet.).
Error is not
familiar with and cite
waived,
however,
the Rules more often,
by a refusal tomake
all courts will come to
an offer of proof in
rely muchmore heavily
affidavit form rather
uDon the Rules of
than in question
~ k i d e n c e ,both civil
and answer form.
and criminal.
Rule 103(b) proIn any event, it may
be timely to examine
vides that the wwt
what has happened
must permit the
Part I
under the Rules. ACoffer in question
and answer form
cordiigly, the foliowwhen requested.
ingpresentsa summary
Dopico U . Stale, 752
of Texas criminal eviS.W.2d 212 (Tex.
dence opinions deby
App. - Houston
cided after the Rules
Hulen D. Wendorfund David A. Schlueter
were adopted and con[lst Dist.1 1988. pet.
refd.).
sidered to be significant. This summary
Where the objecthat preservation of error is a prereqis based largely upon a selection of the
tor presents like evidence or permits
uisite to a successful appeal remains
more imponant cases appearing in the
such to be received without objection,
strong. Johnson v. State, 747 S.W.2d
error is not preserved but rather is
authors' 1989supplementof theirTexas
451, 453 (Tex.App. - Houston r14th
Rules of Evidence Manual, 2d Ed.
waived and the doctrine of "curative
admissibility" will apply. Brown v.
Dist.11988,pet. refd.); Hallu. State, 753
Michie 1988. For more detailed treatment, readers are referred to that work.
S.W.2d 438, 441 (Tex.App. - State, 757 S.W.2d 739 CIex.Crim.App.
1988); Castillo u. State, 739 S.W.2d 280
It is anticipated that further updateswill
Texarkana 1988 no pet.); Reynolds u.
be prepared later.
State, 744 S.W.2d 156,161(Tex.App. - (Tex.Crim.App. 1987).
Where evidence is admitted for a
Amarillo 1987 no pet.). The ~ l that
e it
limitedpurpose,
the litingimtruction
may be unnecessary to renew a pretrial
motion to suppresshas beensomewhat
confusing, but an express statement at
trial that there is no objection is certainly no way topreserve error. Gonzaku.
State, 743 S.W.2d 718,720 (Tex.App. Houston U4th Dist.1 1987, pet. refd.).
Whether a hearing is required on a
pretrial motion to suppress is discretionary with the court, but the accused
retains the right to raise an appropriate
objection at trial in any event. Callour~y
v. State, (Tex.Crim.App. 1988).
To preserve error,the objection must
be timely and specif~cand the judge
must be pressed to make a ruling. Little
v. State, 758 S.W.2d 551 (Tex.Crim.App.
1988); Brown u. Stale, 757 S.W.2d 828
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677,679 f.f. (Tex.Crim.App. 1987) does
a great deal to clanfy this very difficult
area.
The presumption in Article 22.02(b)
that an actor is presumed to know that
his victim is a police oficer has been
upheld, constitutionally. Fair u. State,
758 S.W.2d 898 (Tex.App. - Corpus
Christi 1988, no pet.). And so has that
regarding the receiver of stolen property in Tex. Penal Code art. 31.03. McNeil
u. State, 757 S.W.7.d 129 (Tex.App. Houston [Ist Dist.1 1988, no pet.). In
instructing jurors regarding the
presumption of intent to commit theft
with a nighttime entry, the court should
make it clear that they are not bound to
find the presumed fact. Alexander u.
State, 757 SS.\V.2d95 (Tex. App. -Dallas 1988 pet. ref'd.)

Article IV.Relevance
T h e test for relevance in Rule 401 is
whether evidence has a tendency to
make the existence of any fact of consequence in the case more or less probable than it would be without that
evidence. Jerznings u. State, 748 S.W.2d
606 (Tex.App. - Fort Worth 1988, pet.
refd.); Rodda u. Stnte, 745 S.\V.Zd 415
<Tex.App.-Houston U4th Dist.11988,
pet. ref'd.). The requirement for
relevance can, of course, apply to the
administration of the other rules. For
example, impeachment for bias
evidence must be relevant to prove the
Was; and legal problems of the relatives
of a witness do not necessarily show
bias on the part of the witness. London
u. Stale, 739 S.W.2d 842 (Tex.Crun.App.
1987). What is relevant at the punishment stage of a trial may not be relevant
at theguilt stageandviceversa. ~Medina
u. State, 743 S.\V2d 950 (Tex.App. Fort Worth 1988, pet. rePd.).
The highly objectionable phrase "res
gestae" has so many meanings that it is
itself meaningless; and it has become
some sort of magic incantation or hocus
pocus for injustice. But one of its many
meanings is perfectly valid in the
relevance context: Given the propercircumstances, background information
may be entirely admissible. Thus, attempts to purchase a gun were found
relevant in a murder case. Kiines u.
State, 740 S.W.2d 903 (Tex. App. Corpus Christi 1987, pet. ref'd.).
Generally, evidence of guilt of a third
party is not admissible, but there are
exceptions. See, Erwin u. State, 729
S.W.2d 709 (Tex.Crim.App. 1987) cited
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in Casterline u. State, 736 S.W.2d 207
(Tex.App. - Corpus Christi 1987, no
pet.).
Rule 402 provides that all relevant
evidence is admissible unless otherwise indicated by statute or rule and
that Rule was invoked by the court to
uphold the admissibility of a videotape
in Harighton u. State, 751 S.W.2d 899
(Tex.App. -Houston [14thDist.l1988,
no pet.). But, caveat, videotapes have
(.n:atcclserious constitution:~lpr(~l)lc~ns
wkicl~will l x tliuwsst:d iifiu at I(ulc
801.
Rule 403 provides the trial court discretion to exclude relevant evidence if
its probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair
prejudice. Although the Texas criminal
courts will occasionally reverse a conviction because prejudice outweighs
probative value, Bachynsky u. State,
747 S.W.2d 868 (Tex.App. - DaUas
1988, pet. denied), the odds are the
other way. That is especially the case
where gruesome photographs are in
issue; and the Court of Criminal Appeals has often repeated its test in Martin u. State, 475 S.W.2d 265 (1972):
where a verbal description would be
admissible, a photograph of the same
scene or body is also admissible. Jackson u. State, 745 S.\V.Zd 4 (Tex.
Crim.App. 1988); Miller u. State, 741
S.W.2d 382 (Tex.Crim.App. 1987).
Rules 404 and 405 both deal with
evidence of character: 404 is concerned
with w/im character may be admissible; 405 tells how it may be proved.
Rule 404(a)(10) governs admissibility
of the character of the accused. Such is
not generally admissible; but thereisan
exception where the conduct charged
involves moral turpitude. For example,
where the pleading includes an allegation of intent to defraud, an issue of
moral turpitude is raised, and evidence
of defendant's good reputation for
honesty should he admitted. CantoDeport u. State, 751 S.\V.Zd 698
(Tex.App. -Houston [Ist Dist.1 1988,
pet. ref'd.). If defendant does present
such evidence, the Rule permits the
prosecution to offer rebuttal evidence
of defendant's bad reputation. When a
policeman testifiesthat he is acquainted
with defendant's reputationand it is not
shown that the basis is solely events
leading to the case at hand, such testimony is admissible. Alert counsel for
the defense should consider careful
cross-exanlination of policemen in this

regard. Glorioso u. State, 744 S.W.2d 202
(Tex.App. -Houston [14th Dist.1 1987,
no pet.) The "pertinent trait" of character referred to in this Rule does not
include truthfulness or honesty in a
possession of marijuana case. Spectoru.
State, 746 S.W.2d 946 (Tex. App. Austin 1988, pet. ref'd.). The State cannot set up a right to rebut character by
its own cross-examination. Posey u.
State, 738 S.W.2d 321 (Tex.App. -Dallas 1987, pet. refd.).
The admissibility of character
evidence of the victim falls under Rule
404(a)(2). Where the defense to a murder charge is self-defense, character
evidence of the victim is admissible
under this Rule. Stone u. State, 751
S.W.2d 579 (TexApp. -Houston [Ist
Uist.1 1988, pet. ref'd.). But absent
evidence of violence, a conviction of
the victim for burglary is not admissible
on a self-defenseclaim. Hillu. State, 748
S.\V.Zd 314 (Tex.App. -Houston k t
Mst.1 1988, pet. ref'd.). Error inexcluding this type character evidence may
constitute harmless error. Ca~~asqriillo
u. State, 742 S.W.2d 104 (Tex.App. Fort Worth 1987, no pet.).
By far the most litigated of all
criminal evidence points is the subject
of "Other wrongs or acts" under Rule
404(b). For a fme article with extensive
coverage of this tlifficult subject, see
Professor Bridge's discussion in the
February 1989 issue of VOICE for the
Defense at page 41. An effort has been
made here to avoid duplication of that
excellent treatment.
Rule 404(b) is primarily a rule of
relevance, excluding proof of other acts
or wrongs to prove character or toshow
that defendant acted in conformity with
the acts. However, it provides for exceptions, first for a vague term including "other purposes" and then listing a
number of more specific exceptions.
The courts have required, in general
that there be some sort of connection
hehveen the prior act sought to be
proved and the case in litigation,
Richardson u. State, 744 S.W.2d 65
(Tex.Crim.App. 1987) or that there be
common characteristics, Caslillo u.
State, 739 S.W.2d 280 (Tex.Crim.App.
1987); Ethington u. State, 750 S.\V.Zd 14
(Tex.App. -Fort Worth 1988,no pet.).
A two-fold test has been invoked: the
extraneous offense must be relevant to
a material issue other than character
and the probative value must outweigh
the prejudicial effect of the evidence,
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Huger u. State, 734 S.W.2d 18C
(Tex.App. -Eastland 1987, pet. refd.:
citing Plante u. State, 692 S.W.2d 487,
491 (Tex.Crim.App. 1985).
The usual procedural dodges may be
decisive: e.g., admitting prior acts may
be harmless exor, ViNnlobos u. State:
756 S.W.Zcl.847 (Tex.App. - Corpus
Christi 1988, no pet.); Rogen u. State,
756 S.W.2d 332 (Tex.App. -Houston
[l4th Dist.1 1988, pet. refd.). Similarly,
waiver may cure possible error, Ellis u,
State, 741 S.W.2d 466 (Tex.App. Tyler 1987, pet. refd.); Gnrndstronz u.
State, 733 S.W.2d 920 (Tex.App. -Dallas 1987, no pet.). And error may be
cured by a prompt instruction to disregard H@marz u. State, 746 S.\V.Zd
212 (Tex.Crim.App. 1988).
Rut the courts will occasionally
reverse if the violation of Rule 404(b) is
sufficiently flagrant. Ridge01 a. State,
756 S.W.2d870 (Tex.App.-Fort Worth
1988, no pet.). This may especially be
the case if the prosecution violates a
pretrial order in response to a motion to
suppress. Lockett u. State, 744 S.\V.Zd
299 (Tex.App. - Houston [14th Dist.1
1987, pet. refd.).
The Court of Criminal Appeals has
cautioned that for a prior offense to be
admitted, it must be shown to involve
criminal conduct by the accused,
Turner U . State, 754 S.W.2d 668 (1988);
Hun-is u. State, 738 S.W.2d 207 (1986).
To a like effect are several court of
appeals cases: Stafford u. State, 758
S.W.2d 663 (Tex.App. - Houston [lst
Distd 1988, no pet.); Seruin u. State, 745
S.W.2d 40 (Tex.App. -Houston 114th
Dist.1 1988 no pet.); Willis u. State, 736
S.\V.Zd 196 (Tex.App. - Beaumont
1987, vacated on other grounds), 761
S.W.2d 21 (Tex.Crim.App. 1988).
Evidence of prior bad acts by defendant may he admissible on the issue of
credibility. Soffar u. State, 742 S.\V.Zd
371 (Tex.Crim.App. 1987); but where
defendant has been effectively impeached with evidence of prior convictions as permitted under Rule 609, the
State may not impeach fiuther with
proof of unchargedconduct. Alexander
u. State, 740 S.W.2d749 (Tex.Crim.App.
1987). Prior acts may be admitted to
show bias on the part of a witness.
Abdnor u. State, 756 S.W.2d 815
(Tex.App. - Dallas 1988, no pet.);
Nicholson u. State, 738 S.W.2d 59
(Tex.App. - Houston [lst Dist.1 1987,
no pet.).
Evidence of prior acts in rebuttal
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seems closely akin to the invited errox
concept. Defense counsel would be
well advised to take precautions to insure that defendants do not get trapped
by the old "I ain't never been in no
trouble" testimony. One of its many
variations is sure to permit evidence of
prior misconduct. Mares u. State, 758
S.W.2d 932 (Tex.App. -El Paso 1988,
no pet.); Landrum u. State, 757 S.W.2d
860 (Tex.App. -Waco 1988, no pet.);
Ceuallos u. State, 755 S.W.2d 901
(Tex.App. - San Antonio 1988, pet.
refd.); Gilllan~u. State, 749 S.\V.Zd 582
(Tex.App. - Eastland 1988, no pet.);
Micbel u. State, 745 S.W.2d 497
(Tex.App. - Corpus Christi 1988, no
pet.); Kingsley u. State, 744 S.W.2d 191
(Tex.App. - Dallas 1987, no pet.);
Hozrsto~z u. State, 735 S.\V.Zd 903
(Tex.App. -Houston [14th Dist.11987,
pet. refd.).
Identity is expressly listed as one of
the exceptions inRule 404(b). See, e.g.,
Pleasant u. State, 755 S.\V.Zd 204
(Tex.App. -Houston [14th Dist.11988,
no pet.).
Regrettably the courts have not always emphasized the need for intent to
be in issue in the case, but they have
regularly recognized this exception,
too. P a r k u. State, 746 S.W.2d 738
(Tex.Crun.App. 1987) (the court was
closely divided over whetherother and
less prejudicial evidence should have
been utilized); Baldo~mdou. State, 745
S.W.2d 491 (Tex.App. -Corpus Christi
1988, pet. refd.) (prior act admitted to
rebut claim that the present offense of
indecency with child was accidental);
IVooten u. State, 735 S.W.2d 574
(Tex.App. -Texarkana 1987, no pet.)
:narcotics offense); Reed u. State, 733
S.W.2d 556 (TexApp. - Tyler 1988,
pet. refd.). The exception for plan
scheme or purpose is, of course, closely
related to that for intent and the em?hasis here should be on requiring that
he scheme or plan be common to the
m e being litigated. Sinrotz u. State, 743
j.W.2d 318 (Tex.App. - Houston [lst
3ist.l 1987, pet. refd.). The exception
o r knowledge is also quite like intent.
41i u. State, 742 S.W.2d 749 (Tex.App.
-Dallas 1987, pet. refd.).
The pre-Rules case of Borrtuh?ll u.
Ytate, 719 S.\V.Zd 164 (Tex.Crim.App.
1985) vitiated an earlier concept apxoving prior acts of sexual misconduct
fthey showedanu~aturalattentionto
:hildren; but more recent cases have

required reaffirmation of the change:
Turner u. State, 754 S.W.2d 668
(Tex.Crim.App. 1988); Alexander u.
State, 753 S.W.2d 401 (Tex.Crim.App.
1988); Hery?andezu. State, 754 S.W.2d
321 (Tex.App. - Houston 114th Dist.1
1988, pet. granted).
We have joined in the almost universal condemnation of the pernicious
term "res gestae" as a convenient coverup for ignorance and prejudice. H.
Wendorf and D. Schlueter, Taus Rtrles
of Evidence Ma11rurl78(2nd Ed. 1988,
Michie). Unfo~tunately,it remains all
too popular. Careful analysis discloses
that it will almost always be possible to
find a legitimate justification for the
evidence without employing the term
res gestae. Perhaps the most common
illustration is to be found in the cases
where the prior conduct was not admitted to show character and conformity therewith but rather to set the
"background or "context" in which the
crime was committed, i.e. the "surrounding circumstances." See, e.g.,
Emerson U . State, 756 S.W.2d 364
(Tex.App. -Houston 114th Dist.11988,
no pet.); Clifton u. State, 755 S.W.2d 556
(Tex.App. -Fort Worth 1988, no pet.);
Rice u. State, 753 S.W.2d 726 (Tex.App.
-Beaumont 1988,pet. ref'd.); Morales
u. State, 745 S.\V.Zd 483 (Tex.App. Corpus Christi 1988, no pet.); Dicke~son
u. State, 745 S.W.2d 401 (Tex.App. Houston 114th Dist.1 1987, no pet.);
Kenzp u. State, 744 S.W.2d 243
(Tex.App. -Houston U4th Dist.1 1987
pet. refd.); Lara u. State, 740 S.W.2d823
:Tex.App. - Houston [Ist Dist.1 1987
pet. refd.); Behing u. State, 739 S.\V2d
504 (Tex.App. - Corpus Christi 1987,
pet. ref'd.); Jinzenezu. State, 739 SS.V.2d
199 (Tex.App. - Corpus Christi 1987,
jet. ref'd.). The Coiut of Criminal Apx a l s discussed the concept at some
ength in Wilkerson u. State, 736 S.W.2d
556 (19871, noting that the principal
-equirements are that the extraneous
widence show something relevant to a
naterial issue in the case and that the
xobative value outweigh potential
xejudice. That, of course, is more exxessly covered in Rule 403. The res
:estae terminology is also often
mployed when one of the other ex:eptions to 404(h) might properly be
~pplied:e.g., motive, Anzaya u. State,
759 S.W.2d 737 (Tex.App. - El Paso
1988, pet. ref'd.); rebuttal of selflefense theory, Yarbroug11u. State, 753
iW.2d 489 (Tex.App. - Beaumont
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1988, no pet.); identification, Bell u.
State, 747 S.W.2d 898 (Tex.App. -Fort
Worth 1988,pet. refd.); intent, Morales,
sripra; and in Alto u. State, 739 S.\V.2d
614 (Tex.App. - Houston [14th Dist.1
1987, pet. refd.) the court permitted
evidence of prior burglaries of the same
victim to show caution exercised by the
victim.
The scarcity of cases on the requirement - upon request - for notice of
intent to introduce prior extraneous offenses is puzzling as it could, if counsel
makes a practice of requesting in every
case as suggested by Professor Bridge,
op cit sripra, be a very valuable tool. In
Pleasant v. State, 755 S.W.2d 204
(Tex.App. -Houston 114th Dist.11988,
n o pet.), the court found that
reasonable notice had, in fact, been
given as requested.
What has been said, above, regarding Rule 404(b) does not apply to
evidence offered at the punishment
phase where 404(c) governs. That
provision has no counterpoint in the
Federal Rules, but is consistent with
pre-Rules law in Texas. Briddle u. State,
742 S.\V.Zd 379 (Tex.Crim.App. 1987);
Alem)~deru. State, 740 S.W.2d 749
(Tex.Crim.App. 1987); Rougeau u.
State, 738 S.\V.2d 651 (Tex.Crim.App.
1987). A void prior conviction is not
admissible, but failure to object may
waive it. E%'Pmte Rtrssel[ 738 S.\V,2d
644 (Tex.Crim.App. 1986) (original
holding to the contra~yon this point
was changed upon motion for rehearing). At the punishment phase, even
unadjudicated offenses may be admissible. Barber u. State, 757 S.W.2d 359
(Tex.Crim.App. 1988). The requirement that the prior conviction be final
does not apply at the punishn~ent
phase. R~mellv. State, 744 S.W.2d 699
(Tex.App. -Eastland 1988, no pet.).
Rule 405Ca) clearly expands upon
pre-Rules law by now authorizing not
only reputation testimony as before but
also testimony in the form of an
opinion. Although the wording of this
mle is somewhat confusing (see the
discussion of Wendorf & Schlueter,
Taus Rules of Euideizce M d ~ ~ f r a86
l,
(2d Ed. Michie 1988), the courts have
recognized the extension of the
coverage of this n ~ l which
e
necessal-ily
means that "do you know?" type questions are now permissible on cross to
test an opinion witness as well as "have
you heard?" questions to test a reputation witness. However, reputation tesOCTOBER 1989
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timony must still be based upon community regard rather than personal
views, Rutledge u. State, 749 S.W.2d 50
(Tex.Crim.App. 19881, although a combination of personal obsewations and
discussion of reputation with others is
still proper basis. Castillo u. State, 739
S.W.2d 280 (Tex.Crim.App. 1987). But
a cross-examiner may not convert a
reputation witness into an opinion witness or vice versa. momas u. State, 759
S.W.2d 449 (Tex.App. -Houston 114th
Dist.1 1988 no pet.). It is impomnt to
note that despite the expanded
coverage in Rule 405, neither the "have
you heard?" nor the "did you know?"
questioner may "go fishing" but rather
niust have some basis in fact for such
questions; and the foundation or basis
must b e established outside the
presence of the jury. Lmacasteru. State,
754 S.W.2d 493 (Tex.App. - Dallas
1988, pet. rePd.1.
Rule 405(c) does not represent a
departure from pre-Rules law. and apparently there have been no significant
decisions on this Rule since the promulgation of the codified Rules.
Rule 408, Compromise and Offers to
Compromise, is usually considered
primarily a civil ride, but it is included
in the Criminal Rules and it has had
some utility there. However, in Picbo)~
u. Stale, 756 S.W.2d 16 (Tex.App. Houston 114th Dist.1 1988, pet. refd.),
the court rejected the defendant's argument that his incriminating statements
to a polygraph operator violated Rule
408. Of course, this Rule should not be
confused with Rule 410 which provides
special coverage for statementsniade in
connection with plea negotiations. See
Wayne v. State, 756 SS.\V.2d 724
(Tex.Crim.App. 1988) for a pre-Rules
case where the court found the statement was not niade in connection with
plea negotiations.
Rule 412, regarding evidence of previous sexual conduct, broadened the
scope of art. 22.065 of the Penal Code
which it replaced and alsoFederal Rule
412, and the subject liasgeneratedquite
a bit of appellatelitigation. Clearly if the
evidence of this nature is not material
to an issue in the case it will be rejected.
Ho~/olvaj~
v. State, 751 S.W.2d 866
(Tex.Crim.App. 1988). The rules on
preservation of erl-01;discussed above,
have often been decisive. For example,
a rnotioninlimine, standing alone, cannot create reversible error in the exclusion of evidence of past sexual

behavior. Ltrrziz u. State, 753 S.W.2d 492
(Tex.App. -Beaumont 1988, no pet.).
In Simoft u. State, 743 S.W.2d 318
(Tex.App. - Houston [lst Dist.1 1987,
pet. refd.), the court refused to find that
two sexual acts amounted to promiscuity. A statement by a sexual assault
victim to her attacker that she was a
virgin and was saving herself for marriage was admissible under the "context
of the offense" rationale in Cole u. Stare,
735 S.W.2d 686 (Tex.App. -Amarillo
1987,no pet.).

Article V. Privileges
T h e prime essential for an attorneyclient privilege is, of course, the existence of the relationship itself. The
privilege applies to professional
lawyers and will not extend to any "jailhouse" lawyer who may take it upon
himself togive legal advice. Richardson
u. State, 744 S.W.2d 65 (Tex.Crim.App.
1987). Similarly, a letter from defendant
to the attorney for his accomplice was
found not to fall within the protection
of the privilege in Rule 503. Strong u.
State, 739 S.\V.Zd 506 (Tex.App. -Fort
Worth 1987, no pet.).
Role 504 actually contains two
privileges, one for spousal communications and the other to prevent spousal
testimony. Both were expressed in
terms of competence to testify rather
than privilege in the pre-Rules coverage
in the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure. However, the types of issues
raised since the advent of the Rules
have not been all that different. For
example, the question of whether a
valid marriage existed has been often
litigated. Rougeart u. State, 738 S.\V2d
651 (Tex.Crim.App. 1987). The validity
of the marriage nlust be tested by the
laws of the state where the marriage
was supposed to have occurred.
Ric/~arLisollu. State, 744 S.W.2d 65
(Tex.Crim.App. 1987). Both spousal
privileges may be involved in the same
case: In Briddlev. State, 742 S.\V2d 379
(Tex.Crim.App. 19871, the testimonial
privilege was not available because the
spouses were no longer married at the
time of the trial; and the confidential
co~nmunicationsprivilege was lost because the husband failed to object
(more preservation of error!).
Activity has been brisk, both before
and after the coming of the Rules, with
regard to identity of informer problems,
now under Rule 508. The heart of the
issue under that Rule is the question of
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just how important to a fair trial is the
disclosure of the informer's identity.
Joseph u. State, 759 S.W.2d 770
ITex.App. - San Antonio 1988, no
pet.). The burden of establishing the
need is upon the one seeking disclosure. Host v. Sfafe, 758 S.W.2d 311
(Tex.App. -. Amarillo 1988, no pet.).
Absent the showing of need, delay in
requiring disclosure of identity may be
justified. TBompson u. State, 741 S.W.2d
229 (Tex.App. -Fort Worth 1987, pet.

The Criminal Avoeal in Texas
statenlentof the nature of the case.
Such statement should seldom exceed one-half page. the details of
the case should be resewed to be
stated in connectionwith grounds
or questions to which they are pertinent.
(31 Statement of the Proceduml
History of the Case. The petition
should state the dates of the
delivery of any opinion or order of
the court of appeals, the dates of
the filing of any motion for rehearing or a statement that none was
filed, and the dates of the ovelmling or other dispositionof any motions for rehearing.
(42 Grounds for Review. A statement of the grounds upon which
the petition is predicated shall be
stated in short form without argument and the grounds shall be
separately numbered. Where the
party fang the petition has access
to the record, he shall (after each
ground) ~ r f e to
r the page of the
record where the matter complained of is found. In lieu of
grounds For review, expressed in
the terms and circumstances of the
case but without unnecessary
detail. The statement of the questions should be short and concise
and should not be argumentative
or repetitious.
(5) Reasons for Review. A direct
and concise argument, with supporting authorities, amplifying the
reasons relied on for the granting
of ~eview.See Rule 200(c). The
opinions of the court of appeals
will be considered with the petirion, and statements therein, if accepted by counsel as correct, need
not be repeated.
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rePd.1.
Despite considerable interest in the
medical privileges under the civil rules
and statutes, only a very few criminal
cases have surfaced under these rules.
One of the several exceptions to the
privilege supplled by Tex.Rev.Civ.Stat.
a h 556Kh) was applied in Smith v.
State,740 S.W.2d 503 CTex.App. -Dallas 1987, reversed on other grounds,
761 S.W.2d 22 (Tex.Cdm.App. 1988)).
That case involved an amendment to

the exceptions while the case was
pending; and Tumlinson v. Stare, 757
S.W.2d 440 (Tex.App. - Dallas 1988,
pet. ref'd.) also emphasized the procedural nature of the Rules. In the latter
case, the defendant claimed the benefit
of the psychologist-patient privilege
but the court at his second trial found
that it had been abrogated by the
promulgation of the Rules. There was
no expost facro problem because the
Rules are procedural.
0

(OPrayer for Relief. The nature of

the CouT of Appeals' decision is in
order. Do not reprint the Court of
Appeals' brief or focus attention
upon the actions of the trial Coua.
5. Granted some Court of Appeals'
opinions evoke various degrees of
anger or sarcasm. If necessary, write
a scurrilous petition to get the blood
flowing and then redo it correctly so
that it is objectively precise and
brings home the points without lashing out at any Judge or Court of Appeals.
6. Make clear the authority relied
upon, whether the State or Federal or
both.
7. The ~ L e regarding
s
the preparation of the petition do not provide for
a separate factual statement but it is
clear in orderto demonstrateharmful
and substantial error, a recitation of
the facts in some fashion nriuhave to
be made within the ground of review
section.
F. Prayer for relief is that Court grant
your PDR, not that it reverse the judgment of the trial court.
G. Certificate of Setvice--copies sewed
not only on District Attorney, but also
on State Prosecuting Attorney. Rule
202(i).
H. You may file a motion for rehearing
wthin 15 days of refusal of PDR.
I. If PDR is granted you have 30 days in
which to fde a brief in the Court of
Criminal Appeals. Rules are essentially
the same for brief, om1 argument and
motion for rehearing.
J. If the Cou~t
of W i n d Appeals grants
your opponent's PDR, your brief in
response to your opponent's brief
should also contain, in addition to
counterpoint or counterpoints of error,
additional points of error on any
meriturwirs points raised in Court of
Appeals but not dealt with in Court of
0
Appeals' opinion.

the relief sought by the petition
should be clearly stated.
(7)The court may strike, order
redrawn or summarily refuse any
petition for discretiona~yreview
that is unnecessarily lengthy or is
not prepared in conformity with
these rules.
(8) The petition for discretionary
review may be typewritten or
printed. If it is typewritten, it must
be with a double space between
the lines and on heavy white
paper (8 1/2 inches X 11 inches)
in clear type, The Clerk of the
Court of Appeals shall file the
original petition and forward it,
togetherwith any copiesfumished
by the petitioner pulsuant to Rule
4@)(23, to the Court of Criminal
Appeals.
E. Strategies in Drafting PDR (Taken
verbatim from Keny FitzGerald's 1988
Advanced Cr~minalLaw Seminar Paper
in which he credited "Substantial Contributions By Prominent HoustonAttorney, Catherine Greene Burnett").
1.Put the best contentionfirst in the
petition. A strong first impression is
important.
2. The Court of Appeals is not dead
wrong on all defense contentions
and therefore it is a mistake to rehash
every single contention. Select the
strongest and the ones which are the
most meritorious.
3. Be as organized and concise as
possible, Later, if the petition is
granted, a lengthy brief can be filed
in support of the petition.
4. The point of the petition is to highlight why the Court of Criminal Appeals should select your petition
from hundreds of others, in acco~dance with the reasons for review
under Rule 200Cc). Critical analysis of
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S t a t e courts throughoutTexasconsistently submit nondefinitional instructions on the term "reasonable doubt,"'
and generally refuse requests by
defense counsel to define for jurors the
term "proof beyond a reasonable
cloul,l."
I hclicve 11~11thc lhilure to define thc
term "proof beyond a reasonable
doubt" at the guilt/innocenoe and
punishment stages of a capital case [by
including a definition in the court's
charge at each stage of a capital case]
violates the following provisions: (1)
the right to due process of law and due
course of law, as
guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment to
the Constitution of the
United States andArticle
I, Section 19of the Constitution of the State of
Texas; (2) the right to a
reliable jury verdict, as
guaranteed by the Sixth,
Eighth and Fourteenth
Amendments to t h e
Constitution of the
United States and Article
I, Sections 10 and 13 of
the Constitution oF the
State of Texas; (33 the
right to a unanimous
jury verdict, as guaranteed bv kticle V. Section 13 of the Texas
Constitution and Articles 36.29 and 37.071
of the Code of Criminal
Procedure [and arguably guaranteed by
the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution oFthe United
States, see note 6 infral, and (4) Section
2 01 of the Penal Code and Articles
38.03 and 37.071 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure.
Section 2.01 of the Penal Code and
Article 38.03 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure require proof beyond a
reasonable doubt before an accused
can be convicted of a crime. Article
37.071 of the Code of Criminal Procedure requires proof beyond a
reasonable doubt before an affirmative
answer to any of the special issues can
be returned. These provisions are consistent with due course of law, as embodied in Article I, Section 19 of the
Texas Constitution. Furthernrore, the
Supreme Court of the United States has
held that due process mandates the
"reasonable doubt" standard. See e.g.,
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In re Winship, 397 US. 358, 90 S.Ct.
1068,25L.Ed.2d368(1970); Jackon u.
Vfrgnia,443 U.S. 307.99 S.Ct. 2781,61
L.Ed.2d 560 (1979).
Federal courts throughout the
country uniformly define the term

"reasonabledoubt"forjurieslnuiminal
cases. See Mau. State, 1 Tex. App.
563, 570 (1877), Young u. State, 648
S.W.2d 2,3 Uex. Cr.App. 1983) (Onion,
P.J., concurring). The failure to do so
hasbeenahctionofmpremises:(l)
reas~>nal>le~l~~~~l)t"forjuriesincriminal
tllat h c term is readily understandat~le;
cases. Scc IIunkins u. Slale. (146 S.W.2cl
"
:~nd(2)
.- th:u anveffort todcfine it would
confuse the'jurors. The Court of
191, 201 n. 3 (Tex. Cr. Xpp. 1981)
(Miller, J., concumng and dissentin@.
Criminal Appeals has adhered to the
The federal district courts within the
historical underpinnings despite the
geographic area covered by the United
realization that Judges throughout this
state uniformly insttuct juries in
States Court of Appeals for the Fifth
Circuit submit defitions to juries that
criminal cases on the matters ~urrently
provide the jurors with one, uniform
covered by Section 2.01 and Article
38.03 and despite
knowledge of the practice in the federal eourts.
I believe that the
failure to define the term
k a clear violationof due
process. In Wimbip,
supra, the Supreme
Court recognized the
evidentiary standard of
"proof
beyond
a
reasonable doubt" as
"'impress(ing) on the
trier of fact the necessity
of reachine a subiective
state of cekude bf the
facts in issue."' 397 U.S.
at 364. Certainly due
process mandates more
than mere lip setvice to
the standard. Indeed,
when the Court of
Criminal
Appeals
eliminated the requirestandard to be applied by the jurors2
ment that a charge on circumstantial
Despite this clear practice of the
evidence be given [in Hankins u. Statate,
federal courts inTexas and through the
supral, it did so on the basis that
United States, the Court of CriminalApnumerous other states did not require a
peals has long held that trial judges
charge on circumstantial evidence ". . .
should NOT attempt to define the term
where the ju~yis properly instructed on
the reasonable doubt standard." Id at
197.3Similarly, in Taylor u. Kentucb,
436 U.S. 478, 98 S.Ct. 1930, 56 L.Ed.2d
468 (19781, thesupreme Court held that
even when a charge on the presumption of innocence4is mandated by the
due process clause to safeguard against
a dilution of the principle that guilt is to
be established by probative evidence
beyond a reasonable doubt. Id. at US.
486. In so doing, the Supreme Court
noted that the defmition of "reasonable
doubt" given by the trial court inTaylor
was not a "model of clarity" and might
have in itself been reversible error. Id.
at US. 488.5
I also believe that the failure to

THE FAILURE TO DEFINE
IN CAPITAL CASES,
JURY UNANIlbIITY
AND THE
EIGHTH AMENDMENT:
SOME PERSONAL
OBSERVATIONS
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define the term "reasonable doubt"
renders jury verdicts at guilt/innocence
and punishment unreliable. In this
regard, thesupreme Court has held that
the ultimate penalty available ina capital case mandates a heightened need
for reliability at both the guilthnocence and punishment stages. Beck
u. Alabama, 447 US. 625, 100 S.Ct.
2382,65L.Ed.2d 392 (1980); Lackhart v.
Ohio, 438 US. 586, 98 S.Ct. 2954, 47
L.Ed.2d 973 (1978); Milk v. Matyland,
486 U.S. -, 108 S.Ct. 1860, -L.Ed.2d
-(1988).
In light of the heightened need for
reliability, it is certainly arguable that a
process [i.e., jury deliberations1
wherein twelve different defmitions of
a critical term Yreasonable doubt"] are
potentially used is inherently unreliable. Moreover, not only is the process
inherently unreliable, the results of the
guilt/imocence and punishment stages
are also inherently unreliable. This
potential unreliability is easily understood: it stems from the realization that
the term "proof beyond a reasonable
doubt" is not commonly understood
and that a definition is in fact necessary
to ensurethat all twelve jurors are utilizing a uniform standad6
The inherent unreliability interfaces
with the right to jury unanimity, which
is guaranteed by Article 5, Section 13of
the Texas Constitution and Articles
36.29 and 37.071 (as to special issues),
Vernon's A n n C.C.P. See Mokan& v.
State, 571 S.\V.2d 3 at 4 (Tex. Cr. App.
19871,B r o w u. Slate, 508 S.W.2d 91 at
93 Cex. Cr. App. 1974). The problem
arises in this regard because wlthout a
uniform definition of the term
"reasonable doubt," the jurors in
criminal cases are necessarily utilizing
whatever definition they personally
embrace, thereby allowingupto twelve
different definitions to be applied.
T h i s problem is compoundedby the
fact that Trial Courts typically do not
give a separate instruction on jury unanimity. Rather, the court's charge will
normally mention unaninuty in one of
the concluding paragraphs of the
charge where the coua informsthe jury
that it must select a foreman and that it
is the foreman's duty to preside at the
deliberationsand to votewith the other
jurors in arriving at a unanimous verdict. See McCormick & Blackwell, 8
Texas Practice, Section 80.17 (198517
CJ MZlLF u. Mmyland, s~ipra.
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a "metnber of the Order of the
BriepngAttorney
man Roberts of the
inal Appeals from

The situation is actually rather perverse. Texas courts have long defmed
key evidentiary standards in civil cases,
thereby allowing civil litigants to
receive reliable jury verdicts in cases
involving property rights. Why then, is
a person who is looking at the ultimate
punishment not similarly entitled to
reliability?Indeeri, what would the civil
trial lawyers in this State do if jurors in
a civil case were not instructed as to the
definition of the corrrsponding civil
standards (i.e., "preponderance of the
evidence" and "clear and convincing")?
The current situationis akin to giving
twelve jurors the materials to build a
house and telling them to build it
without giving them the blueprints or
significant directions. It takes no great
amount of imagination to picture the
results.
I personally believe that when you
defend a capital case, you should inquire of the veniremen as to what the
term "reasonable doubt" means, move
to challenge for cause any venireman
whose personal defmition does not
comport with that which we know to
be appropriate (i.e., Instructions 3Aand
3B), and request jury charges at both
the guilthnnocence and punishment
stages on a definition of the term
"reasonabledoubt" (or at least object to
the failure to give a charge defmlng it).
In fact, even in a nou-capital case, I
would urge you to do this. Within the
context of capital cases, this should be
a fertile area for Federal habeas review
if in fact the Court of Criminal Appeals
wiU not yield to logic, law and fairness.

Footnotes
1. See e.g hIcConnick& Blackwell,8Texas Practice, Section 82.01 ["All persons are

and is on the Board of ~ i r & m .
is Chairman of the TCDLA Am
Comnrittee and a member of
TCDLA Nornit2ation.s Committee.
He is a frequent speaker at ma
TCDLA and State Bar of T m 8
stitutes and seminars. He is Boa
Certfmd, CrimindLaw, TexnsBoa
of&a1 Sbecialfzaion.

presumed to be Innocent and no person
may be convicted U0le.s each element Of
theoffenseis pmwd b e y o n d a d l e
doubtl.
2 This adicle is not the place to debate the sufficiency of any particular defmitimn of the
phrare -prodbeyond a reasonable doubt *
The defimitlon of thc phrase approved by
insuuaiom 3A and 38 of the PalternJury
Instructtons, Criminal Cases,US.F1fd1Circuit Dishkt Judges Association, 1983 Edi
tion, was essentially approved m Holland
u. UnlredStara, 348U 5. lZl,75 K t 127,
99 L W 1%(1954) A det3mtfon b i d a r to
that formerly used in circwnstantial
evidence cases, e.g ," .must exclude, to
a moral certainty, every a h e r reasonable
hypothesis except the defendant's guilt,"
Hankins u Sfare,sopraat 200, wouldbefar
moreappropriatethanthe"...proofofsuch
a convincing character that you would be
willing to rely and act upon it witlront
hesitation in the mod impzxtant of your
own affairs"language cunently utdued in
%%and35. But see note 4, lnfm
3 Elimination of the circumstantial evidence
charge ABSENT a proper charge 0 e.,
definition) of the term 'reasonable dwbt'
should be held to be violative of due
process illus, I submit that you should
atwaysrequest(and/orobjeEt) tothe failure
of the trial cmn to submit a c h a m on

.

given

4

m UniledStalesu. WaIbr,861P.Zd810 (5th Clr.

1988),the cwa considered the adequacy
of the District Gauds ininstructions on the
presumprion of innocence, wh~chread
'The indictment or f m a l charge against a
Defendant is not evidence of guilt. rndeed,
theDefendantisp~sumedbythelaw tobe
knocem.'lhelawdoesnMI@quircaDefen
dant toprove lusiMocenceorp~oduceany
evidence at all. The government has the
burden of proving 1~ guilty beyond a
zeasonablcdwht, and ifufaUstodoso you
must aquit him."
Thls insrmctmn was taken fmm the standard 5th Circun pattern jury charge As
defensecounsel rased no objcctton to the
instruction at tnal, the Appellate Court had
to review the judgment under the "plain
error" standard. I'edR Crim P 52 (b).
Whde the Coud ulfunately held that the
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dx p a t e Margie WYNNE, No. 70,778 -Writ

Relief
Granted -Opinion by Judge Campbell; Judge Clinton
Concurs in Result; June 7,1989.
CONTEMPT- GRAND JURY-RENDERED MOOT
BY DISCHARGE O F "HOLD-OVER'' GRAND JURY:
This w a s an original application for writ of habeas corpus.
The issue is whether D was illegally restrained because of
her refusal to testify before Potter County Grand Jury.
FACTS:D's husband (XI was tried in 1985for offenseof murder. After jury's verdict onguilt-innocence, but before punishment phase, X jumped bond. He did not appear for punishment
phase. Extensive effortsto locatex failed. D was then subpoenaed
on 1/6/89 to appear before Potter County Grand Jury on
1/12/89. Grand jury was then investigating Xs' location and identity of any person who might know X s location or be associated
with him.
D filed motion to quash grand jury subpoena on 1/12/89, asserting the privilege not to be compelled to testify against her husband. (Tex. R. Crim. Evd. 504(2)(a))Grand jury impaneling judge
denied motion to quash on the theorythat "the state is not calling
her as the spouseof the accused, but as a potential accused!'
NOTE: TCA does not address the merit of Ws claim that she had
an absolute privilege not to be called as a witness for the state because it xrants relief on other mounds.
D w 2 present when her nrmc was called at grand jury room
door but rcfused to appear or testify. St offered D transactional immunity in exchange for her testimony and impanelingjudgcapproved offer. D was again ordcrcd to tcstify bcforc thcgrand jury
and again refused. Impaneling judge instructed her to return
1/23/89 to show cause whv she should not be held in contemDt
for failure to obey order toiestify before grand jury.
After show cause hearing, t/c entered judgment of contempt;
punishment assessed at confinementin Potter County jail until
such time as D was willing to purge herself of contempt by testifying.
On 1/12/89 (date D was subpoenaed to appear), grand jtuy
was a "hold-over grand jury" whosepurpose was to investigate
and determine Xs' whereabouts. Under Art. 19.07, V.A.C.C.P., a
grand jury may not "hold ovef' for more than90 daysafterthe expiration of theterm for which it was im~aneled.
Hcrc 90 days had passed since 1/12j89; therefore, "hold-over"
grand iurv has bwn discharged bv owration of law. Whcn the "ofknded" grand jury adjourn; the>oitempt matter becomes moot.
Any confined contemptor must be discharged.
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Editor: Catherine Greene

Burnett

TCA notes that the question here is not whether ornot contempt of a '%old-over" grand jury should be treated in the same
manner as coutemut of a reeularlv scheduled erand iw.When
there has bwn codcmpt of'; reg;larly sched&d &nd jury, the
grand jury must look to the impaneling judge to cnforcc its subpoena powers. Upon dischargc of that grand jury, impaneling
iudrc loses power to cnforcccontcmpt ordcr.TCA concluded it
'lo&ally fdlows" that once hold-ovkrgrand jury dischargesits
90day term by operation of law, impaneling judge has no further
jurisdiction and is without authority to continue to enforce a judgment of contempt onthe behalf of the "hold-over" grand jury.

James NelsonPIKE, Nos. 1325-88and 1326-88- O n D's
PDR -Per Curiam Opinion; Judge McCormick Dissenfs;
June 7,1989.
C/A affirmed at 785 S.W.2d 357.
APPELLATE PROCEDURE SUPPLEMENTATION
SHOULDHAVE BEEN ALLOWED: D wasconvicted by a
jury of engaging in organized criminal activity (unlawful
manufacture a n d delivewof methamuhetarnine). In two
casesjury set punishme& at 99 years'confinement and
$15,000 fine. C/A affirmed, refusing to consider point
raised o n direct appeal because supporting physical
evidence w a s not i n record.
On appeal to C/A, D claimed t/j erred in admitting cvidence
of parolc which was contained on a taperecorded statement obtafned by undercover narcotics office; C/A would not consider
the point because the tape was not included in the appellate
record. However, Ws designation of the record requested that it
include all exhibits offered in the case; additionally, D moved for
supplementation of theappellate record assoon as the omission
was discovered.
NELD:C/A should havc permitted supplementation of record
to include transcription of the tape or the tape, as requested in the
designation of record. Undcr its supclvisory power, TCA vacated
iudnment of C/A and remanded for supplementation to include
ihe'iape and reconsiderationof Ws poikcof error.

-

Audrey Eldon BAGLEY, No. 572-86- O n D's PDR Opinion b y Judge White; September 13,1989.
C/A aff~rmcdat 708 S.W.2d 585.
EXTRANEOUS OFFENSES -PUNISHMENT -N O
SHOWING O F RELEVANCE HERE: D was convicted of

Signilicanf Decisions Report

aggravated rape after pleading guilty to the court but
going to the jyry for punishment. D filed an application for
probation, which the jury rejected; punishment was fixed
at 50 years.
D challeneed admissionof extraneousoffensesat ounishment.
C/A affirmA, but TCA remanded. Relying on two olits earlier
decisions from Mav ( M u m hv . Sink and K i n ~ vSLak.
.
both
delivered May 17, big), ;nbmous court c&cluded.that some of
the admitted extraneous offenses werenot relevant to Ws urobation application.Conviction was mmanded to C/A for ha;m
analvsis. Neither opinion (C/Aor TCA) soecifics what these extraneous offenses &re.
COMMEMEThis caseis as interesting for what it finds inadmissible as what it finds admissible. Although thecase was
reversed for admission of some unspecified extraneous offenses,T/Aagreed with C/A concerning admission of at
least some extraneous offenses. Lower court had held Ws
failure to appear, bond forfeiture, and later rearrest were
properly
. . . admitted at punishment phase. D challen~edadmission on theory thit although extraneous evidenceof
flight would beadmissible to prove guilt (guilty
knowledge), it was not admissible here bcxause D admitkd
hiseuilt. BothC/AandTCA reicctcd that amumcnt. holding'ihat 'klev&t fads are addssible regar$ess of ;he
plea."
GENERAL RULE: Extraneousoffensesare generally not admissible as relevant to "a material issue tendered by anapplication for probation in a punishment proceeding beforea

j
q
.
"
PRACTICE GUIDE: Given the general bar against admission of extraneousoffenses on relevancegrounds at punishment, does defense counsel still need to worry that his
conduct of the trial might make the testimony admissible
anwav? Yes.For examole, extraneous offensesmavbe
mide idmissible if D "dpens thedoof by presentiig
evidence of specificgood acts. Another example,predictive
statements about future conduct of D may alsol'open the
door."

realize that m i v i n g a "grant" does not even guarantco there will
later bean opinion in thecasc may be reluctant togoforward with
much vigor. Equally disturbing is what appears to be agradual
trend toward an implied system of precedential value resulting
from actions inTCA. Afterall, it isnot unusual to beable to find a
reported decision dissecting language of C/A on discretionary
revicw. even if the wtition is ultimatelv reiccted as "improvidentlygranted" orreviiw is denied. ~ltho;~h?CA expressiy cautions
over and over that its actions on PDR confer no prwedential
value, two contradictory signals are being sent.
*I***

Dennis Michael McCAMBRIDGE, No. 297-87 -On JS'
PDR -Opinion by Judge Duncan; Judge Clinton Dissents withNote; Dissenting Opinion by Judge Teague;
September 13,1989.
PKOCEDUXAI. HISTOKY: On his first I'UK, Ws conviction
was affirmed as a matter of federal constitutional law. 712 S.W.2d
499. However, the case was remanded to C/A for consideration of
8tate constitutionallaw challenges. In opinion on remand, C/A
again rejected Ws contentions. 725 S.W.2d 418. This PDRfollowed
RIGHTTO COUNSEL STATE CONSTITUTIONAL
LAW -DOES DWI SUSPECT HAVE RIGHT T O CONSULT WITH LAWYER BEFORE GIVING POLICE
BREATH SAMPLE? TCA says no.
TCA relied on itsopinion lasiyear in Forte, 759 // 128. Forte
held that asa matterof stateconstitutional law. thctiment which
a suspect is faced with the decision of whetherto submit to a
breath test is not a "critical stage" necessitatingeither priorconsultation with or presenceof counsel.

-

RELATED STATUTORY PROVISIONS:
In this case, on second remand, D for first time raised claim of
denial of right to counsel under V.A.C.C.P. art. 1.05,15.17 and
38.22. C/A summarily disposed of claims, citing procedural
default.TCA, rather than invoking waiver doctrine, addressed
these collateral issues "as a matter of judicial economy!' Regardingeach of the three provisions of V.A.C.C.P,TCA held:
1.1.05: This is merely the codified statutory progeny of art.
1,see. 10, Texas Constitution. Nothing indicates legislature
intended expansion of rights beyond those set out in constitutional
provision.
EDITORIAL COMMENT:
2.38.22: TCA could not glean legislative intent here that
APPELLATE PROCEDURE -PETITION FOR DISCREwould statutorilv provide right to counsel before adTIONARY REVIEW -DISMISSED AS IMPROVIDENTministration of DWI ICS~.TCArciied on its 1986decision i n
LY GRANTED:
IJnrs. 723 S.W.2d 687- in thecontext of DWI arrests. wlicc
On September 1% 1989, TCA dismissed as improvidently
que&ion whether suspect will take blood-alcohol testis not
granted Ws PDRin Johnnvh a n HICKS,No. 120-87.That is not
"interrogation" forFifth Amendment purposes.
particularly u n u s u G ; ~ ~dikicses
&
PDRs w a y week. Howewr,
3.15.17:TCA uses same reasoning as in discussion of art.
what in intcrcstinaabout IIicks is that four ,
iudaesof TCA dis38.22. Warnings made mandatoly in that provision are
sented to the disr&al. Judge Clinton dissents with a note, highmerely part of predicate from art. 38.22(2)(a).Additionally,
lighting the factthat dismissal as "improvidently granted" occurs
nothing here suggests magistrate prevented Dfrom contact"in the same breath" that the majority disclaims "the languageor
ingcounsel.
reasoning" of C/A. Three judges dissent in a sixpage opinion by
DUE PROCESS AND THE RIGHT T O COUNSEL
JudgeTeague, That dissent reaches the merits of Ws challenge
(concerningwoir dire). The merits are not important here, however; DOES THE DWI SUSPECT HAVE A N INDEPENDENT
what is imoortant is what aooears
to be a c,erowine
GROUND FOR CONSULTING ATTORNEY BEFORE
. a
<, ohenomenon
,
-dismissal of petitions for discretionary review once they have
CHEMICAL TESTING? No. D also premised his attack o n
been eranted bvTCA. Kcmember. under Tex.K.Ao~.l'roc.202. it
a due process clause argument under federal and state cononly Gkes a voie of four judges O ~ T C Ain order t; have PDR .
stitutions. Simply put, D claimed due process clause of
"aranted." Under Rule 203. if review is eranted..wtitionine aartv
respective constitutions were either jointly or indeh&30 days to file brief. ~ v k then,
n
it afP"rs that thereisa
pendently the basis of a right to counsel under those condanaer the case will be "dismissed as imorovidcntlv eranted" and
the & i t s will never be reached. With a iine-judge ;c;urt, only five stitutions. Majority rejects.
Majority carefully went through 60 yean of right to counsel
iudges need to vote to dismiss in order to orevail. In contrast, it
iaki&a vote of four judges to h a v e ~ ~ ~ ~ i a n t e d . ~ t twho
o r n e ~ s decisions from US Supreme Court. TCA concluded that although

-

-

-
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S/Ct has not vet "expresslvreconciled theconstitutional duality
of the right tdcounsA g u a k t e e s a s expressly provided in the '
Sixth Amendment and implicitly provided in thcFourtcenth
Amcndnicnt guarantee a fair hearing," there wasa tn!nd. Since
19fi3, due process guanntm of c11unsel(14thAmcndment) seems
to have be& mstri&d to (1) civil proceedings, (2) quasi-civil
proceedings, and (3) appeals.
In contrast Sixth Amendment c,marantee to counsel has been
rrstrict~dto proceedings identifwd as "criminal prosecutions."
Udsed on this analvsis. DWI onwecution is "unuucsti~~nablv"
a
criminal prosecutibn. h u s , no due
righi to counsel under
Fourteenth Amendment. Suspect's right to counsel in DWI
pmsecutiun is gnarantced by'sixth ~ k c n d m c n t .
UWI -R I G H T T O COUNSEL- STATE CONSTITU-

TIONAL LAW -DECISION TO TAKE BREATH TEST
I S NOT "CRITICAL STAGE": TCA acknowledged that in
Forfeit a p e d with other state courts that US S/Ct's "critical stage" designation of recent years was flawed. The
federal test (Kirbyv. Illinois, 406 US. 682 (1972)) requires
that presence of a "critical stage" depends oninitiation of
adversary criminal proceedings. TCA recognized this w a s
nothing but a "mere formalism."
In Forte,TCA expressly rejected federal constitutional tests that
a critical stage in thk process occurs onlv after the filine of a complaint. lnstcgd of t h i ~ a l ~ p r o a cdicidcd
h , ~ ~ ~that "crkal stage''
should bcdctcrmined on a case-bv-casebasis. IlcreTCA exuressly rejects that test.
TCA concludesthat sinceForteit has determined that a case-bvcase approach is "ambiguous, vagne, and thus nnworkablc."
Claiming that consistency is theobjwliveof any lcgal standard,
the mnrt adoutsa brieht
" line rulo. Mai~ritv
, ,now holds that "in thc
context of this case," under art. 1, sec. 10 of Texas Constitution, a
"critical staee"
" in the criminal vrocess does not occur until formal
charges are bronght against a susprt. Forleis exprcssly ove~ruled
even thourh maioritv hcreacknorvlcdees it did not (leuart from
~ t~orfecokclusibn
s
that S/Ct's reaso& in recent rig&-tosounsel cases cannot be logicallyreconciled.
CASE OVERRULED:Forfe, 759 S.W.2d 128 (TCA 1988).
DISSENTING OPINION: In his 21-page opinion, Judge
Teaguemakes severalinteresting observations. Perhaps the
one whichismost frequently asked concerns therelationship between the type of crime being investigatedand the
scope of the s u s p t ' s constitutionalrights. Concerning
Bass,Forte, and this decision, JudgeTeaguenotes, "Much of
what has been written can be read out of the context that
theoffensein all of thesecases is drivingwhile intoxicated.
For unknown reasons, a person lawfully arrested inTexas
for driving while intoxicated is to be treated differently
from a person who has been arrested for committing some
other criminal w~ong."

Henry BAUGH, No. 405-87 -On D's PDR -Opinion b y
Judge Davis; Judges McCormick and BerchelmannDissenf; September 13,1989.
C/A iffirmed at 725 S.W.2d 750.
SUFFICIENCY OFEVIDENCE -ARSON:
TCA finds insufficient evidenceto support arsonconviction.
FACTS At 11:OO p.m., D'sruralhomewas completely destroyed
by fire. It was insured by a Dallas company. D received $65,OW
forloss of home, $3500 as additional living expenses during
remodeling, and $25W for unscheduled personal property lost in
fire. There wereno witnesses to ignition of fire. There was conflicting expert testimony (State and defense) about the nature of the
fire's origin- whether it was incendiary or of an undetermined,
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probably accideital, origin. Finally, evidencelinking D to act of
setting fire was circumstantial. On evening offire, wife and
children were at fashion show and stopped to eat on way home;
when they arrived at 11:OO p.m., house was in flames. D was asleep in trailer one-half mileaway. He testifiedhefrequently slept
there because trailer was air conditioned and house was not.
In finding evidence insufficient, seven-judge majority nutes
conflictingtestimony about incendiary origin of fire.Othertypes
of incriminating evidence werealso lacking: (1) no direct evidence
D intcntionallv set fire (for example, no extnjudicial confession);
(2) no wilness'rs to actual ignitioi of fiwor Li's presence at scene;
(3) insufficient circumstantialevidence - for example, D did not
make verbal threats to set fire; his appearance did not indicate
connectionwith fire; D had not rtxently increased insurance
coverage;there was no suspicious paraphernalia present at scene.
HELD: Conviction reversed. Evidence adduced by St did not
negate every reasonablehypothesis about cause of fire.

Dayle Alan LANGSTON, No. 538-87 - O n D's PDR Opinion by Judge Clinton; September 13,1989.
PUNISHMENT EVIDENCE -IMPROPER USE O F OUTOF-STATE PEN PACKET:
D complained of admissibility of Kansas pen pack because it
contained no judgment and sentence. D claimed penitentiary
packet was insufficient to show a final conviction under art.37.07,
V.A.C.C.P.TCA agreed.
In order to bt! Gnsidcred evidence at the final conviction, pen
packet must contain judgment and sentence, properly certified.
What happns when a foreign (out4state) conviction is involved? For out-of-statcconvictions, TCA will presume the law of
the foreign state is the same as Texas' -unless party offersproof
about the law of another state.
PRACTICE GUIDE: Here the State, as the proponent of the
pen packet that the prosecution wanted to get into
evidence, had the burden of proving that the documents
contained in the pen packet would be considered sufficient
pmof of a final conviction under the laws of Kansas. The
pn,secutor had at least twuoptiuns to make this pnwf: (1)
ask t/c to take iudicinl noticcof what Kansasconsidcrs sufficientproof (Tek.~.~rim.~vid.,
Rule202) or (2) introduce
pmof of Kansas law.
Here pen vacket contained documents styled "iournal entw,"
"commi~me~t,"
and "order." After n:vicwik th& documenk
'TCA concluded it was not "sclf-cvidont" that any of them were
the functionalequivalent of the judgment and sktence required
byTexas law. Infact,State's exhibit (pen packet) did not clearly
show a conviction, much less alinal conviction. HELD: T/c erred
in admitting Kansas pen pack as evidence of prior record over objection because DA failed to lay proper predicate.

Brian DEWBERRY, No. 1231-87 -On D's PDR Opinion b y Judge McCormick; Judges White, Duncan
and Berchelmann Concur inResulQ September 13,1989.
C/A affirmed at 743 S.W.2d260.
lURY SELECTION -BATSON CHALLENGE -D
PRESENTED SUSFICIENT EVIDENCE FOR PRIMA
FACIE SHOWING:
C/A affirmedt/c's dekrmination Dfailed to make out prima
facie case of racial discriminationunder Batson v. Kenfucky, 476
J.S. 79 (1986).Conclusions of law by t/c embodied finding that D
3iled to makeout prima faciecase; included in finding was statenentthat no facts or other relevant circumstances raised inference
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State used peremptory challenges to excludemembers of Ws racial arouv on account of race.
k%cfs:~tatcpcrcmptorily struck five of six potential black
iurors. State used remaining five strikcs on whiter. D mrcmotoriiy struck ten whitepotentia jurors. Final jury consist& of li
whites and one black.
HELD: C/A erred in affirmed finding of t/c that D failed to establish prima facie case of racial discrimination.Error of C/A was
that it f&uscd.on total numberof strikes usedagainst black
venirerncn and nut on number of blacks actually cxcluded from
, ,

AlthoughTCAnotcd this typcofanalysis(total numbcrof
strikes uscd aaainst black veniremen) mieht bevalid in some circumstances, s&h an analysis can faifto tgke into account the
result of the strikesasainst iurors of thesame race as defendant.
Under the factshere,~xclu~ion
of five of six blacks from the jury
established prima faciccaseofdiscrimination.
HOW MUCl I EVIDENCE ISENOUGHTO ESTABLISH
I'IIIMA FACIE CASE: UNDER BATSON?
Majority relies on its prcvious decision in Tomykim. Ws burden
of proof is the "minimum quantumof cvidcncc"standard.l'CA
continues to rccognizc that this initial burden (establishing prima
faciecase under Ualson) is not onerous.
COMMENT: In fact. TCA notes that the issuc of whether D
has established a prima facie case is normally not an area of
concern that is subjwt to review on appeal. Relying on
dccisions uf IJS S/Ct in Title VII cases. TCA notes that
"where the defendant has done everything that would be required of him if the plaintiff had properly made out a prima
faciecase, whether the plaintiff really did so isno longer
relevant."
Inaddition,TCA seems to be saying that t/c tacitly recognized D had made out a prima facie case when it required
prosecution to articulate racially neutral reasons for
peremptorystrikes.

Robert L. SNOKE, No. 447-88- OnD's PDR -Per
Curiam Opinion; September 13,1989.
INDIGENCY -STATEMENT O F FACTS FOR APPEAL
-HERE STATE FAILED T O REBUT D'S PRIMA FACIE
SHOWING:
D was convicted of theft of vrovertv
over $200:.,vunishment
a
,
,
\\*asassessed at five yrars probation. Dappcaled and filed affidavitof indiscncv. scekinc!free statcmcnt of facts.
In a iength~ap&llate&tory (over seven years has passed
since the indigency hearing), Ws original application was denied
by t/c. Wsconviction was affirmed by C/Ain unpublished
opinion. D petitioned TCA on PDR, and ultimately decision of
C/A was reversed and appeal abated so D could be furnished
copy of transcription of indigency hearing. Snoke,717 S.W.2d 5
CCA 1986).On remand, C/A again affirmed Ws conviction, holding t/c did not err or abusediscretion in finding D was not indigent.ThisPDR followed.
Two hearings were held by t/c to determine Ws indigency. D
was only witness to testify. Briefly summarized, Ws cash position
was that two large checking accounts were used up before trial one going to attorney and &ing cxpcnscs, the o t ~ i & ~ oto
in~
former wifc for y a f s worthof child support. Largecash settlcment from insurance claims were used id rebuild house.
No rigid guidelines had been formulated to help t/cdetermine
indiaencv. Cases are decided on a case-bv-case basis. Desoite the
lackif fdrmalrules or rigid tests, certainguidelines have been
developed:
(1) D who claims indigent status must exercise due
diligence when asserting indigency (for example, timely file

affidavia
(2) D must sustain allegations in his indigency affidavit at
hearing;
(3)T/j may consider only D'spersonal financialcondition,
and not the financialconditions of parents,otherrelatives,
friends, or employers;
(4) lndigency is determined at the time appeal is filed, and
not at the timeof trial;
(5)Once prima facie showing of indigency is made, D is entitled to record unless State offersevidence which refutes
D's claim.
BURDEN OF PROOF: At indigency hearing, D bears initial burien to go forward with evidence that substantiates Ws sworn alegation of indigency. However, once Dmeets this production
mrden, burden then shifts to prosecution to persuade t/c that D
snot in fact indigent.
Applying thoserules to the facts in this case,TCA concludes D
nadeprimafacie case of indigency. C/A madeamistake when it
,elied on State's "assertions" durine
" cross-examination of D. D adnittcd during crossilxamination hc had ~ v e i v c dan insurance sctlcmcnt almost two ymrs befon: trial. lbth t/j and C/A found
here was no indigency shown hcrc bccausr D failed to provide
Iocumcntation about how he spcnt this money.That finding iscronmus, andTCArejectsit. ~ h o t e by
d an &divided caul<
'The effectof such holding is that an appellant could admit
that he used to have money can be held not to be indigent if
the trial court does not believe his uncorroborated testimony that he has spent it all for valid debts, even where
thereis no positiveevidence that hestill has money, or that
hefraudulently diverted his former assets."
PRACTICE GUIDE: What could the State have done differently here? It seems obvious State needs to rely on more
than iust admissions made by D oncross-examination.State
shouid havcnlled othcr w i t k e s o r presented other
evidence. For cxamde. State a ~ k c dD in cross-examination
whether he had withdrawn his last $6,000 the day before his
first indigency hearing, asking the teller not to let anyone
know about the withdrawal. Unfortunately, State did not
offer any proof on this allegation -it couid havecalled the
teller or subooenaed thebankrecords. Althoueh
" not expressly stated in the opinion, in a similar vein, the
bros&utor could have tried torebut D's claim that he
wioed out one of his bank accounts bv
eivine
z w
" his monev to
pay backchild support payments, by either calling thc
former ivifeor applicable government agcncy. The bollonl
line is. however. that the State must do some1hin~iust as,
king questions in an adversarial manner is not enough

ames Carl Lee DAVIS, No. 69,467 -Capital Murder Coniction Affirmed -Opinion by Judge McCormick; Judge
Xinton Concurs i n Result; Judge Teague Dissents t o Disposition of Five Points of Error; September 13,1989.
URY SELECTION- CAPITAL MURDER -TCA
(EJECTS ARGUMENT D IS ENTITLED T O REVIEW
UROR INFORMATION CARDS AND QUESTIONJAIRES BEFORE DECIDING WHETHER TO SHUFFLE:
statutowprivile~ethat allows
Art. 35.11,V.A.C.C.P.,creates
~articsto have names of prospcctive jur&dshufflKd. Article has
cvcrbmn intcrorcted to require t/i to do more than allow D to
e able to view dutward apdearan& of the venire members.
IELD: Because it was not intent of legislature to have names of
enire shuffled based on information obtained during voir dire, it
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was similarlv not leeislative intent to base shuffle on information
lcarned from information cards or biographical questionnaires.
VOIR DIRE- WHEN DOES IT BEGIN IN A CAPITAL
CASE?
IMying on Judge Clinton's concurring opinion in Y a m , 677
S.W.2d 62CKA 19W, it isclcar that underart. 35.17, V.A.C.C.P.,
only inacapital case is t/jauthorizcd to askqucstionsconcerning
principlcsof reasonabledoubt, burdcnof proof, return of indictment, presumption ofinnocencc, and opinion. Thus, voir dire
beeinsin caoiial case when trial iudeegeeins his eximination of
&
&
le
after ;enire has beenseateh Lthezrder the potential jurors
eiven oo~ortunitv
to rewill be examined and defendant has been "
L
quest a shuffle.
CAUTION: The rule is different for capital and non-capital
cases. In a non-capital case, a motion to shuffle is timely if
made before State initiates its questioning of prospective
jurors. There is a different rule for capital cases. Here the
motion was untimely because D did not request a shuffle
until after t/j had conducted its initial examination, some
members of the panel had beendismissed for pre-trial
publicity, and remaining panel members had been excused
from court room with specificinstructionsfor when eachindividual member was to return for examination. Thesefactors made Ws motion untimely.
DEATH PENALTY -TCA UPHOLDS CONSTITUTIONALITY O F ARTICLE 37.071(g) -PROSPECTIVE JURORS A N D JURORS MAY N O T BE TOLD
EFFECT O F FAILURE OF W R Y TO AGREE O N ISSUE:
D raised a due process argument, challenging the constitutionality of art. 37.071(g) on the theory that it deprived jurors
of enough understandine of their deliberation orocess concernine
,,
the c a p h l murder sp&l issues. As~umingth'earticle to be unconstitutional, D alsochallcn~cdtheactionsof t/c here when it
refused D opportunity to exgain to jury there& of its failureto
agree
- on a special issue. TCA rejected all of theseattacks.
Noting that the jury in acapkal murdercase is responsible lor
answering que5tiuns. the result of which will determine the lifeor
dralhof an individual. TCA cquates telling the jury about the
rrsult of disagreement with trlling
iury
-,
. about rolcof rcviewinr
court- "anfinformation that is given the jury whichmay be:&
terpreted by it as relievingthat responsibilityis considered an infraction on the iunfs fact-findine
" function." TCA found three
reported dccisih~irejecting Wsargumcnt here. Onedecision
c.lme from the llnited States District Court level (North Carolina,
Eastern District), and two were decisions of state supreme courts
- Virginia and North Carolina. TCA agreed with holdingsof
both supreme court casw and added the following cmnment:
"We fail to sccanv relevance in informine
" the ,iuron the
result of their failure to agree; this information has no pertinence to the spcrial isst& that are submitted toa j u j in a
capital murder caso.. . . IWlhile the information represents
a &red statement of the law, it concerns a p r o c e d h matter and is not the proper subject of an instruction by the trial
court or comment upon by thelitigants."

.

D a v i d Ray HARRIS, No. 69,634 -Capital Murder Conviction Affirmed -Opinion b y Judge Miller; Judge Clinton Joins with Note; Judge Teague Dissents; September
13,1989.
LESSER INCLUDED OFFENSES D N O T ENTITLED
T O CHARGE O N VOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER:
Capital murder iurv was instructed on the lesser included offence ; ~voluntary
f
ina~slaughter;no instruction was given on the
uffense of murder. On appeal, D claimed a violation of Cobnrrubio,

-
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675 S.W.2d 749 (TCA 1983)-failure of the aoolication ~ a r a g r a ~ h
on capital murdur to rcquirc~tateto dispn~v;b acted ab a ;suit
uf sudden passion arising from adequate cause. TCA was spared
having to reach the merits uf this claim because it found the issue
of "adcquate cause" was not raised by the evidence--.thus D was
not entitled to voluntary manslaughter charge. Since he wasn't cntitled to thecharge, it is immaterial if it wascorrxt.
tlere t h e c v i d ~ n c e ~ l e aindicated
rl~
D initiatcd entirecriminal
episode leading to C/W's death. D entered apartment and attempted to kidnap X; C/W shot D in an attempt to prevent X's aggravated kidnapping. Undcr these facts, C/ W was justified in'
using deadly force, both to defend himself and todcfend a third
person (the kidnapping victinr). TCA ruled that C/W's justified
actions would not constituteadt~uatecausefur Ws illeealacts.
Any other holding would allow~riminalsa justifiable reason lor
killine their victims - whenall thevictims rveredoin~was rieht"
ly seekngto protect themselvesorothehers from criminalactivity.

.,
.,

CAPITAL MURDER -PUNISHMENT

PHASE -SUEFI-

CIENT EVIDENCE T O SUPPORT "YES'TO SPECIAL
ISSUE 3:
This is one of the few reported cases to discuss sufficiencyof
evidence relating to jury's affirmativefinding on third special
issue at punishment phase of trial. Under art. 37.071, V.A.C.C.P.,
the third special issue provides, "if raised by the evidence,
whether the conduct of thedefendant inkilling the deceased was
unreasonable in response to the provocation, if any, by the
deceased."
Ws claim was based on the fact that there were only two
eyewitnesses to the offense -D and the kidnapping victim. D argued that victim's testimony showed C/W had a gun and the kidnapping victim was not s u who
~ fired the first shot or what
actually occurred. Ws testimony showed he was shot twice and
wounded, that he was scared during his exchange of gunfire with
the deceased, and that he thought C/W was trying to kill him. On
appeal, D argued thesefacts, in combination, were insufficient to
provide an affirmative answer to special issue 3.
The majority here faulted Ws characterizationof the evidence.
In answerine caoital murder swcial issues..the ,
iurv
, mav
, consider
dl evidenceadd;cod at thcgu~lt/innocenccphasc!uftrial. Although Ws argument portrays him as something of a victim of the
offcnse,D ignored salient facts from guilt-innocencephase--among thorn: D "amveniontly forgets" hr brokeintoC/W'sap?rtment, arm& with a deadly weapon, and abducted X at gunpoint;
C/W and X feared for their lives when c(~nfn1ntedby Dat a time
when neither was armed; C/W was shot at close range as he knelt
on his hands and knees, injured, and unableto fire further at D.
An accused is not entitled to a "no" answer on the third
ounishment issue iust because there is evidencethat thevictim
k c d deadly forceio resist D. This does not mean that such
cvidencc may not be "mitigating" and entitle D to submission of
Ihe third punishment issuc--on the other hand, it docs not
rcndw theevidence ins~~fficiont
to supuort an affirmativefindina.
"
C/W's action here does not automaticbilY rise to thelevel of
provocation as a matter of law. Repeatedly in theopinion, TCA
stresses fact that C/W had a right to defend himself as well as X.
HELD: Evidence sufficient to support jury's affirmativeanswer to
ipecial issue 3.
VOIR DIRE -CAPITAL MURDER -FACTS D O NOT
SHOW SUA SPONTE EXCUSAL BY To:
FACTS: Group of potential venircmcn were called under art.
35.01, V.A.C.C.P.T/j introduced both parties to prospcdivejury
?anel and cxplaincd som2 basic tenets of criminal jurisprudence.
30th Stateand defense were given opportunity to makcgeneral
.emarks to panel concerning iswes jurors would bc runfrontcul
~ i t durine
h
trial. No individual voirdire was done. althouch tht:
,anel had &en sworn. Following general remarks, t/j expl&ed
:lerk would contact each veniremember regarding his time for in-
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failed to continue to assert he should be able to exercise his chailenges at the end of the process. Owing to these two failures. TCA
ruled D failed to "show harm" (preserve error) under the first lest
in Sanne.
Obviously, D never availed himself of the second Sanne appmach- refrainingfrom exercising achallenJe'For these
.
.
reasons, TCA did not reach merits of Ws equ pmtectlon c l a m
EXPERT WITNESS -EXCLUSION OF TESTIMONY
FROM ARCHITECT CONCERNING LINEW:
El araued t/i made a mistake in exeludin~
testimony from, and
exhibits prepa;cd by, an architect on the grounds of reievance. D
relied orimarilvon Tex.K.Crim.Evd. 702. Ultimately,TCA rejccted
ws cokplaint.*
FACTS: Exuert witness X is an architect. Based on police
description of'the heights and weighisof people appearing in a
lineup with D, X made a drawing to approximate the appearance
of the lineup. In hearing outside the july's presence, X's proposed
testimony was developed: sizes of objects surrounding another object willaffect the viewer's perception of the first object's apparent
size.To support this theory,X prepared two additionaldrawings.
X admitted he had no specific expertise about criminal lineups.
He stated he based his drawings entirely on the basis of the police
reporis, admitting he could not determine the accuracy of them.
Obviously,X admitted he did not know if his drawings accurately
depicted the lineup asit actually appeared.
Rule702 concerns expert witness testimony and pmvides:
"If scientific, technical or other specialized knowledge will
assist the trier of fad to understand the evidence or to determine the fact i n issue, the witness qualified as an expert by
knowledae, skill, cx~rience,trainin& or education, may tcstify therzo in thk f o k of an opinion-or otherwise."
Concerning expert witness Xs' scaled drawing of the lineup,
TCA held that adoption of the new rules of criminal evidence has
madeno change in the predicate necessaly to admit drawings. In
order for a drawing or photograph to be admitted as evidence, the
party offeringthe item must be ableto show the depiction is an accurate representation of what it claimsto represent. Here, there
was no testimony that X's drawing accurately portrayed the
Anthony Leroy PIERCE, No. 69,777 -Capital Murder
lineup it sought to depict. Because X testified heconld not make
Conviction Affirmed -Opinion by Judge Campbell;
this kind of representation (he did not personally observe the
Judge Clinton Joins with Note; Judge Teague Dissents;
lineup), the predicate was not laid for admission of thedrawing.
September 13,1989.
HELD:T/j correctly excluded exhibit.
VOIR DIRE CAPITAL MURDER -WAS THERE
Despite the fact that Ws reliance on Rule 702was misplaced
ERROR WHEN TIC DID N O T ALLOW D T O EXERCISE
concernin the architect's drawing, it was dispositive to all other
HIS PEREMPTORY CHALLENGES ATTHE END OF
aspects of%stestimOny.TCA notes the threshold requirement
ALL INDIVIDUAL VOlR DIRE EXAMINATIONS INunder Rule 702 for determining admissibilityof expert testimony
STEAD OF A T THE END OF EACH? TCA avoids answer- is whether the "specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact
to understand the evidence or determine the fact in issue."
ing because of procedural default.
TCA agreed with characterizationof this rule by the Federal
D raised an euual vrotection claim..areuinecauital murder
jury selection pr;ced;m would be more fair if peremptory challen- Advisorv Committee. That committee report, in its officialcornmcnt to ihe rule, noted that "when opinions an: excluded, it is beres were to bcexercised at the cnd of the vrocccdina. A similar
cause thcv are unhelpful and thcrefom superfluousand a wasteof
Flaim was raised by D i n Sanne, 6W id 762 VCX 1980),
time."
where TCA held D failed to show anv harm from the alleacd
Aovlvine
that characterizationhere, TCA concluded that X's
crror. In Snnne, majority of TCA esta6lishcd two ways D may
..a
insight did not represent specialk~edknowledge not possessed by
show harm: (1) usine challenae while claiming rieht to reserve
the inrurs. TCA did no1 decide whether X's knowldge might be
strike until the end DYfvoir di& (then showing%&n by the use of
u s e h to understand other evidence or msolve a disFutedksue of
all peremptory challenges, denial of a request for additional
fact -this determination was not necessary since maprity conperemptory challenges, and the seating of an objectionablejuror);
cluded X's insight did not represent specialized knowledge jurors
or (2) declining to use a peremptory challenge while arguing the
right to reserve thestrike (Dmust thenshow at theend of examin- didnot have. Specifically, X testified when an object is placed near
a large object, it will be perceived to be smaller than its actualsize,
ing thevenire hemade retroactiverequest to exercise peremptory
and viceversa. X's testimony was based on specialized
challenges in themanner to which he claimed he is entitled).
D did not comply with either of the Sanne options. Here D filed knowledgcabout drafting, &it: drawing, and the useof pcrspective tocrcate three-dimensiunal illusions inn two-dimensional
pretrial motion to exercise peremptory challenges at end of voir
drawing.
dire. Hawever, accordingto TCA, this motion did not meet Sanne
COMMENTrTCA does not offer any explanation for its conrequirements. Perhaps moreimportantly,Ddid not referto the
clusion that typical jurors possess the kiiowledge about
motion when he exercised his peremptory challenges, and he
dividual "interviews" by counsel. T/c recessed the panel except
forthosevenire persons who could not return. Sixveniremen
remained, oneof whom was X.
T/c then conducted questioning under &. 351)3, V.A.C.CS.
(determiningexcuses for not serving on jury). X explained he was
exoedine vermanent emolovment in Houstonone or two weeks
inihefuKe. X was not qk&ioned by Stateordefense; t/j asked
X to wait outside. At this voint. State said it had no obiedion to excusingx, but D objected to ex&usingx "on that exrus6." After
severalother venire members were auestioned about their excuses, t/j returned to thc: question O ~ X asking
,
D why he objected.
D rcplied, "1 am sympathetic about his job, but he looks, potentially, asa g o d defense juror. That's why, real frankly." W s o b k tion was overruled; X was excused.
In an opinion delivered 6/21/89, TCA held excusal of prospectivejuror under art. 35.03 is within sound discretion of t/j; t/j's
decision will not be disturbed on appeal if the record supports his
ruling (lohnson, No. 69,750).
TCA acknowledees
line of cases holdine
c,
" t/c
- should not. on its
motion, excuse a prospective juror for muse under art. 35.16 unless
that juror is absolutelydisqualified from serviceunder art. 35.19.
Ilowever, TCA explains that thosccoscsam not dispositivc.l'hc
kevdistinction is that thcexcusal in lohnson and the excusal in this
ca& were not "forcause," thus theiwere not "sua sponte" or
error. For example, herethere was no individual voir dire of
potential juror^ by either~tateordefensetodetermine if he was
absolutcly disqualified from jury service undcr art. 35.19 or
whetlwr he was challengeable for cause undcr art. 35.16. Here t/c
did not excuse potential jurorX formusebut instead becauscX
had a new job in a diffcrcnt county.That means X was excused
under art. 35.13 -thus no error is presented.
CASES 0VERRULED:To the extent of conflict. the following decisionsare overruled:
Nichols, 754 S.W.2d 185(TCA 1988)
Rougeau, 738 SW.2d 651 (TCA1987).

.,
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whichX wasprepared to testify. Apparently this is a field
that will be determined on a case-by-case basis- undefined, a sort of 'I'll know what jurors know when I see
it." SinceTCA did not determine whether theknowledge
"might be useful to the jury" (decidingonly that this was
not specialized knowledge unknown to the jurors), not
much insight or guidanceis given to trial bench or bar. Advocates, whether prosecution or defense, will have a difficult burden showing what iscommonly known by jurors
when all that is apparently required is a statement that this
is so -and there is no need for citation to any supporting
authority.
PRACTICE GUIDE: To avoid the appellate trap found here
Whis is information evelybody knows"), trial munsel might
consider asking for a specific ruling from t/j about whether
the evidence in dispute represents specialized knowledge.
" If
t/c is willing to agru! the o f f e u levidence repmscnts specialized knowlcdee. then the focus on a n m d under l<ule
702, will be different. It will focus moreon the classic expert
witness testimony approach (Frye), which is discussed next.
Of course, as is seen below, that still doesn't "
euaranteevictory.
EXPERT TESTIMONY -RULE 7 0 2 A N D THE
EVALUATION O F EYEWITNESS TESTIMONY -CASE
O F FIRST IMPRESSION:
D nrgn~xlt/c errrd by c>xcludingrxpcrt testimony i~bourthe inherent unrtrlinbility of eyewitness identification. The thrust of 1)'s
argument was that under Rule 702..exoert's testimonv would ass i 2 jury to evaluateeyewitness testimony in this case: TCA concluded exclusion of the evidence was not error. Althoueh
" there
hdve been no previousTexas caseson this iss~~c,
n~njorityhere
rclicd on federal appellate court d(xisions.
FACTS: D calleb'~,a professor of psychology at UT-Arlington,
to testify as an expert. Y's testimony concerned six points about
identification:
(1) Cross-racial identifications are less reliable than identifications within a single racial group;
(2) Daily exposure of a witness to a racial group will not
necessarily
accuracy of cross-racialidentification;
. improve
.
(3) When o witness bcliwcs theculprit is in a lintrup, wit.
ness becomes more likelv to makc identification.ovtm i f
identified person does not match witness's original description;
(4) Presenceof a gun tends to divert witness'sattention in
sucha way as to reduce reliability of identification;
(5) Witnesses tend to want to please police by making positive and definitive identification;and
( 6 ) I'eoplcaregood at remembering facrs, n111chpoorer d t
rc~~nembering
thecontext in which they have srrn the face.
During cross-examination, State established Y had not examined any witnesses in this case and could not say which of the
factors that he discussed would beapplicable; and if applicable, to
what extent those factors would undermine a particular witness's
testimonv.
~~~~-~
,
Several federal circuit courts have addressed the issueof admissibility of expert testimony concerning eyewitnessidentification within the scove of Rule 702. Those circuits include: 3rd.Sth.
,
,
7th, k t , 9th. 10th. ~ C characterizes
A
theseappellate decisions as
being in "substantial agreement as to the reasons why it is not an
abuseof the trial judge's discmtion toexclude thistype of testimony."To illustrate this point, maprity heredevelops the
reasoning in 1973 9thCircuit decision. Although that court began
b y noting expert testimony must be helpful to the jury, it also discussed concerns inherent with any expert testimony. These conL.

&
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cerns include: (1)likelihood iurv will abandon its resmnsibilitv of
wcighingcredibility of witn&sEs and (2) possibility that cxpeA
testimonv is not routed in sound scientific basis.The fidcral court
alsodisc;ssud ways in which cross-examinationcould be used to
expose weaknesses in eyewitness testimony - concluding jury is
amolv
uualified to make a determination on thecrcdibilitv of
L,.
eyewitnesses when the j&y is aided by cross-examinationand because of ,
i d, s common knowledeeof
memorvand its effects on
"
perception.
Acmrdine
" to TCA. all factors cited bv 9th Circuit are uresent
here. In addition, other f,~ctorsare present which weigh against
admissibilitv of Y's testinwnv:
,. those factors include lack of Y's
specific knowledge concerning the testimony of the witnesses in
this case.That lack of specific knowledge led TCA to mnclude:
'This failure to 'fit' his testimony to the evidencein this trial further reduces the likelihood that the jury would have been
measurably aided. . ."
COMMENT: Can an armment be made thereis a different
standard fordcfrnseand p r o a ~ ~ ~ rtrxprt
i o n witnesrs?
HcreTCA wcms to castiedtedefense
witness for his failuro
"
to "fit his testimony" to the evidence at trial- why he
never even bothered to have a specificknowledge about the
testimony of the witnesses in this case. How does that approach reconcile with the prosecution's repeated use of expert witnesses at the punishment phase of capital murder
trial who havenever even, for example, seen or interviewed
the defendant about whom lhcy arcprepared tooffer an 4%
vrrt ovinion? Docs that failurc to "fit" the testimonv hc!come even more significant when other expertsin the area
are willing to criticize the lack of professionalism inherent
in that approach?
JURY INSTRUCTION -CAPITAL MURDER MITIGATION CHARGE WAIVED: Rather than reaching
the merits of D's complaint about T/C's failure to give
mitigating charge, TCA concludes D d i d not adequately set
out reviewable point of error.
FACTS:D rwuested the followina
" instruction:
"Youare hereby instructed that you can consider all mitigating circumstances in reaards
to the punishment of the defen"
dant herein. Mitigation will not bedefined for you; but you
may ronsidcr the a&%,race, background, sex, hi?tory,and dl1
~ndttt:rsrt!latcd to this dclw~dantthat have been vut before
you."
TCA concludes that D's point of error is insufficient for three
reasons: (1)D's brief fails to cite what, if any, mitigating evidence
was before the jury; (2) D fails to argue how the special issues
3iven in the case failed to allow complete consideration of mitigat1ngevidence;and (3) D failed to cite relevant portionsof the
record and set out the legal theory on which he rested his contenion. For these reasons, nothing is presented for review.
PRACTICE GUIDE: It seems that at first blush D did a
proper p b in preserving his complaint. After all, he specifically requested acharge to be ziven to the .iu~y.
, Thus he
c o ~ n ~ l i ewith
d v.A.c.~?.~'.
.~.lGicytwthcre was not what D
did at the trial bv<!l: inslead. this "waiver" concerned the
way the issue was presented in the appellate brief.

-

v

Michael Lee SCHAFFER, No. 113-87-On State's PDRJ p i n i o n b y Judge McCormick; Dissenting O p i n i o n b y
u d g e Campbell, Joined by Judge Davis; September 20,

1989.
C/A reversed at 721 S.W.2d 594.
WIDENCE -HEARSAY -'lMPLIED

Signitcan1Decisions Reporl

STATEMENT"

OFFERED POR TRUTH, S O FOUND T O BE HEARSAY:
The claimin this case is not a classic textbookexample of hearsay. Because the prosecutor did not dirrctly ask what was said out
of court, an argument could be made that therewas no attemot to
introdu& heGsay. 1nstead.TCA majority "picrml the fictionLby
holding the Statecould not do indirealv that which it was
pmhib%edto d o directly.
FACTS: In a iw trial, D was convicted of wossession of a controlled substan& (peyote). D was arrested in: stolen van containing more than 1500gramsofthis.~ubstance.Dtestified at trial,
admitting he was inside the stolen van and knowing that thcvan
contain4 peyote. In his defcnsc, however, D said he was acting
as a ~oliceinformer. He smificallv named Y as the Abilenu
officer with whomhe had uzorked fortwo years before his
arrest, claimingthat during those two vears he had orovided information leadkg t
a me& and convi&ionsof s e v e h drug
dealers.
"Apparently surprised; DA asked X (a narcotics investigator
forthisvalley County sheriff's
department, who had previously
testified for State) to phoney.
Subsequently, in a rebuttal to Ws testimony, X testified as follows:
Q: Officer, when was the first time you heard the name of a person by the name of Y?
A: This morning.
Q: And who,ifanybody, informed yon of that name?
A: You did, sir.
Q: And were you able to contact Y7
A: Yes, sir.
Q: And when was this?
A: This morning.
Q: And did you have occasion to talk to him?
A: Yes, sir, I did.
Q: Without telling us what he told you, would you, at this
time, ask the State to dmp charges against D?
A: No,sir.
OfficerY did not testify at trial, and he was not subpoenaed by
either Stateor defense.
D claimed, on appeal, that State had elicited hearsay testimony
before the jury when it received anegative answer from X to DA's
question of whether X would ask State to drop charges against D
after talking with Y. At trial, the hearsay objection was overruled.
C/A reversed the conviction. Statefiled PDR, claiming there was
"no valid reason'' to label X's testimony as hearsay. State's position was that sinceno out-of-court "statement" was received into
evidence, no hearsay violation occurred. TCA disagreed.
PROCEDURAL NOTE: Case was tried before effectivedate
of Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence. However, under art.
38.02, V.A.C.C.P. (subsequently repealed), theTexas Rules
of Civil Evidence were applicablein criminal cases to the extent there was no conflict with V.A.C.C.P. or Peml Code.
COMMEMT:The hearsayrules contained in the Civil Rules
of Evidence are the same in all material aspects as the hearsay rule now contained in 801(D),Tex.R.Crim.Evd.
At the heart of theState'sargument wasitsclaim that sincc no
out-ofiourt "statcmenf' was receivcd into evidence, therecould
never bca hearsay violation.TCA flatly rcjected thisapproach.
Relying onMcCor~nickonEvidence, majority noted that when there
is "an inescaoablcconclusion that a oiecc of cvidcnm is beine" offered to pro;e statements made outiide the court mom." the
prohibition against hearsay can't be overcome by clever questioning dcsigncd to indirectly elicit hearsay.
TCAfinds that the term "statement."asdcfincd inKule
801(A), "necessarily hcludes proof of ttk statement, whether the

proof is dixect or indirect!'
Seven-judgemajority explained its decisionon diredindirect
pmof on the grounds that any other interpretation is "disingenuous" -the type of legal distinction a jury is unliily to
make. Also apparently significantwas majority's perception of
State's intent here -to convey to jury that Y told X D was not an
informant. HELD:T/cimproperly allowed State to introduce hearsay testimonybefore jury.
POSSIBLE EFFECTOF DECIS1ON:TCA here recognizes a
line of cases holding it is not error for police officer to tell
jury that she acted in response to information received by
others. This holding is not disturbed by the decision here.
As noted by TCA,frequently testimony will havea impermissible hearsay aspect along with a permissible non-hearsayaspect. It is "almost always" relevant for testifying
of8ice;to relate how she came upon the scene of acrimeor
accident. This does not mean. howcvcr, that theofficer
should be pennittedto relate historical aspects of thecase,
replete with hearsay statements in the form of complaints or
reports.TypicaIly it will be sufficientthat the officer testify
only she acted upan "information received."
There is a circumstance, however, when the officer will be
entitled to offermore detailed testimony- explainingnot
just how she happened on the scene bui also providing the
iurv with thesvecific information the offia:r rcccived.This
hduld occur ;hen the officer's actions are put into question
before the jury- for example, to resolve a contested issue
on arrest or search.
DISSENTlNGOPlNION (two-judge):The dissent claims the
majority was rushing to reach the "tight" result and so impmperly substituted a "back-doorhearsay" theory in place
of the proper theory- relevance. Dissent a a u e s that the
correci r c k n for excluding X's testimony i s h a t his
opinion was irn:lcvant -and that thc prciudicial effect of
2 s statement about the conversation<ithS~
outweighed
any probativevalue.

,

Willie MILES, No. 1200-89-O n State's PDR -Per

Euriam Opinion; Judges Clinton and Miller Dissent; Sep:ember 20,1989.
4PPELLATE PROCEDURE -1F D DOES N O T FILE
WRITTEN NOTICE OF APPEAL I N TIC, THEN CIA
VEVER GETS JURISDICTION:
Here C/A really tried to do the right thing. FACTS: D pled
;uilty on 4/5/89; judgment signed two days later. No motion for
lew trial filed. D filed motion for extensionof time to file noticeof
kppeal in C/A bn5/18/89. Unfortunately, no notice of ap
Mas f i i in trial court. C/A originally dismissed appeal.
wer. on rehearine.
".D claimed he would be denied effectiveassisancc of counsel on appeal bccause his lawyer failrd to file notice
~f a o m l in t/c.T/A held that uhder Rule 81 (T.R.A.P.) awmils
lid Yot have to be-dismissed for form dcfects in appellate procelure. C/A then eranted motion of extension of time to file notice
tf app&l. state &ught PDR.
HELD: C/A never acquired appellate jurisdiction. Some
written notice of appeal is essolrialin order for appellate
court to gain jurisdi&on. UnderT.R.A.P., appcliaiccourt
can amnt an extension of time to file noticeof auweal onlv if
thatkoticeis filed in the trial court.
PRACTICE GU1DE:T.R.A.P. Rule 81 applies to defects in
the notice of appeal. It has no applicability if notice of appeal is never filed.
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VOICE
imfruUiondidnMw11stiNtep~ain-r,the
Coud neverlheless tmk the opparmnityto
address the adequacy of the inmcrion it
was given. The Cond urged theuse of 41swunions which clearly deseuhed the
jurorsTS
tasks. nK Court mommended the
foUowing inrtructlons:
m e Defendant has beencharged by
the government with vlolatim of a
federal iaw Fie is charged with
n l e indrament h simp~y
the description of the charge made
by the government against the
Defendant; it is not evidence of his
guilt The law presumes the Defendant innocent. Tlre oresumnion of
~ouencemeans&the~&ndant
sfam the trbl with a clean slate. In
other words, 1 insuua you that the
Defendant is presumed by you to be
innocent throughout ywr delkberationsuntilsuchtime.Kwer,vouasa

FOR

".

Cross-Examinationof Police
corr1inzierlfrmp.p 7
every accompanying event surrounding taking the accused to the
hospitai-if you did?

He was forced to answer all of those
questions affirmatively and the next
day when I was prepared to prove that
he had taken my client to the hospital,
he was recalled to say that he had
checked with the hospital over the evening bQak and learned that he was
mistaken and that he had taken the
accused to the hospital. The memory
and the judgment of the police officer
is the issue before the jury and that
incidentmost clearly shows anexample
of the frailty of the policc officer's
opinion and that his opinion is merely
as good as his menlory.
In conclusion, do not review records
in a perfunctory fashion, but view them
very thoroughly, looking for each and
every o p p m n i t y to challenge their accuracy for mistakes or omissions or turn
the "over embellishment" records into
evidence of police officer b ~ a sand/or
p~ejuctice.
OCTOBER 1989

7. A violation of the Eighth md Fourteenth

Wtlkmn u. Sfare, 726S.W.W 542 flex. Cr.
App. 19&,
Saiuysn v. Sfale,724 S W.2d 24
Crex. Cr. App.
Pbill~&s u St9R 701
S.W.2d 875ITex.Cr.App. 1985). GWmnm
u.Sfate,701SW.Zd850~exCr. App. 1985)
[veniremen properly excused for bias due
ta swicter sfandaai of proof than that allowed by iawl, Indeed, in Young v. State,
supraat4,JudgeMiUer, withJudge Clinton
concurdng, ~ t e Ucll
d thehistaricalunrlerpinni~ofthFadmonitionagainstdehing
the term forthe ply Were outdated. Earlier
d,in Hunkins, mpm, Judge Miliff had
noted the CouCs failure m allow a defmition despite the elimination of a equhement lor a charge on circumstantial

Amendments may aim be peprest notwithstanding jobnroq v. LouisiartP. 406
U.% 356, 92 S,Ct. 16Ml, 32 L.Ed.24 152
(1972) and Apodaca u. Orqpn. 4oG U.S.
404,92 SO. 1628,32 L Ed W 18-4 841972).
since they did not involve a capital ease
Le.g., no Sixth or Fourteenth Amendment
right to jury unanimity in non-capital
felony]. In other wor?s, in light of the
heightened need f4r selisbility in capital
cases, the Supreme Court might weU hold
that the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments mandate a unanimous w d i a at

evidence.

Publications For Sale

julyaresatisfedthatthegovcmment
has proven him guilty beyond a
nrasanable doubt. Unless you are
sm!sned beyond a reasonabledoubt
that the Defendant is guilty, the
presumption alone is sufficient to
fiid the Defendant not gu11ty.
5. fie wurt'scltarge M n e d msonahle doubt to
m a n ..a Substantialdarbt, a real doubt,
intharyou must askyoucselfnotwhethera
h e r case might have been pmved but
whether after Ilearim ail the evidence w u
actually d o ~ bthat
i thYe kfenblsnt guiity.Id. at U.S. 481 n. 7.
6,Cleady, any attorney who hns ever conduded
voirdirekn~ws
fjrsthandihatvenimmendo
nM have consistent, uniform defmitions of
the term "reasonable doubt.' See e g.,
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CREDIT FOR CONSTRUCTIVE
PROBATION PERFORMANCE?
A

a general rule a court, afterfmding
a defendant in violation of probation,
will impose the original sentence
without taking into accounttheposifiw
behavior a n d contributions the
probationer may have made, even
while failing insome areas of probation. Present law authorizes a court in
revocation proceedings:

... to continue, modii or revoke
probation;
... to c d m e a defendantin the county jail for a period not to,exceed 30
days for violations of administrative
provisions or misdemeanors;
... todispose offelonycases asif there
had been no probation, or reduce
sentence if in best interests of society
and probationer;or

...to order a probationer, in a felony
case, to serve a term in a community
rehabilitation cenfer.
There is n o requirement that the
courts find that the need for confinement outweighs the policy of favoting
continued probation. There is no requirement that the court direct a probation officer to prepare a report, wtth
information elating to the conduct of
the defendant while on probation.
Courts are not reqwred to study or take
intoaccount the positive behavior and
contributions of p~obationers.However, courts usually allow p~obationers
to offer such evidence ~nmitigation of
sentence.
Many reasons can be given as to why
no creditshould I
xgranted in sentencing probation violators. Among them:

...it intrudes intothe unchartered dis
cretion of courtq
... violators have no special right to
escape incarceration;
.. probation is a rehabii~tativealternative to punishment;
...it is impossihle to sort out a system
of credits for conditions or probaLion,

... it is impossible to quantify terms

by Judge Enrique H. Peiia
and conditions of probation;

...probation is not a sentence;and
... probationers are entitled to only
one biteof the apple.
Ipropose that courts should consider
giving credit for affirmative probation
conditions that have been successfully
completed. As example: if a
probationer has successfully performed hours of community service
work, paid restitut~onas ordered, participated in an educational program
and has been taught to read, conlpleted
h ~ sstay in a community-based
rehabditation, participated in an intensive probation program, and completed
house arrest, shouldn't the probationer
receive credit if the probation is
revoked?
The answer beingyes, the problem of
quantifying the conditions successfully
conlpleted remains. Unfortunately
there are no guidelines available for
courts to follow and present statutory
law is dent.
Let us consider a hypothetical situation not uncommon. A young man 19
years of age is arrested for breakingand
entering a motor vehicle, a third degree
felony. Following arraignment on advise of the public-defender, enters a
plea of guilty. The court requests a presentence report. The repolt reveals the
following: the defendant is the product
of an abusive family; alcoholic father;

raised by a mother who was a prostitute, havinglived with a succession of
boyfriends who sexually abused the
defendant; placed on juvenile probation at age 14; dropped out of school at
age 15; committed to a state juvenile
correctional institution a t age 16;
sporadic employment record; abuses
both alcohol and drugs; and so on.
The court knowing that it is the
defendant's only arrest and conviction
as an adult and further recognizing the
chronic problem of prisonand jail overcrowding, places the defendant on 5
yeals probation, imposing strict and
specific conditions, in addition to the
usual administratwe provisions. These
include: 30 days detention in the local
jail; obtaininga GED within 12 months;
obtaining gainful employment within
30 days of his release from detention;
pay court costs; reimburse costs of
county-paid public defender; pay a
$500.00 fine; pay $250.00 restitution;
attend sessions for alcohol and drug
abusers, work 300 hours in a community-service work program; and
house-arrest on weekends for 1 year.
The defendant after successfully completing all the conditions imposed, is
re-arrested for possession of a controlled substance 2 years after having
been placed on probation. The alternatives available to the court are to continue, modify or revoke the defendant's
probat~on.In this case the court
chooses to revoke defendant's probation. The court could impose the
originalsentence of 5 yean Would that
be fair to the defendant given the accomplishments while on p~obation?In
my opinion, NO.
The court could use the following
approach in arriving at a method of
determining the amount of credit the
defendant may receive. The defendant
completed 30 days of incapacitation.
'his has been a loss of hbeay. The
lefendant labored for 300 hours, workng at clearing a local cemetery and
ierforming maintenance work at the
OCTOBER 1989
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romplet9 comiwnity-servie w d , or
fails to oamply wlth week-end deten-

tion, Cr fails ro pay all monetary sums
ordered paid the dgys-eredit oved
woutd be subtracted froin the total
daya-aeditl. The &ct thatthe defendat
obtained a GED, gainfitl empbymmt
and completedthe ws&ns for a l m k l
and dm%abmm d~ouldnothe overlo&ed nor ignored. Whik the court
may not be able to quantify theae.facta~iitmay
mnsfderthemasamitigaUn~
factor in assess% a m e n - In the
hypothetical situation the defendant, if
given daysc#edit,M e a d of being sentenced to the origlnal5@a&$wouW be
sentenced to no more than 2 yearn,
which sentence can be justified by the
fact that:
... the defmdmt sewed 2 years &f
probation with pwitive behavior and
mntributioiq

...the cWenrlatit obLsiiled a GeD;
cf~iahouse.This constitutes 37.5 days
(9:M a.m. to 5100 p.mS lass of liberty.
The defwulanc sewed 48 week-ends
m d a house amst. 'rhis cemtitwtesSsf
days (Fridays 6:00 p.m.M Sundays600
p.m.) 10s of liberty. The defendant has
paid $I&.Was court~m~s;
$H.@mtitution and $500.00 finq $225.00 for
court appointed public-defenderrepresentation, toding $1,680-00. In addition, the work performed by h e

defendant in the cemey and courthouse, at minimum wage4 totals
$1,005.00. The total monetacy sanction
is$2,085.0D, whichifsenredirrfzEIat the
daUy rate of 367.50 would be 31 days.
The total for purpose of W f f would
be 194.5 days. ln addition, atthe rfiscpetion of the mlt,the court a d d give
~~cld-conductnedi
l2-1) which would
inaease the number of daysedit. [In
a situation where a defendant fails to

... the defendant obtained gainful
employment.,

...the defendant conplemd se~ions

for alcohol anddrugabusers;and

...the defendant had a loss qf libetty

of 1945d*.

The approach of giving slay~-n&lt
to probatoners may be ~ontmveMal,
but in the final analysis, fairness
demands that credft be given wheie
due
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V O I C E

Prior Convictions
CA #I - Defe~yedAdjudication/On
Appeal/Punishmeizt Phase - Where
State introduced during punishment a
deferred adjudication case that was on
appeal, CA reviews authorities of
Brown v. State, 716 S.W.2d 939, Hunter
v. State, 640 S.W.2d66OandRule609(e)
and holds thatwhere normally deferred
adjudication is admissible u n d e r
Brown, it is not if the deferred adjudication is on appeal, and since A got 50
years where the prosecutor asked for 20
for delivery of controlled substance,
reversal of punishment phase required.
[Robert Ybarra, S.W.2d -,
al-8800519-CR1

Hearsay

FOR

T H E

D E F E N S E

Where pretrial hearmg was scheduled
in burglary case, and A's counsel did
not file any motions for that hearing,
and did itot reqest that an election be
made for jury assessment of punishment at that time, but waited until date
of trial, and trial court then excused jury
for assessment of punishment after verdict of guilt, CA applies authority of
Postell v. State, 693 S.W.2d 462, and
holds that A's failure to file jurysentencing election at pretrial waives right to
request jury sentencing. [Christopher
Graham, -S.W.2d -,
#13-88.386
CRI
CA#5 - Batson Et~ar/Dei?iul
of Cross-

Conuictions -Where A filed Motion in
Liniine seeking to prevent the State
from mentioning priors in aggravated
robbery case, where Court was to assess punishment, and State voir dired
the jury on the various alternatives
under the enhancement allegations, CA
holds there was no reason for the State
to discuss with the jury A's prior convictions since the Court was to assess
punishment, thus CA reverses;J. Brookshire dissents. [Calvin Johnson, S.W.2d -, #3-86-075-CR1
CA a6 - Batson Error W h e r e A, a
white defendant, complained as to the
exclusion of all blacks from the jury, this
CA holds that since A
objected on the grounds
of Due Process, under
Peters v. Kiff. A has
standing to raise Due
Process claim; however,
CA rev~ewsthe excuses
given by the DA, and
finds them sufficient for
exclusion purposes,
even though they are
weak. Uohnny Crawford, -S.\V2d -, #688-037-CRI
CA #5 - Batson Error
(L)enia/ of Fair Hearing) - On original subniission of this aggravated sexual assault case, A raised Batson complaint at
trial, and CA remanded for a hearing in
trial court; however, dul-inghearing the
trial court refused to allow A's counsel
to cross-examine prosecutor, and
under recent opinion of Williams v.
State, #5-87-00632, opinion of 3/13/89,
this was a denial of cross-examination,
thus case re-remanded for further hearing, with J. Laganle dissenting. [Larry
Newsome, - S.W.2d -,
#5-8700276-CKI

COURTS
OF APPEALS
DECISIONS UPDATE

CA #6 - Deceased's
Statements-Where State
was permitted to adniit
hearsay testimony of
deceaskd's wife, concerning a telephone
conversation
that
deceased had immediately prior to the shooting to show that A called
the deceased and 'lured
him out" for the murder, CAreviewsthe
objection and finds it sufficient, finds
that testimony is hearsay, finds n o exception under any hearsay rule to this
evidence, finds that the Court's mstluction didnotcule theerror, andfinds that
the error is harmful, thus requiring
reversal. [Ray Norton, -S.W.Zd, -,
#6-87-091-CRI
CA #11 - Prior T?.ial Testi~nony/I<rde
804@1(1) - \Vhere co-defendant was
called by the State to test*, but refused
to testify evenunder grant of immunity,
and was placed in contempt, and
accomplice's prior testimony fiom
another proceeding was offered into
evidence in lieu of his testimony, but A
and his counsel were not parties and
did not have an opportunity to crossexamine witness at the timeof thatprior
testimony, this is reversible error under
Rules 804 and 612 and was certainly
harmful, requiring reversal. [Grady
Davis, -S.W.Zd,
-, # l l - 88-047-CR1

Juries
CA a13 - Requa! forJuly Assess??ze?~t
of Punish!?ze~tt/Pretr.inl Hearing -

Part Ill
by
Roy Greenwood
em~ninatio~r
-Where A raised issue of
Batson error at hearing, and trial court
conducted hearing a n d allowed
prosecutor to give reasons, but denied
A's counsel opportunity t o crossexamine DA, majority of CA, in 7-5
opinion en banc, holds that A's rights to
a fair trial were violated by trial court's
refusal to allow A to cross-examine DA,
thus case remanded for hearine.
"
[Donna \ViIliams S . \ V . Z d -,
#587-00632-CK1
CA #9 - VoirDirdMeiztioni~~g
Prior

Sentences
CA#5 - State'sReqrrestfor Corrctio?~
- Even though A's attorney files an
Aiiclels brief, and Court finds there is
nothing in the murder case to reverse,
Statealso requests that Courtrefonnthe
sentence to ~ndicatethe useof a "deadly
weapon"; CA reviews the Court's judgment and finds that with regard to the
entry of a deadly weapon, the trial court
noted "N/A," indicating that the deadly
weaponfindingswere not applicable in
this case, and that since granting the
State's request would be tantamount to
OCTOBER 1989

the Sbre af$zaIing, CA finds that this
case dhes not fall unrier finks v. State,
708 S.W.2d 469,and refuses to reform
and add deadly weapon finding.
[ R i i Creek& -5.W.M -, #588-m99-CrW
CA m6 - llet&VPlcn~mpu Bmftqj
on& -Where A's original convictionFsr
delivery of marijvana was reversed by
CA and mandate of CA reversed and
"ordered a hew trkl," and Then at new
trial, y p n Snare's mot+on, trial cdurt
only conducted a new punishmen$
r
hearing since the original ~ 4 0 was
only atpunishmenth r i n g , A'Scontention that provksioim of Atticle 44,29(b)
should not apply to him as an ex post
fa&o law are rejected by the CA slnaz
this is c h r l y a procedural stawe; hther, Ol.notes that ewn though the Gk
on originalreversal ordered a new trial,
Article 44.29C.bj is directed to txial
&Ults, not appellate c o w , thus trial
court was withfn Ylis jurisdktimto conduct punishment hearing only - notwithstadmg mandate of CA; A further
g the w e only at
contends thst m
the punishment phase deprived him of
his right to ap$ai, but CA disagrees,
d
s h e them were no errors c m ~ i t t e in
the original @tilt-innocehce phase of
t k t&t, thus A has not been deprived
of an appeal. NPillie Goodlow,
S . W . 2 d , #6-88-03&CRl
Ck #3 - A f l r m S e Mnd1ng qf a
LWZdIy Wwfpon - Where A w2ls conuicted of a@pvard -ult
For a&g
a P a while inmitared, aml mhaing a
red Light and nmning into someone
else, and t&l COW made affirmative
Endsng of a deadly weapon in that the
Use ofA"6vehiclewasadeadIyweapon,
CA hBs no pratlem In finding that the
reckless operatian of the truck and the
&ous bodity injuries and death that
resulted to others will suppon h d i w
of aPfiunanceofa deadlyweapn. [Ifilly
Robetts, -S . W . Z d , #3-8&l%-CRI
CA #3 - Fatlure to Barer pyatnaffott
Pdgment - The trial court apparently
did n a enter formal judgmem of A's
guilt placing him on probation until
after StaWsMotiantol&ok wadiled,
cG holds th@nunc pro tunc order was
not effective to "correct judicial admissions:' thus since A was not technically
an prabntion at the t i of the revocation, he cannot be revoked, thus rwersal odered: 1. Brookshite dhenis

-

- CA finds that rhe court's rhargeto the
jury allowing rhem to find that the use
of"gas01ine" was the "deadly weaponn
which caused the death wassufncient,
and no ettor found; funhermore, CA
holds that under Beck v, %ate, No.
70J69, CCA w w n of3/22B9, no a$ditignal notice was reqyixed in the iildlnmetit [Kirby Hlce, -S , W . 2 d ,
*148%00t193-CR1

resented AppeIIants b e k with the
exactsamepoint,whkhhadheenovefruled CCA string c4te included in
epiRionln>
and where State fiedMotion
that
t~ S@e A's Brief an the gr~~lnQ
Appellant% cguasel failed to cite all
relevant authorities, ahd where A's
counsel did not respondto motim, CA
holds that State's mation is well taken
and nmmaIly would have been
granted; hmvever, in this case, CA
declines to take such dmstic action in
theinterest of judicial econany. [Clinton Graham, - S.V.2d -, #7-8&
CA XZ - R@f m Couft.clppofnted
03324R1
Counsel - Class "A" Misdemeanor
CA el - me@ctiva As'sistdffce of
Where A was Eharged with Glass "A"
W
n s ; e I Punisblfl~nt13bmE) -For the
misdemeano~offense of resistinq athird
time, CA ordm this burglary cofrrest, and request& cwrt-itppinted
victionrewmd
beeuse Ahadinefkcounsel and was denierl, and hadjury
af counsel at
tlve
assismnee
trla6 with jury returningpunkihment at
fine only, writho~timprisonment* CA p n d m e n t phaw ofthe triaIwhereks
hoMs that A was not entitled to court- csunsel &iled to object to n w m u s
inadmissible prior convidiom;, hmappointed counsel under Scott v. Ilever,
on &is second MRH, CA recogEinois, WS.Ct. 11%. [G#antFortner, hises that under Article 44.29,
S.W.Zd -, #.248+027-CRI
a 0 1 4 - Me~eett'uaCshteSApJmO - V.A.C.C.P., the ooiy e m r occurted at
the punishment phase, thus case
Where trial court grahted MFNT in aggravated sewalammlt caseon ineffec- remnded b r w a r i n g on punishment
only. tAaron Cooper, -S,W.2d,
tive assistance of c~ungel,since
#I- 8gg0032-6R1
attomney did not investtgate possible
cA#1- Inefltl~f~Assistame(17L11I5ng
defensepritnewes,CArqviewscasemd
to
Obfect to Sear& & Setzw) -Where
fads that upon A's counsel3 own admkions thathe did not praperly inves A was stopped for W c offerne by
tigate, ma1 courfs d i n g on ineffective Houston ahpoftpolice department and
after mfflc offense was determined to
assistance of ~ounsetupheld. Uim
be DWI, m d trialtounspIdidnotobject
%mas,-S.W.2d-,#14+aD35+
to the d a d u l a m , CA reviews the
CEl
evidence and Bnds that d e r Angel v.
CA #7 - i32$fb&EtlAppeUmt6 Brl& Srate, 740 S.W.2d 727, and Preston vWhere A's counselaed brief complaining that statute in seliing af obscene Srste, 700 S.W.2d 227, the Houstm airmaterials case was unconstitutional,
port police dcqmrtment does not haw
and inhis brief, A's counselfailed to cite
thy right to work traffic offenses, as
numerous cases for whtth he had repthese aciiiitie-g are "not in the perfor-
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tion for burglary does not require
mance of their duties unless the traffic
evidence of the commission of the acoffensesare actually on airport propertual subsequent felony, and in this case
ty," and since this was a traffic offense,
special PO was not authorized to arrest
it was neither alleged nor any effort
made torequiresuchelementsof p r o ,
for an offense committed in plain view,
thus the conviction of burglary was
i,e., speeding and nmning a red light,
complete upon the entry into the
thus arrest and search were improper,
premises, and theseparatecrime occurthus failure to object renders trial counsel ineffective, requiring reversal.
ring thereafter may be prosecuted
[CharlesP'erkin~-S.W.Zd,
#I-88underExParte Mc Williams, 634 S.W.2d
00250-CRI
815, [FranciscoGarcia,
S.W.2d -,
CA#5 - IneffectiveAssistance-Where
#9-88-26CR1
trial counsel did not object or make any
CA #8 - Pretrial Writ (State's ZntatBiU of Exception with regard to the trial
tlonal Misconduc8) - Where A was
court's improper entry of an answer to
originally convicted of murder, and
a juror's verdict in burglary case, which
case was reversed and remanded by CA
constituted a clear comment on the
for new trial on the grounds that the
weight of the evidence and was clearly
State used improper hearsay and made
incorrect, but counsel did nothiig to
improper comments concaning the
protect A's interests with regard to this
trial court's jury charge, and A contends
issue, and also made other crucial erthat double jeopardy should attach berors, especially hiling to object to an
cause of the "willfulor reckless conduct
inadmissible oral confession, CA
of the State," CA holds that while the
reviews the entire case, and even
misconduct was fairly obvious, under
though finds that counsel was not defi- Tenery v. State, 680 S.W.2d 629, the
cient in certain purposes, as a whole he
doctrine of O ~ g o nv. Kennedy, 102
was deficient in crucial areas, thus conS.Ct. 2083, does not apply where there
viction reversed and remanded. IDar~yl is a reversal on appeal,as here, since no
Williamson, - S.W.2d -, 6 8 8 mid-trial Motion for Mistrial was
00523-CRI
granted, thus A's complaint is without
merit. [Emil Gonzalez, -S.W.2d $8-89-00001-CR1
Double Jeopardy
CA #4 - Judge's Declaration of
Mistrial
Sua Sponte - Where A was
CA #13 - Pretrial Writ - Where A was
being
tried
for criminal trespass, and at
tried and acquittedof the sexualassault
some point during the trial, the Court
of the teenage victim occurring on
asked the State if they wanted a mistrial,
December 18, 1987, and then was
but they didn't, and the trial court sua
charged by subsequent indictment for
sponte
declared a mistrial over A's obaggravated sexual assault occurring on
jection, CA holds thisis a properpret1,ial
December 28, 1985, CA holds that no
writ under Ex Parte Robinson, 641
matter what the credibility of the C N ,
S.W.2d 552, and that the trial court's
since there was a two-yeardifference in
declaration of a mistrial at that point
the dates of the offenses, the jury could
was erroneousunder Crist v. Bretz, 437
not have entered a special verdict findUS. 28, thus jeopardy attached and
ing A not guilty of the crime occurring
charges dismissed. [Woodrow Banks,
in '85, when they were only charged on
-S.W.W -,
#4-87-00204-CR1
an's7 offense. thus oretrial writ denied.
CA #3 - State'sAppeal -Where A was
[Billy Hunt,
S:W.Z~ -, #13-88prosecuted for criminally negligent
265-CRl
homicide, and then State attempted to
CA#13 -Pretrial Writ -Where Awas
prosecuteA For DWI arising out ofsame
acquitted of DWI, and then charged
transaction, and when trial court
with resisting arrest arising out of that
granted pretrial writ on this issue, State
offense, CA clearly holds that the eletook an appeal, but CA holds thatunder
ments of these offenses are different
the authorities of May v. State, 726
and no jeopardy applies. ISylvester
Bums, -S.W.2d-,
#13- 88-002-CRl S.W.2d 573 and Ex Parte Peterson, 738
S.W.2d 688, this is a double jeopardy
CA #9 - Pretrial Writ -Where A was
situation and under collateral estoppel
tried and convicted of burglary of a
doctrine A cannot be prosecuted again,
habitation with the intent to commit
thus dismissal entered by trial court
sexual assault, and then indicted for the
upheld. [Raphel French, - S.W.2d
separate aggravated assault, and filed
-, #3-88121-CR1
pretrial writ, CA holds that the convic-

-

1

CA#4- Contempt (Atretnpted Capital
Murder) -Where A was placed under a
restraining orderand apeace bond, and
enjoined from "causing or threatening
to cause physical contact or bodily Injury totwo certain namedpersons,"and
A went and shot both people, woundingthem, and was heldincontemptand
sentenced to 30 days in jail, and thereafterindicted for attempted capitalmurder, CA holds that under CA's
interpretation of the law, a criminal
contempt does not bar a subsequent
indictmentfor otherconductarisingout
of that action, and thus A may be
punished for both contempt and the
eventual criminal action. Dkomas Williams, -S.W.2d-,
#4-88-00262CRl
CA #I - &trial on her-i~zcluded
Offense - m e r e A's were originally
tried and convicted of possessing more
than 400 grams OF speed, and pursuant
to order of Coua of Criminal Appeals,
judgments for those possession cases
were reversed and judgments of acquittal were otdered entered. See Engelking v. State, 750 S.W. 2d 213; Sloan v.
State, 750 S.W.2d 788; subsequently,
both A's were indicted for lesserincluded offense of possession of
speed in the amount of less than 28
grams, and A fded pretrial motion contending this was jeopardy, with trial
court granting the Motion to Dismiss on
jeopardy grounds; State appeals, and
after CA determines that this ruling
could be made by the trial court,
reviews all of the Texas caselaw and
finds that under Moss v. State, 574
S.W.2d 542 and other cases, A may be
re-tried for lesser-included offense,
thus trial coutt's order diimissingindictments is reversed. [Donald Engelking
and Aaton Sloan, -S.W.Zd,
#188-1143CR1
=#I -Multiple Convlctiorzs-Where
A was onginally convicted, on his plea
of guilty to delivery of drugs between
200-400 grams, and got a 10-year sentence for that plea, but then MPNT was
granteddue to lawyer's conflict of interest, and Stake reifidicted and forcedA to
trial based upon the higher offense
which had originally been reduced for
the purposes of guilty plea, CA holds
that when State reduced the "aggravating element" during the original trial, it
constituted jeopardy to the higher offense, thus any further prosecutions for
the higher offense were barred by
jeopardy thus this conviction reversed.
[Phillippe Boulos, -S.W.Zd -, #1OCTOBER 1989
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Evidence
Physical Evidence
CA #6 - Hypn01icaf~-enhanced
Tatimny -Where CA originally affirmed
conviction in Zani v. State, 697 S.W.2d
144, and CCA considered the first impression case as to the admissibility of
post-hypnotic testimony and remanded
case to CA for further review in Zani v.
State, 558 S.\V.Zd 233, CA on remand,
applies test set out by CCA in Zani I
and People v. Romero, 745 P82d1003
(Colorado Sup. Ct. 19871, and in applying test as set out by CCA, once again
holds that hypnotically-enhanced testimony obtained in 1980 was "sufficiently reliable" to be admitted in 1981
trial, where offense and witness's testimony came from 1967 murder case.
[Robert Zani, - S.W.2d -, #6-82055-CR1
CA f l - Ifide0tapdDismissaUState"s
Appeal- Where A was arrested for DWI,
and PO requested A to take video,
which he refused, and then A filed Motion to Dismiss for the State's faikuc to
videotape A, Courtg~antedmotion, and
CApoints out that the videotape statute
mereIy makes the failure to video a
matter of weight of the evidence and
not grounds for dismissal, thus order of
dismissal reversed and remanded for
trial. [Eugene Yates, - S.W.2d ,
fl-88-070XR1

Character Evidence
#13 - Reputation - Where two
State's witnesses in murder case testified that the11 opinions were based
upon A's bad acts, rather than discussions with persons in the community,
and A's objections were overruled, CA
initially notes that A's objection to the
witness's testimony on voir dire, outside the presence of the jury, was suffeient to perfect error - as in the
situation of a Motion to Suppress; thus,
on the merits, the witness's testimony
was clearly improper, since this was the
only evidence entered during punishment phase andA received 50-yearsenx found,
tence, no harmless error can l
thus reversal required. [Aron Hemandez, -S . W . Z d , #13-84-134-CR1
CA #2 - Repulation (AppeIIant's
~
contested
Rep/Rde 404) - W h e hotly
issue involved lesser-included offense
of voluntary manslaughter based upon
"sudden passion and adequate cause,"
OCTOBER 1989
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nd A presented testimony from several
ritnesses to the effect of his meek,
nild-mannered, and good-natured
Zmperament, and his inability to
~rovoke,CA holds in this case, where
2s deceased's wife allegedly "taunted
im with her sexual exploits," this
vidence was suff~cientto arise sudden
,asion and that it was relevant and
latei3al under Rule 404, going to A's
haracter at the time of the commission
f the offense, thus exclusion of
vidence wasreversible error. [Kenneth
reston, -S . W . Z d , #2-88-019-CR]

Confession
CA #14 - Right to Counsel-Where A,
6th severe mental disabilities, was ar:sted for murder, and while being adised of Mimnda rights by magistrate,
dvised judge he wanted an attorney
lit could not afford one, and judge told
im he wouldhaveone in 24 hours, and
Fter this exchange with arresting PO'S
ill present, A was taken back to interlew room, warned again, and then
ave recorded confession; under these
icts, CA writes lengthy opinion and
d d s that request for counsel was not
nbiguous, and there is no waiver of
mnsel under these facts, thus trial
m a ened in admitting confessioninto
ddence; however, fiue witnesseswere
most inmediately present atthescene
Fthe shooting, and saw A with a gun,

and A made several oral admissions to
various friends and neighbors that he
had shot someone and the ovenvhelmingevidenceindicated A'sguilt, thus CA
had to determine a question of harmless error; upon this review, where A
raised affirmative defense of insanity,
and since there was futhetovenvhelming evidence that A was not insane, CA
holds admission of confession was
harmless error. [Neil Higginbotham,
-S . W . Z d , #1487-00422CRl
CA #2 - Refrcsal to Take
Breuthalper/proper Warning -Where
on original submission, CA held that
since cerrIfiedpeace officm did not
give statutory warning as to the consequences for the refusal t o take
breathalyzer, therefore, this tainted the
refusal, and thus State erred in admitting into evidence before jury A's
refusal to take test; however, on MRH,
CAstill holds that certified peace officer
must give the warning and that does
nevertheless show a causal connection
between the person givingthe warning
and A's refusing, thus since there is n o
showing of a connection in this case,
there is no error in admittingA's refusal
lo take breath test. [George Harrison,
-S.W.2d -,
#Z-S7-08O-CR]
CA #3- Sta@metztMa$eAfterIndicl
meJzr C Appointment of Co~cnselWhere after A was in jail in aggravated
kidnapping case,PO was informed that
Awished to transfertitle of A's car from
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A to a thud palty, and PO already knew
that suspect in the case had, on a motel
registration card, made a cemin particular reference to the color of the
suspect vehicle; therefore, PO assisted
A in transferring his car to third party,
apparently knowing that if A uhed the
same terminology in the transfer papers
as was on the motel sheet, it would link
A as a suspect to the crime. State introduced transfer papers into evidence
with this in mind, as CA does a lengthy
analysis, both under the Fifth and Sixth
Amendments, finding that in this case
Texas Ranger did "initiate"a discussion
with A which produced these transfer
papers, and secondly, A did not waive
his right to counsel during this transfer,
thus the admission of these papers was
error, however, CA finds harnlless error
under the circunlstances - even
though A got 60 years, since other
evidence was overwhelming. [Theo
Linnell, -S.W.2d -, #3-88-092-CR1
CA #8 - Oral Statenzenl -Majority of
Court finds that oral statement made by
A in theft case failed to comply with the
provisions of Article 38.22, § 3(c), thus
such statement was inadmissible;
majority of CA holds that they cannot
find harn~lesserror, thus reverses conviction. lJimmy Wilson, -S.W.2d-,
#8-88-0037-CR1

Cross-Examination
Impeachment
CA #4 - State's WitnesdSwprise Where State's witness had given statement indicating that A had made incriminating statement to him and at trial
witness denied that he had ever made
such an admission and he was impeached with statement, but witness
claimed he did not make statement and
that he had been threatened with
deportation if he didn't make statement, and State then read statement
into evidence withorrta limiting instmction that the statement could only be
used for impeachment and had no
probative evidence of guilt, CA holds
that the statement was hearsay and inadmissible, and harm was presented
without a limitation -especially since
this was the only direct evidence linking A to the murder, thus conviction
reversed. Uose Contreras, et al, S.lV.2d -, #4-87-00095-CR1
CA #2 - Stale's I~npeuchnte~~t
of Own
IVitnesd~VoStrp-ise -Where State's witness gave written statement implicating
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A and co-defendant in aggrdvated robbery case, then in first trial of case,
witness recanted and failed to identify
A and co-defendant as being involved,
and then mistrial was declared; during
second trial, State called witness solely
for the purpose of impeaching himwith
prior inconsistent statement that linked
A and co-defendant to crime. CA holds
that this clearly was error under Rules
607 and 802, after a review of federal
cases, holding that this is anissue of first
impression under Texas law, but then
reviews the evidence and finds that
since the evidence was clearly overwhelming as to A's participation, no
reversible error required - especially
since Court charged the jury that impeachment statements could not be
used to convict [W.C. ?mitt,-S.W.2d
-, #2-8&086-CR1

Trial Court
CA #5 - Cowpetency to Stand
Triol/Attor~~ey-clie~~t
Prioilege - Where
CCA determined in murder/attempted
murder/aggravated robbery case that A
was entitled to a remand for a new
competency hearing in Manning v.
State, 704 S.W.2d 825, am1 said new
hearing was conducted and appeal was
taken on remand, A contends that his
original trial attorney's testimony at the
new competency hearing violated the
attorney-client privilege; CA holds that
the mere testirnonybyanattorney is not
prohibited in a competency hearing,
and as a practical matter, may be the
most reliable evidence under the
provisions of Art. 46.02; furthermore,
CA holds that the nature of a cotnpetency hearing is generally adversarial in
nature, and therefore, an attorney may
testiFyand notviolate anattorney-client
privilege merely by testifying as to A's
competency to stand trial - as such
testimony is not prohibited by Texas
Rule of Evidence 503(b), therefore no
error with regard to this testimony.
!Keith Manning, -S.W.2d -, #5-8530816-CR1

Extraneous Offenses
CA #5 - Aggravated Rohbeg/Aczonrplice Witness - Where accomplice
witness testified against A that he paricipated with A in the robbery and
here was evidence that the State had
:ranted accomplice witness immunity,
~ n dduring questioning by State, ac-

complice testified that he wanted to
testify against A because he and A had
been involved in some other robberies
fogether, where A objected and objection was overruled, CA holds that while
accomplice's motive for testifying was
one thing, evidence of extraneous robberies was not relevant to the instant
charge, and thus should not have been
permitted, and the error could not be
held harmless, thus reversal shown.
[Willie Berry, - S.\V2d -,
68800158-CR1
CA #7 - Aggravated Smrral Assnrrlt

(Ozrtcry Stalerne~~ts
of filraneoirs Victims) - Where State introduced
evidence under Article 38.072 of extraneous outcries fromothervictims not
involved in this crime, and where none
of the children testified, CA gives
lengthy analysis of the evidence and
finds that the extlaneous offenses were
not res gestae, were not admissible to
show identity, intent, etc. on the defensive issues presented, and since the offenses were not sufficiently similar in
design, admission of these offenseswas
error and not harmless, thus reversal
required. [Gayle Dove, -S.W.2d -,
#7-87-0152-CR1

Probation Revocation
CA #13 - Inproper Conditioi~alPlea
- A filed motions to suppress, con-

ducted heanng, but there was no plea
bargaining agreement, and trial court
advised A he could appeal; this was
improper and requires reversal under
Helms v. State, 484 S.W.2d 925. [Benito
Davila, -S W.2d-,
#13-88-131-CR1
CA #13 - Witneuer (E~pe,f/Drirg
Test3 W h e r e DPS chemist performed
special examination to determine
whether A's urine test contained Benzoylecgonine, a cocaine metabolite,
such a showing indicates the presence
of cocaine within a week to 10 days
prior to each sample, and even though
expelT could not absolutely say it was
prior cocaine use, it was more than
likely that it came from cocaine, since
such substance cannot come from any
sther source, and CA holds that this
estimony is sufficient to s u p p o ~ ta
xobation revocation order under the
sreponderance of ev~dencestandard.
Jimmy Arguijo, -S.W.2d -, #13-88157-CR1
CA #1 - Healsay (Unobjected To) Where A was charged with assault on
lis wife as grounds for probation
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revocation, and wife denied that A
struck her, but State intrduced hearsay
statement through PO that was not o b
iected to, indicating that wife had said
A struck her, CA holds that even though
hearsay was unobjected to, where actual witness was present and
repudiated evidence, they will not
allow revocation to stand alone under
these circumstances, thus reversing
conviction. [Douglas Forrest, S.W.2d -, #I-88-0035GCR1

Identifications
CA #11- Dezial of Counsel (Bokt&-

in@ -Where A was put into a lineup
after formal charges had been filed in
aggravated robbery case, without an
attorney, trial court ruled that A's right
to counsel had been violated and thus
instructed the State not to mention the
lineup during the trial -even though
the trial coua held that the witnesses
could make their in-court identfications based upon their original recollections from the time of the offense;
during the cross-examination of the
C/W, As' counsel impeached CAV with
his failure to make a photo ID ofAprior
to the full-blownlineup, and thereafter,
State asked permission to correct the
impeachment with a prior consistent
lineup identification; CA holds that A
failed to properly objea at trial to improper "bolstering," and even if a
proper objection had been raised, CA
holds that A's impeachment of the CAV
with the failure to make photo spread
ID inWted admission of the improper
lineup identification. [ArmandoReyna,
-s.w.2j-, +11-88-129-c~1

Bond Forfeiture
CA #14 - Retroactiulfy of AM. 22.16,
V;A.C,C.I?-0nJune 20,1987,Art. 22.16
was enacted, indicating that no final
judgment can be enteredagainsta bond
within 18 month of the date of the
forfeiture if a felony is involved; bail
bondsman's bond had been revoked in
this case prior to June 20, 1987, within
three and a half months after the bond
had been forfeited, and thus A is requesting that the Coum hold that the
amendments to 22.16 are retroactive;
however, CA holds that since the State
has certain contractual rights with
regard to these bonds, it would be improper and probably unconstitutional
to make retroactive application, and
OCTOBER 1989
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since the legislature did not make this
provision retroactive, appeal denied.
[Martin Morin, -S.W.2d4 #14-880051GCRl

Writs of Habeas Corpus
CA #1- MisdaneanorJurisdiction Where trial coust denied writ on the
grounds that "post-conviction habeas
corpus is not available in a misdemeanor case," CA notes this is clearly
incorrect and under Article 11.01-11.09
misdemeanorwritsare availableinmisdemeanorcases, thusmerits of case will
be considered. IEx Parte Stamnitz, S . W . Z d , #1-88-00809-CR1

Motion for New Trial
CA #5 - POCS (Requirentenf of a
Hearingl -WheteA,pm se,filedMFNT
while in custody, CAinitially notes that
jail inmates no longer have to swear to
MFNT's before a notary, thus motion
was before the Coua, and just as in
Owens v. State, 763 S.W.2d 489, the
court held that MFNT contained factual
allegations which required a hearing,
and no such hearing was given here,
thus case remandedfor a hearing on A's
mNT. [Freddie McMillan, -S.W.2d
#5-88-00536-CR1

Defensive Tactics
CA #14 - Discouery (Reqttirement of
Psychological Examinatio~z)- Where
defendant in crimlnal case was charged
with sexually abusing four-year old
daughter,and defendant filed a motion
for psychological examination of infant
child, and trial court: granted it, and
State brought Writ of Mandamus to

prevent such examination of child, CA
holds that under Article 39.14,
V.A.C.C.P., a frialcourt has strict limitations as to wbat discovery csn be
granted, and that psychological examinations of State's witnesses are not
one of those requirements, thus trial
court's order was outside scope of
statute and since he has no inherent
authority to order victim to undergo
such test which would be an invasion
of privacy, Writ of Mandamus granted;
even though CA holds that trial coua
can still determine competency of witness under Rule 601(a) (21, no in depth
psychological examinationis necessary
for that determination. [District Attorney Holmes v. Judge Lanford, S.W.2d -, #14-88-0148-CR1
CA#5 - MotiowforNauT*al-Where
A, prose, filed a sworn MFNT from jail,
Dallas CA once again holds that this
affidavit of the pro se defendant is
properly filed, and where he claims ineffective assistance of counsel, this is
sufficientto require a hearing, thus case
is remanded for a hearing. [Michael
S.W.2d ,
6-8800538Haight,
CRI
CA #5 - Opming StatmentF (Article
36.01) -Where A's counsel in theft case
requested to make opening statement
to the jury after State rested, and trial
cou~tdidnot realize that thestatnte, i.e.,
Article 36.01, allowed such opening arguments, at the defense attorney's
choice either after the State had
presenteditsopeningargument orprior
to the defense beginning its case, and
refused to allow counsel this opportunity, CA holds this is reversible error.
688[Norvil F a r , - S.W.2d
0
00291-CR1

-
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NEWS: LOCALJUDGE LEADS AUCTION
Liberty County Court at Law Judge
LJ. "Boots" Krueger was successful
recently at raising over $10,000 in
memory of the late Buddy M. Dicken of
Sherman. Dicken, an attorney and a
charter member and officer oftheTexas
Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
died suddenly earlier this year.
Judge Krueger raised the money
when he sewed as auctioneer for the
traditional auction sponsored by the
Friends of the Texas Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association at the annual
meeting of the Texas Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association June 29, 1989, in

San Antonio. The money d l be used
to help retire the moagage on the Austin headquarters of the lawyers association.
Prior to becoming a member of the
judiciary, Judge Krueger was a frequent
and popular speaker at Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyer Association legal
education seminars. The Texas
Criminal Defense lawyers Association
was created in 1971 to enhance the
administration of criminal justice. The
association has a membership of approximately 1,300 attorney members.
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CONTESTING
ENHANCER ENT PARAGRAPHS

by
Judge RichardMays
SuftIciencyand
Burden of Pfoof

I n Mdder u. State, 707 S.W.2d 908
(Tex. Crim. App. 1980 the Court of
CriminalAppeals held sentenceenhancements based upon judgments contained in "pen packets" valid, despite
the absence of the judge's signature on
the prior judgments. However, the
opinion did not address the fact that
Aiticle 42.01 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure was amended in 1981 to
defme a judgment as a written declaration of the court signed by the trial
judge.
Anaverment inthe indictmentthat an
accused person has been convicted is
sufficient to charge fmality of a prior
felony conviction for purposes of sentence enhancement, but the burden is
on the state to show that a conviction
became final before commission of the
offense the defendant is being sentenced for. Glorioso u. State, 753 S.\V.2d
454 (Tex. Crim. App. 1988).
Any prior convictions used for enhancement must be fmal. Although an
averment is sufficient to charge fmality,
it is not self-proving. The burden of
disproving finality rests on the defendant When a pen packet indicates that
a conviction was appealed, the state
must show that the conviction was also
affumed in order to meet its burden of
proving finality. Jones u. State* 711
S.W.2d 634 CTex. Crim. App. 1986).
A probated sentence does not con-

stitute a finalconvictionandmaynot be
used for enhancement purposes until
here is a revocation of probation. E5
M a e Murchfson, 560 S.W.2d 654 (Tex,
:rim. App. 1978).
A prior conviction may fie estabished by testimony of a witness who
xmnally knows the defendant or by
~tipulationsor judicial admissions of
he defendant. Beck u. State, 719 S.W.2d
105(Tex.Crim. App. 1986).
If the judgment and sentence forms
2ffered to prove a prior conviction do
lot contain a recitation that the defenJant was represedted by counsel, and
he deFendantpresents evidencethat he
was denied the right to counsel, was
dthout counsel, or was indigent and
lid not waive his right to counsel, the
mnviction should not k used for enlancement purposes unless contradicoly evidence is presented by the state.
Madrid u. Stele, 595 S.W.2d 106 (Tex.
Jrim. App. 19801, c&. denied, 449 US.
148. However, where the judgment
ecites that the defendant was repre;ented by counsel, the defendant's tesimony that he was not represented by
In attorney standing alone is insuffi:ient Haines Y. Sfate, 623 S.W.2d 367
Tex. Crim. App. 1981).
When one of two prior convictions
tlleged for enhancement purposes is
mid because of a fundamentally defecive indictment, punishmentmustbeset
tside and the case remanded for reas;essment of punishment by the coua.
%pa~?eCWens, 679 S.W.2d 519 Vex.
:rim. App. 1984).
Where the judgement recites that the

dekndant waived his right to trial by
juy, the presumption of regularity of
the judgementwill control.The burden
is on the defendant to make an affirmative showingthat nowaiver ofjurytrial
was executed. The mere fact that the
jury waiver itself is not contained in the
record is not sufficient to overcome the
presumption of regularity. VeguU.St&,,
707 S.\V.Zd 557
Crim. Ann. 1986)
. Ckx.
.
(opinion on rehearing).
&.

Duties of Counsel
Defense counsel has the burden of
investigatingtheextentof a defendant's
prior criminal recordand may not claim
unfair surprise when he is given notice
thmugh an enhancement paragraph,
that the defendant has a prior record
and that the state will attempt to introduce that record into evidence at the
punishment phase of trial. Coe u. State,
683 S.W.2d 431 (Tex. Crim. App. 1984).
Failure of the defendantto object attrial
to the introduction of an allegedly infirm prior conviction precludes the
defendant fromlater coUaterally attacking the conviction where the infirm
convictionws used. This applies even
when the prior conviction is later set
aside. &pm@ Cashman, 671 S.W.2d
510 (Tex. Crim.App. 1984) (opinion on
state's motion for rehearing). However,
if the defendant fails to object to convictions used for enhancement that are
based on fundamentally defective indictments, he still may later attack the
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GRANTED PETITIONS
I FOR DISCRETIONARY REVIEW I
SinceJlt/j117, 1985 the administrariue staJ attorneys of the Court of
Crimi~url
Appeals haue compiled, in rhe
~~ornralco~rrseofbusiness,
a listof cares
a n d legal issues on which the Court has
granted petitionsfor reuiew. Although
o~fginallyprtpared for internal zise
only, the Court has atrtho~.izedrelease
of the listforpt~blicationandfor use by
the bmch and bar of Texas. R e issues
lisfed a r e srrmrnaries as zuorded by the
s t a 8 a n d do nor necessarily reflect
either rhe reasonin gar the phraseology
used by thepa fliesor by the Corrrt.
Thefollowing are thecasesand issues
012 which the Corm o ~ m i n a l A p p e a l s
granted reuiew but tub id^ the Courl has
not yet deliwred a turittett opinion
PDR 041488 04/19/89, Rains Co.
(A's MOT/REH/PDI<), Inuo1unta)y
Manslaughte~;BaftznaAnnGilbreath:
(1) Is there a requirement that a defendant "u~ge"a motion for change of
venue where it is fded some 18 days
prior the pre-t~ialhearing and properly
served on the state where the state
failed to controvert the defendant's affidavits or is the defendant entitled to
the change as a matter of law?
PDR 0932-88 04/19/89, Harris Co
CSsPDRj, Indecency with a Child, Oruil
John P e a k (1) Whether a defendant
must object at the time the trial court
held the confession in admissxble, to a
previous reference made by prosecutor
during an opening statement D's con-

Contesting Enhancement
contimedf r o r n p r ~ u i o t ~ s ~ ~ e

conv~ctionwherein the fnndamentally
flawed enhancement conviction was
employed. &pam White, 659 S.W.2d
434 (Tex. Crim. App. 1983).
Even though a pen packet may be in
proper form for admission into
evidence, it may contain ~nfo~mation
or
enclosures that are not admissible if
propa objections are made. For example, when a defendant's probation is
revoked and he is sentenced, the motion to revoke containing extraneous
OCTOBER 1989

fession, which had been held admissible. Review under 81(6)(2) should be
done.
PDR 1027-88 OWl9/89, Daltas Co.
(A's PDQ), Kidnapping, Sue 0. Millet:
(1)Does D's claim that she thought she
had consent to adopt child entitle her to
mistake of fact charge in kidnapping
case?
PDR 1030-884/19/89, Fails Co. (A's
PDR), BfrrgJa~yof a Hahitatlodfiztent
to Conimit Rape (Sextral Assault),
Tol?lnYj~E.
Landmnz,JK (1)Did the trial
court properly discharge a juror as
being " d i s a b l e d d u e to bias or
prejudice and continuing with only 11
jurors? (2) Did the State open the door
to collateral mattels and then g o
through the door, if they did open it
themselves, with rebuttal testimony?
PDR 0277-89 04/19/89, Tom Green
Co. (A's PDR), Probation Reuocation,
Jimmy Ray Barnerr (1) Whether a
search warrant includes any vehicles
found on the premises?
PDR 0690-88 04/2@"9, Harris Co.
CS's PDR granted on all gron?zds)(A's
PDR grarztcd oil #3 only), Failtire to
Stop a n d Render Aid, Joe David
Childress: (1) W~etherthe Court of Appeals erred in holding that failure to
stop and render aid is not a felony offense and cannot be enhanced under
Sec. 12.42 P.C..
PDR 1085-88 04/2ci/89, Harris Co.
(S'sPDR), Deliwry of a Controlled Substance(Habit1ra0, MnzoizdA. SIaJord:

(1) Was the Court of Appeals below
correct in fmding ineffective assistance
of counsel both at trial and on appeal?
(in for grounds for review.)
PDR 1090-88 & 1091-88 04/26489,
Dallas Co. (A's PDR), Indecency with a
Child (21, Patrick Logan Morztgornery:
(1) Did the Court ofAppeals errinholding that there was no error in admitting,
over objection, an extraneous offense?
(2) Did the Court of Appeals err in holding that appellant did not preserve h n
complaint concerning the prosecutor's
efforts to intelect irrelevant materials
by his questioning?(3) Did the Courtof
Appeals err in holding improper questions to a witness were hanniess error?
PDR 1101-88 04/26/89, Morris Co.
(A's PDRj, Agg. SexualAsaulr, Donald
Whirfield Buckley, St: (1) LMes Art
38.072, V.A.C.C.P. [child hearsay
statute1violare Rt. to ~0llf,a77tati0IZ?
PDR 1113-88 Victoria Co. (SsPDR),
Tetroristic Threat, James Beebe: (1)
Whether violation of the mandatory
rule under Art. 28.10 ~egarding10 days
preparation time from amendment, requires a harm analysis under Rule
Sl(b)(Z)?
PDR 1345-88 04/2W89, Harris Co.
0's PDR), lindecency wirh a Child
(Enh.), Earl Chanrbem (1) Do statement & videotapes admitted without
objection have probative value where
child declarant repudiates them at trial?

offenses and allegations is not admissible and should be removed from the
pen p:~cket.Also :my in(i~rniaticmco11cc~ninc!
tletailsoltl~iso1Tcnse sl~ouldbe
removed from the pen packet. Tex.
Code Crim. P. AM. art. 37.07(3)(a)CVernon Supp. 1989), Henson u. State, 734
S.W.2d 119 (Tex.App. - Houston [lst
D1st.l 1987, pet. rek'd.). Davis v. State,
642 S.W.2d 510 (Tex. Crim. App. 1982).

punishment based upon an infirm enhancement paragraph, double jeopardy will attach and preclude the state
from retrying the defendant for the
same primary offense a d d i g a "new"
enhancement paragraph. Curler u.
State, 676 S.W.2d 333 (Tex. Crim. App.
1984).
Theuse of a prior convictionto prove
an essential element of an offense bars
thesnbsequent use of that prior conviction in the same indictment for enhancement purposes. IVisdom u. State,
708 S.W.2d 840 (Tex. Crim. App. 1986). 0
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Jeopardy Considerations
If the defendant successfully collaterally attacks his conviction and
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ETHICS NOTES
by Keith Jagmin

."

Judge..
-"I Said, Shut Up And Sit Down!"
Here's the situation: You're in the
middle of jury selection. At a lunch
break, you are approached by a very
attractive person who enticingly asks,
(your heart pounding wildly): How
about some bowling? Mindful of the
time constraints imposed by the court,
you agree - to one game only. But,
even one game has, what is reverently
known by all avid bowlers as, a beer, or
in this case, a tequila-shot frame. As
luck would have it, you fared poorly in
not only that frame, but also the entire
game, ultimately rolling a blistering
"83."
You saunter from the alleys, swaying
as w u l d a mighty oak in a gentle
summer's breeze. Miraculously, you
make it back to court, just a few hours
late, belching and hiccupping your
defense to the court. Your eloquence
not withstanding, his highness holds
you in "ciuninal contempt."'
Rule No. 1:
At the time you are held in criminal
contempt,youshould and must request
that you be released on a personal
bond. As an officer of the court, you
have a statutory right to such r e l e a ~ e , ~
and if it is denied, you are entitled to
habeas relief through the Court of
Criminal Appeals.3
The period of release leads to a hearing held before a second judge to determine if your bowling-tequilahelching

incident was contempt~ous.~
Because
there will be a second hearing with a
new judge, there must be pleadings to
put all patties on notice of the allegati~n.~
Such pleadings take the form of
show-cause orders? You should be
mindful of the fact that the law requires
that the order allege a culpable mental
state, i.e., willful or reckless conduct.'
A failure to allege such a m s reamay
make the order subject to a motion to
quash.
Rule No. 2:
Assume that, at the second hearing,
the judge affims the contempt fmding
and assesses a punishment Can you
appeal? No: and if there is no right of
appeal, there can be no appeal bond.
Therefore, if the punishment assessed
is a jail sentence, your next avenue of
relief will be sought from the peaceful
codmes of your local hoosegow. The
remedy is an application for writ of
habeas corpus Bled with the Cou~tof
Criminal appeal^.^ Therefore, Rule No.
2 is to acquaint yourself with a lawyer
in Austin before the second hearing,
who will file the necessary paperwork
For you with the Couh
Rule No. 3:
Finally, make sure your Austin
lawyer takes the original and eleven
(11)copies of the following to file Nith
the Court of Criminal Appeals: (1) Application for Writ of Habeas Corpus;
and (2) Application for Personal Writ
Bond. The latter will free you from the

About the Author
Kdth E. Jagmin is a sole pwcCriminal Defase Lazuye,s Prqect,
and tbeDa~BarAssociation
on the
titionwin Dafim, Twas.He i3 Board
Certfied in Criminal &w by the subjecm of "ethics" and 'Mefenses."
Texas Board of &gal Specializatim He for)ner& taughtpolitica1science
and i3 a ntember of the Stare Bar of
and paralegal stud@ at Soutbgmt
T W , &e Texas Crinzinanal Defend
T b m State Unlverslty.
l&uyersAssociation. aDirectorofthe
The subject of Ethics is too open
Dallas County CriminalBarAssockz- owIook?d in the process of defendfbn, and the SecwtaryT,.easurerfl ing tbe a c c d , though it is an area
the Crlnlinallaw Section ofthe Dalw e wftb issues and pitfirlls for the
las Bat5Association.
practitioner. In this regard, your
Mr. Jagmh) is a fzeqtzeitt lecfurer
questions, contributions, and camforrheSiateBar of Texm, ZDLA, the merits are inuifed.

cross-bar motel while your pot is stewing before the high court
This area of law has recently reared
its head in regard to several of our
brethren. The subject is considerably
more complex than1 havemade ithere.
However, I hope this somewhat
simplisticoverview will provide a starting point and guidance in an area
fraught with confusion and pitfalls.

Footnotes
1. Cnminal contemp! is d i e d at TEX. GOV.
CODE ANN. 21.002 (Vernon 1988) It is
distinguishable from civil contempt,whch
is coercive in nature. As the result of a
findmg of criminal cantempt, the contemnor may he punished by a jail termofup to
six(6)montlrsmnUrafineofupto5500 00
for each mntemptuous act. Id
2 Id. An o i k e r of the court, under Texas law,
may not be summarily held in contempt,
rather, alawyer is cnrttledto asemnd, "due
process" hearing. Ex Paae Martin, 656
S.W 2d 443 f.Tcx.Cnm App. 1982); Ex Perte
Krupps, 712 S.W 2d 144 (Tex.Crim.App.
1386). While an intereating issue of equal
prcieciion of the law is seemingly raised,
i.e., disparate treatment between lawyers
and non-laws the latter of whom mav
sumnxxypunishment for direct contempt."
Id.
3. Ex Patte Gnffitts.711 S W. Zd 225 (Ter 19862
4 TEX GOV. CODE ANN 5 21 M12CdI (Vernon

1988).
5. ExPalteJohrrson,655 S.W. Zd415 (Tex. 1987).
6. See note 5 supra and related texr.
7. InReJoyce, 506 P. 2d373 (5th Cir. 19751.
8. Ex Pxrte Morrehouse, 614 S.W 2d 450
(Tex Crim.App. 1981).
9. Id Note, an appllation For Wit of Habeas
Corpus will not lie, unless you are under
restmiit. Therefore, if the judge assesses a
fineonly,andyoupayiLti~errisnoremedy.
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BOOK REVIEW
byJ. Gary Trichter
Texas Rules of Evfdence Crirninac by John Ackerman,
Houston. Texas. Francis Marion.
Inc. Pub&lng, 1989; 294 pages:
$95.00.

Lawyers who frequent the state
criminal c o w of Texas will find this
evidence book to be a very valuable
tool. The size of the loose leaf text
makes it quite convenient to cany it in
an ordinary briefcase. However, the
criminal practitioner need not carry this
book solely because of its convenient
size. Rather, Ackerman's criminal
evidence text has the majority of its
value within its covers.
The author has taken the criminal
rules of evidence and dissected each
one on the basis of the following format: the rule, advisory committee comment, commentary and explanation,
cases, and practice pointers.
The book is written from the
standpoint of a criminal defense lawyer

and written primarily for use by
ctiminal defense lawyers. The practice
pointers are specifically directed to
those who defend citizens accused of
crime. The commentary is clearly
biased, althoughnot necessarily from a
defense advocacy point of view. Some
of the commentary goes to the wisdom
or necessity for the rule, or some portion thereof regardless of defense or
prosecution interest. The cases section
is an attempt to report all the relevant
case law, regardless of its bias or
prejudice to either the defense or the
prosecution.
This evidence manual is concise
enough to be carried into the
courtroom and comprehensive enough
to be useful the=. Further, the book
also serves a purpose outside the
courtroom in that is provides the
criminal trial practitioner a better working knowledge of the criminal rules of
evidence. Viewed as a whole, this

evidence manual provides an easy and
quick means by which to solve evidentiary problems either in the courtroom
or in the law office. Finally, the hidden
bonus this book has is that it will be
updated on a frequent basis and therefore the criminal practitionerher will
always be current on the criminal rules
and their interpretation.
Forthe triallawyer, whetherhe be for
the defense or prosecution, this manual
should be a must for his briefcase and
library. Indeed, since1haveseencopies
of this book on the benches of every
criminal judge in Hartis County, it ostensibly appears that the wise trial
lawyer would learn to support his position in trial from the very book used by
his trial judge. Accordingly, this
evidence manual is strongly recommended for your purchase and use,
whether your role is that of a defense
0
practitioner, prosecutor or judge.
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FEDERAL PERSPECTIVE
ET CETERA ON SENTENCING: THE NOlTING BOUGH

by Hon.Jeny Buchrneyer

US. LXstnnctJudge, Dallas

1
have come to believe that sentencing
is really an ait-and that there are only
a few judges who were masters at it.
The late Hon. Sarah ah Hughes was
one, in my opinion; but I suspect those
of you who saw her at her best on
sentencing day will agree.
There was one example of Sentencing Art i n the last column (the
*humanityand compassion" of a Texas
judge in 1843). And, I have a couple of
others to share with you.
But first. . .

The Plea for Mercy
JUDGE: Do you have anything to say
before I pass sen&nce?
DEFENDANT: May God strike me
dead, my lord, if I did it.
m e judge wa~tsfor A Considaable
Time, then looks sternly at the defendant and breaks the silence.)
JUDGE: As Providence has not seen
fit to interpose in your case, it now
becomes my duty to pronounce upon
you the lighter sentence of the law.

As reported by Hackie Sheflod, the
Dallas sports writer:
JUDGE: I sentence you to 15years in
prison and fine you in the amount of
$lO,OOO.
DEFENDANT: Judge, I just can't imagine no way I can raise $10,000. And
as far as the 15years goes, thatksinlply
otrt ofthe question . .

The Sentence
Imaginative sentencing? Try Circuit
Coua Judge Lawrence L. Korda of
Broward County, Florida -who, according to the Associated Press (circa
1987 or thereabouts), sentenced the
defendant in a murder case To WatchA
Movie!

Actually, the 77-year old defendant
(Philip nger) and his wife had a suiclde
pact. He admitted to stabbing his wife

to death and then trying to kill himself.
And, then judge actually sentenced him
to 30 days in jail, two yearsunder house
amst, and 500 hours of communityservice. However, according to the AP
story:
The defendant was also sentenced to
watcha movie classic. It'sA Wonder-fullre- the holiday tearjerker starringJimmy Stewartin one of his most
popular roles, which was being
shown onalocalstationtheweekend
of his sentencing
In the movie, an angel prevents the
character played by Mr. Stewart from
committing suicide and shows him
how diffcult lie would be without
hi.
Judge Kordasaid after the hearing he
hopes the movie will show Mr. Tiger
that Me should be valued.
Mr. Tiger expressed remorse during
Friday's hearing. 'I hadno right todo
it," he said. "It's against the law to do
anything like that."z

The Defendant's Reaction
In the very first criminal case for a
judge inAlberta, Canada, the defendant
plead guilty to armed robbery. Thesentencing went something like this:
JUDGE: I sentence you to four years
in the penitentiary.
(Pause - during which the new
judge realizes that he hadn't asked the
defendant to speak before sentencing.)
JUDGE: I'm sorry. I'm new at this sort
of thmg. I should have asked you if
there is anything you wish to say to me
before sentencing. I'll ask you that now.
DEFENDANT: Yeah! There is. You're
a stup~dsass_!!"
According to the report in Corrrt
Jestex "The ludge could have g~eatly
increased the sentence because of the
contempt of court, but he figured this
was no way to start his judicial career,
so he let it iide. Still, he was ieluctant to
allow this foul-mouthed fellow to have
the last word and as he got up to leave,

'

the thought persisted that he should say
something." So . .
JUDGE: (Turning to look back at the
defendant.) That, sir, m s just a IUC~JT

.

g24m.

Let's Be Particularly Careful
Out There
According to Corrrt Jesters, a
CanadianJustice of the Peace was faced
with a case where the defendant admitted that he took a rowboat without
the owner's permission:
The JP had to decide what to charge
the culprit with, so he started thumbing the index to his trusty Criminal
Code. He looked under "boar and it
said "see ship." He turned to "ship"
and it said "see piracy." Then he
looked ufider "piracy " It also
referred hun to asection that said that
the punishment for piracy -the only
pumshment -was death.
Undaunted, the JP promptly
prepared charges of piracy. Then, after
the defendant plead "guilty,"theJP imposed sentence:
The sentence of this court is that you
be hanged by the neck until you are
dead, and may the Iard have mercy
on your soul.
Gallows shall be constructed immediately for the execution of this sentence, and it is ordered that the
OfficialHanean be sent as soon as
possible.

h appeal, of course, followed on
technical grounds: capital offenses
could only be tried before a judge and
a jury. The gallows were never constructed. The hangman never showed
up. And neither did the defendant who, having received enough justice,
escaped and "fled as far and as fast as
he could."

The Notting Bough
Speaking (as we were) of the Art of
OCTOBER 1989
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Sentencing, this classic is by a n unk n o w n federal judge i n the N e w
Mexico territoty in 1881who rendered
this sentence in United States u. Gojt-

zales5:
JoseManuelMignelXavier Gonzales,
inafew shortweek itwill be Spring.
The snows of W i t e r will flee away,
the ice will vanish. and the air will
becomesoft and bairny. Inshort,Jose
Manuel Mimzel Xavier Gonzales. the
annual miracle of the years will
awaken and come to pass, but you
won't be there.
The rivulet will run its soaring course
to the sea, the timid desert flowen
will put forth their tender shoots. the
glor~ousvalleys of this imperial
domain will hlossom as the rose. Still,
you won't be here to see.
From evervtreetm solne wild woods
songster uaill C d r d lib tnating song,
hutterI1ici will spurt in tlic sunshine,
the busy bee will hum happy as it
pursues it accustonled vocation, the
gentle breeze will tease the tassels of
the wild grasses, and all nature, Jose
Manuel Mieuel Xavier Gonzales. will
be glad, bt; you. You won't be here
to enjoy it because I command the
sheriff or some other officers of the
country to lead you out to some
remote spot, swing you by the neck
from a nolting bough of some sturdy
oak, and let you hang until you are
dead
v

And then, Jose Manuel MiguelXavier
Gonzales, I further command that
such officer or officers retire quickly
from your dangling corpse, that vultures may descend from the heavens
upon your filthy body until nothing
shall remain but bare, bleached
bones of a cold-blooded, bloodthirsty, throat-cutting, sheep-herding, murdering son-of-a-bitch.

And StU More Footnotes
1.ThLs phdse-"lpnsssentencen-remindsme
ofanew hndanlentdT&Thereis n M b

ing meaner and more cranky than a consltpatcd federal judge.
2. Actually, this shquld have takcn place in
CallFarnia - wherc this story (hopelirlly
apoayphal) coms fiom: A judgesentencing an elderly pmatitute had doubts after
hearing her convincing plea for leniency:
So, he called a reces, and then asked one
of his fellow judges: ?us1 what would you
eive a fifwnine wnr-old orosliwte?" The

!nudl like that ofJames Shinn of St, Louis
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whnwassenteneedro20ycan in prison for
steahng over SlM,W in rare hooks from
Itbraties in several cities, and who said 'I
really kind of expeaedit"
4 Noteto~ilw~mcmfused
Iwouldhaveused
-hole" for this line. However, last &r,
theTexas lawyerused asS-?Ts
this now
the prefcned form' Anyway, just do what
you think best

5. Contributed by JatnPs Hambl~mn,Diream of
the Sclte Inw Library in Ausun, who found
ths version of the sentence -WE& has
been reprinted m vadous publicstions over
the years - in 3 r e e Soufbwesfern legal
~ u m e n &
"collected byJohnJenkiNand
puMishedinalimiteded~tionhyPemberton
P r w in Austin in 1973.
0
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MOTION PRACTICE
by Joseph A. Connots, I11
The subsrarzce of the following jury
insh?rctio12s was srrbnritted 1n a case
tried byJosep1~A. C O ~ O I S
11,1,iVfcA1Ien.
CAUSE NO. CR-751-87-E

THE

srwE OFTEWS

IN

m UISIRICI'

COURT

' 2757HJUDICIAI. nISlR1Ct

VS.
NOE IARA

HIDALGO COUNlY.'SEV§

CHARGE OPTHE COURTON PUiWSHMENS

LADIFS AND GENTLEIMEN OF THE JURY:

By yourverdict returned in this case
you have found the defendant guilty of
the offense charged in the indictment,
to-wit: Involuntary Manslaughter,
which was alleged to have been c o m
mitted on or about the 28th day of May,
1987 in Hidalgo County, Texas. It is
necessary that the jury assess the
punishment for this offense.
You are instn~ctedthat the punisllment for involuntary manslaughter is
confinement in the Texas Department
of Corrections for any term of not more
than ten years or less than two years,
and the jury may, initsdiscrerion,assess
if it chooses,in any amount not to exceed $5000.00, or no fine whatsoever.
Therefore, you will assess a fine the
punishment for the defendant, upon
said finding of guilt, at any termof years
confinement not less thanhvo nor more
than ten and, in your discretion, no fine
whatsoever or a fine in any amount not
over $5000.00.
You are further instructed that in
fixing the defendant's punishment,
which you will show in your verdict,
you may take into consideration all the
facts shown by the evidence admitted
before you in the full trial of this case
and the law as submitted to you in this
charge.
You are instructed that the defendant
may testify in his ownbehalf if he elects
to do so, but if he chooses not to d o so,
that fact cannot be taken as a circumstance against him nor prejudice
him in any way. The defendant has
elected not to testify in this punishment
phase of trial, and you are inswcted
that you cannot and must not refer to
nor allude to that fact throughout your
deliberations or take it into consideration for any purpose whatsoever as a

circumstance against the defendant.
It now becomes your duty to set the
punishment and in this connection you
are instructed as follows.
The fact the Defendant was arrested,
indicted, and confiied and that the
Defendant has exercised his right to
plead not guilty and require the State of
Texas to prove its case is not to be
considered as any evidence to be used
by the ju~yin assessing his punishment.
The burden of proof in this phase of
the trial still rests upon the State and
never shifts to the defendant.
You are charged that it is not permissible for you under any ckcumstances
in fixing the penalty to decide the same
by lot. It sometimeshappens that when
juries are unable to agree as to the
punishment to be intlicted, they decide
that each juror shall set down the
amount offine or length of confinement
in his judgment the punishment should
be, all of which is added together, and
the total sinn divided by twelve, and the
quotient so ascertained by that division
to constitute the verdict of the jury.
This conduct is deciding the case by
lot, and is not permissible, and you are
instn~ctedin this case that you must not
consider any proposition ofthis character, but the punishment to be assessed
must be determined and agreed upon
by each juror on the facts of the case as
testified to by the witnesses and the law
as given you in the Charge of the Court.
The defendant has filed his sworn
motion for probation herein, alleging
that he has neverbefore been convicted
of a felony in this state or any other
state. Our law provides that where a
person is charged with the offense of
involuntary manslaughter and the jury
finds him guilty and assesses the
punishment at imprisonment in the
penitentiary for any term of years not
more than ten (10) years orat a fine and
confinement, and the jury further finds
that the defendant has never been convicted of a felony in this state or in any
other state, the ju~ymay cause the i t position of sentence to be suspended
and the defendant to be placed on
probation under supervision of the
court during his good behavior. If a fine

is assessed in addition to confinement,
the jiny may also reconmend probationof the fine, subject tothislimitation:
the jury may not recommend probation
of the fine unless the confinement is
also probated. Thus, where a fine is
assessed in addition to confinement,
the jury may recommend probation of
both the confinement and the f i e , or
reconmend probation of the confinement but not the fine.
Now, if you believe from the
evidence that the defendant has never
before been convicted of a felonyinthis
stateorany otherstate, andifyouassess
the punishment of defendant at confinement in the penitentiary for a term
of not more than ten (10) years, or if you
affix his punishment at a fine and confinement in the penitentiary for a term
of not more than ten (10) years, then
you may recommend such probation
for the defendant. Whether you do, or
do not, recommend probation for the
defendant is a matter that rests within
the sound discretion of the jury. In any
event, let yourveldict show the punishment which you assess, and if you
recommend probation, show the
period of probation which you recom
mend the defendant shall serve, which
shall beany termofyearsauthorizedfor
the offense for which defendant has
been convicted, but in no event for
more than ten (10) years or less than
two (2) years.
The conditions of probation which
this Coult may impose shall be limited
to but not necessarily include all of the
following:
(1) that the defendant conunit no offense against the law of this State or
of any other State or of the United
States;
(2) that he avoid injurious or vicious
habits;
(3) that he avoid persons or places of
disreputable or harmful character;
(4) that he report to the probation
officer as directed by the judge or
probation officer and obey all rules
and regulations of the probation
department;
(5) that he pemiit the probation ofOCTOBER 1989
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ficer to visit him at his home or else-

(Othat he work faithfully at suitable
employment as far as possibk;
CI) that he 1,emainwithin a specified

@
that I
he pay his fine, if one be
&messed, and all comtcosts, whether
a fine be assessed or not, in one or
several sums. andmake restitutionor
reparation in any sum that the Court
shall determine;
(9) that he support his dependents;
(10) that he participate, for a time
specified by the court and subject to
the same conditions imposed on
community-service probationers . . .
in any community-based plogram,
including a community-service work
program designated by the court;
(11) that he reimburse the County in
which the prosecution was instituted
for compensation paid to appointed
counsel for defending him in the
case, if counsel was appointed;
(12) that he remain under custodial
supervision in a community based
facility, obey all rules and regulations
of such facility, and pay a percentage
of his income to the facility for room
and board;
(13) that he pay a percentage of his
income to his dependents for their
support while under custodial
suspension in a community based
facility;
(14) that he pay a percentage of his
income to the victim ofthe offense, if
any, to compensate thevictimfor any
property damage or medical expenses sustained by the victim as a direct
result of the commission of the offense;
( 1 9 that he participate in an intensive probation program . . . at the
direction of the court or the probation officer;
(16) that he submit to testrng for controlled substances;
(17) that he attend counseling sessions for substance abuses, if the
person was sentenced for an offense
involving contrdled substances or
the court determines that the
defendant's use of mntrolled substances was connected to the commission of the offense; and
(18) that he participate in a program
at the direction of the probation officer that teaches functionally illiterate persons to read.
The ju~y,in determiningthe sentence
OCTOBER 1989
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of the defendant for the offense
charged in the indictment, can consider
only the evidence or lack of evidence.
The jury must disregard any statement
made during the course of the trial, by
counsel or the Court, not supported by
the evidence. The jury is not to be influenced or governed by an expression
of opinion or aetion of the Court.
You are advised that counsel for each
side have not only the right, but also the
duty to present any legal motions and
objections to evidence which counsel
believe are in order.
The fact that the Court hasmade legal
rulings upon objections and motions
made from time to time by the attorneys
for each side are not to be taken as any
expression of opinion on the part of the
Court upon the Facts of the case. The
remarks, rulings and actions of the
presidimg judge were upon matters of
the law only and were not upon the
fads which you, and you alone, must
determine, if you can.
YOU are instructed that yourpersonal
opinion as to facts not proven, or not
fairly inferable from the evidence, cannot property be considered as the basis
of your verdict.
You may believe that certain facts
exist, but as jurors, you may only act
upon the evidence introduced during
the trial, and from that, and that alone.
You mustfoim yourverdict, unaided,
unassisted and uninfluenced by any
opinions or presumptions not formed
upon evidence.
You are instructed that you should
not consider as evidence in this case,
any evidence of any wirness or witnesses, to which an objection was sustainedand/orto which an instructionto
disregard was gix~enby the Court.
You are the exclusive judges of the
facts proved, of the credibility of the
witnesses and the weight to be given
their testimony, but the law you shall
receive in thesewitteninst~ctions
and
you must be governed thereby.
Service upon a jury in a case such as
this is one of the highest duties a citizen
may be called upon to perform. It is as
hmportant a civic duty as voting or ser<icein the armed forces of our nation,
and is a responsibility you have not
lightly assumed and for which you cannot be adequately commended.
From tgme to time, a citizen is called
o serve whose service on a juty places
Jpon him a severe strain. This is a veiy
~nfortunatething to have happen,

about which the Court is concerned.
Do not let any hardship prompt you
to render a hasty verdict, for that would
be a violation of your sworn duty to be
fair.
"Probation"shall mean the release of
a convicted defendant by a court under
conditions imposed by the court for a
specified period during which the imposition of sentence is suspended.
Revocation of probation means cancellation of the probation status. If a
defendant violates these conditions of
probation, he is subject to having his
probation revoked. If probation is
revoked, the court may proceed to dispose of the case as if there had been no
probation; that is, the court may order
the defendant to be confined in the
penitentiary tor the term assessed by
the july and to pay his fine. If the court
determines that the best interests of
society and the prob7tioner would be
sewed by a shorter term of imprisonment, the court has the option, upon
revocation, to reduce the term of imprisonment to not less than the minimum prescribed for the offense of
which the probationer was convicted.
In the course of deliberations, a juror
should not hesitate to reexamine his
own views and change his opinion if
convinced it is erroneous. However, no
juror should surrender his honest conviction as to the weight or effect of the
evidence solely because of the opinion
of his fellow jurors, or for the mere
purpose of returning a verdict.
Where pmhtion is recommended
by the verdict of a jury, it cannot be
revoked solongas the defendant meets
the conditions placed on him by the
court.
d the jury recommends probation, it
must set the "period of probation." Do
not confuse the "period of probation"
with the "term of confinement." The
term of confinement is part of the
punishnxent; that is, it is the actual sentence whose imposition has been
suspended and probated.
The period of probation is the period
of time that the defendant will beunder
the supervision of the court while on
probation. The jury may fix the period
of probation without regard to the term
of confinement assessed, but in no
event may the period of probation be
greater than ten yea15 or less than the
two years prescribed for the offense for
which the defendant has been convicted. Thus, within the prescribed
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limits, the period of probation may be
more than, less than, or equal to the
term of confinement.
You shall not discuss how long the
defendant will be required to serve the
punishment you impose. Such matters
come within the exclusive jurisdiction
of the Texas Board of Pardons and
Paroles.
Any ve~dictreached must be unanimous. Verdict forms applicabIe to this
case are attached to the Charge of the
Court. If a verdict is reached, it will be
indicated by the PresidingJuror signing
his or her name to the appropriate verdict form.
When you return to the jury room, it
is your presiding juror3 duty to preside
at your deliberations, vote with you,
and when you have unanimously
agreed upon a verdict, to certifyto your
verdict by using the appropriate form
attached hereto, and signing the same
as presiding juror.
In orderto return averdict, eachjuror
must agree thereto, but jurors have a
duty to consultwithone another and to
deliberate with a view of reaching an
agreement, if it can be done without
violence to individual judgment.
Each juror must decide the case for
himself, but only after animpartial consideration of the evidence with his fellow jurors.
During your delihationin this case,
you must not consider, discuss, nor relate any matters in evidence before you.
You should not consider nor mention
any personal knowledge or information you may have about any fact or
person connected with this case which
is not shown by the evidence.
During your deliberation,you should
notletbias, prejudice, orsympathy play
any part in reaching a verdict.
During the deliberations, the jury
may not communicatewith anyone except the Court or the officer in charge
of the jury; may not separate for any
purpose without permission of the
Court; may not discuss the case except
with each otherintheprivacyofthe jury
room; may neither consider nor discuss
matters in evidence including personal
knowledge of information about any
fact or person connected with the case.
While you are deliberating, no one
has authority to communicatewith you
except the officer who has you in
charge. However, after you have retired
to the jury room you may communicate
with this Court in writing through the
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officer who has you in charge. Do not
attempt to talk to that officer as to any
question you may have, but communicate through that officer to this Court in
writing. Your verdict must be unanimous and after you have reached a
unanimous verdict, the presiding juror
will certify thereto by signing the appropriate form attached to this charge.
Signed on this 5th day of May, 1989
at 4:12o'clock p.m.
PRESIDING JUDGE
CAUSE NO. CR-7555-87THESTATEOFTZXAS * fNTHe275THDIStWCT
VS
WrnOF
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NOE LANA

W A L O O U J U h n , 'IEXAS

4. We, the Jury, having found the
Defendant, NOE LARA, guiIty of Involuntary Manslaughter as alleged in
the indictment, assess his punishment
at confinement in the Texas Department of Corrections for a term of
years and a fine of$
And we, the jury, having assessed the
punishment of the Defendant at not
more than ten (10) years, and having
further found that he has never before
been convicted of a felony in this state
or in any other state, do recommend
that the impositionofboth the sentence
in the Texas Department of Corrections
and the fine be suspended and the
Defendant be placed on probation for
a term of
years.
PRESIDINGJUROR

FORMS OF VERDICTS

1. We, the Jury, having found the
Defendant, NOE LARA, guilty of Involuntary Manslaughter as alleged in
the indictment, assess his punishment
at confinement in the Texas D e p t ment of Corrections for a term of
years.

2. We, the Jury, having found the
Defendant, NOE L A M , guilty of Involuntary Manslaughter as alleged in
the indictment, assess his punishment
at confinement in the Tews Department of Corrections for a term of
years and a fme of .$-

3. We, the Jury, having found the
Defendant, NOE LARA, guilty of Involuntary Manslaughter as alleged in
the indictment, assess his punishment
at confinenlent in the Texas Department of Corrections for a term of 5
( E M ) years.
Andwe, theJury, havingassessedthe
punishment of the Defendant at not
more than ten (10) years, and having
further found that he has never before
been convicted of a felony in this state
or in any other state, do recommend
that the imposition of the sentence be
suspended and the Defendant be
placed on probation for a term of 5
years.
&-&fro

-
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PRESIDING JUROR

5. We, the Jury, having found the
Defendant* NOE LARA, guilty of Involuntary Manslaughter as alleged in
the indictment, assess his punishment
at confinement in the Texas Department of Corrections for a term of
years and a fine of $_.
And we, theJury, havingassessed the
punishment of the Defendant at not
more than ten (10) years, and having
further found that he has never before
been convicted of a felony in this state
or in any other state, do recommend
that the imposition of the sentence in
theTexasDepartment of Correctionsbe
suspended and the Defendant be
placed on probation for a term of
y e a r s but theimposition of the
f i e is not suspended and it is recommended that the Defendant pay said
fine.
PRESIDINGJUROR
S P E W ISSUE FIhDING

6. Do you find from the evidence
beyond a reasonable doubt that the
defendant, NOE LARA, used a deadly
weapon during the commission of the
offense for which you have found him
guilty?
"Deadly Weapon" means (a) a
firearm or anything manifestly designed, made, or adapted for the purpose of inflicting death or serious
bodily injury, or (b) anything that in the
manner of its use or intended use is
capable of causing death or serious
bodily injuly.
You will answer "Yes" or "No."
We, the Jury, answer: YES
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IN AND AROUND TEXAS
Outstanding Crimind
Defense Lawyer
Ever since the end of the 71st Legislative Session this writer has been planning to write a piece about Randy
Schaffer, who was named the Outstanding Criminal Defense Lawyer in
Texas this year for his representation ol
Randall Dale Adams, who, in case
you've been hunting penguins in Antarctica, was wrongly convicted in Dallas County and sentenced to death. He
spent approximately twelve years on
death rowuntilEmolMorrls'sfilm, the
Thin Blrre Line raised questions about
Adams' guilt. Enter Randy Schaffer
who, despite some of the credit for
Adams' release going to Morris, was the
Perry Mason in the case -i.e., he had
a factually innocent defendant, and by
a combination of persistence and great
lawyering (maybe that's redundant)
freed Adams. The details of Schaffer's
efforts are too numerous for the space
avallaMe here, but suffice to say Schaffer roundly deserves the honor bestowed on him by the Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyers Association and
others. Kudos.

State Bar Center for Correctional Services
For the past 15 years the State Bar
Center for Correctional Services (Center), a Governor's Criminal Justice
Division grant, under the direction of
Executive Director W.C. "Bill"
-we,
has served the inmates,
parolees and releasees of the Texas
Department of Corrections by appointing lawyers to represent inmates incivil
rights violation cases, and to represent
parolees and releasees at parole
revocation hearings conducted by the
Board of Pardons and Paroles (Board).
<Parolees are eligible for release after
time sewed plus good conduct time
equals one-fourth of their sentence, or
one-third under prior law since it's the
B o a d s policy not to recognize that the
current parole law is retroactive.
Releasees are elig~blefor release up to
180 days prior to the time their good
conduct time plus time served equals
their sentence). The revocation hearOCTOBER 1989

ings forparolees and releasees are conducted by the Board with nonlawyer
hearings officers who are employees of
the Board.
The Center also has appointed lawyers to represent juvenile offenders at
field placement revocation hearings,
where the juvenile could be returned to
a Texas Youth Commission (TYC)
facility, and at hearingswhere the issue
is whether the juvenile is considered a
dangerous offender (when that is the
finding, it often results in longer incarceration and/or transfer to a higher
security institution).
Recently, LaR0we announced that effective 31 August 1989 the Center terminated its program to appoint
attorneys to represent indigent adult
parolees at Board parole revocation
hearings. The Center will continue to
appoint lawyers to represent indigent
juveniles since the TYC continues to
make efforts to insure that youthful offenders are afforded due process and
fundamentalfairness inTYC revocation
proceedings. The Board's efforts regarding parolee rights, however, fail to
match those of the TYC.For some time
the Center has received pelsistent and
increasing complaints from participating attorneys (including this writer)
concerning the character and conduct
of parole revocation hearings. Many
lawyers perceived the hearings as pro
Forma proceedings (read Star Chamber)
which do not meet minimal due proc:ss requirements, and where the Board
hearing officers, with no legal trainmg,
reat defense counsel in a high-handed
nanner. The hearing officers' recomnnendation to the Board is, nmre often
han not, based on infolmation
>reparedby the parolee's parole officer
In a worksheet which, inter alia, inh d e s the following: Whether the
xrolee is indigent; Whether there are
:omplexities in the case; Whether the
~aroleeadmits or denies the allegaions, For admitted violations, what are
he mitigating or extenuating circum,Lances; For denied violations, what
actors support the denial; and Whether
he parolee is able to represent himself
:ffectively. These factors are taken

down by the complaining t u i t ~ ~ ~i.e.,
ssthe parole officer, who in essence decides whether or not the parolee is entitled to a lawyer.
LaRowve says that his oversight committee has met with members of the
Board staff and conlmunicated the
Center's concerns about the revocation
process. To date there has been no improvement in procedures, and the Center oversight committee determined
that it is unlikely that the Center's continued participationin the appointment
of lawyers for indigent adult paroleesin
revocation proceedings would cause
my positive change in Boa~dproceh e s , thus to continue the appointments would place the imprimatur of
he State Bar on a basically unfair pro3ess.
If as a practicing member of the State
Bar, you are requested to represent an
ndigent adult parolee at a revocation
learing, the request for your represenation is no longer a paa of the State Bar
mblic service program, but merely a
itate agency soliciting legal services.
Ubu should feel free to decline the apmintment or set your fee at your usual
ate for contested hearings.

Membership
As of late September, TCDLA regular
nembership was at 1320, an all-time
ligh, but still a good distance from the
ong-rangeobjective of 2,000 members.
tenlember, every member signup just
me member, that would double the
olls and make a lot of us including
'resident Bobo, happy campers.
0
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Texas Criminal Defense Lawyer. Association
MX) West 13th St&
Austin, Texas 78701
(512) 478-2514

To provide an appropriate state orgaoization representing those lawyers who
are actively engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
To protect and insure by rule of law those individual rights guaranteed b y
the Texas and Pederal Constitutions in criminal cases.
To resist proposed legi$lation or rules which would curtail such rights and
to promote sound alternatives.
To nmmote educational activities to imnrove the skills and knowledee
. of
lawyers engagcd in the defenve of criminal cases.
TII imprnve the judicial system and to urge the selection and appointnient
lo the bench of well-qualiflcd and cxpcrienccd lawyers.
To improve the correctional system and to seek more eNective rehahilitatinn
opportunities for those convicted of crimes.
1'0promote wnstant improvement in the adminislralion of criminal justice.
ADVANTAGES FOR TCDLA MEMBERS
The monthly Voice for the Defmre magazine.
The Signifmt DeckionsRepofl of impamt eases decidedby UTe Texas Court of Criminsl
Appeals and Federal Courts.
TCDLAMembershipDireCtory-rcfemalsto and horn Criminal Defenselawyers in aver
1M) Texas cities.
Outstanding educational programs-fcahlriog recognized experts on practicd aspects of
defense cases. TCDLA and the State Bar annually present many seminars and courses in
all pads of tbe state.
Avdabititv of Lawers Asststance Committee. a readv mrceof information and assistance
to mcmkrs, i~ndthe Amicus Curiae Cmmiltcs.
Organimlion.tl wioe lhrough whih criniin;~tdcfcne lawyers can formulaic and cxprcw
their p,siti,m on lcgisl~tian,court rafurm, in~portanldcfcnrccnscs through Amicus Curiae
activity.
Discounts and free offerings for publications of interest lo criminal defense lawyers
Mesager service in the ~a~itnfarea.
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. . .in this state already belong to the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association. We believe we have now the best Criminal Defense Bar in
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